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Receiver with Automatic Selectivity Control
Responsive to Interference*

JOHN F. FARRINGTONt, FELLOW, I.R.E.

Summary-The selectivity requirements of a broadcast receiver
that must be met in order for it to perform satisfactorily under service
conditions are discussed. A superheterodyne receiver is described that
has its selectivity controlled automatically to meet these requirements.
It has intermediate -frequency selectors in which vacuum tubes are
used to adjust the coupling between tuned circuits to effect adjustment
of the selectivity. The tubes are controlled by signal -derived potentials
so that the band width increases in accordance with the strength of
the desired signal and decreases in response to undesired signals on
adjacent channels. As a result, the selectivity and the fidelity of the
receiver are maintained at optimum under all conditions of signal
strength and interference.

INTRODUCTION

0UR broadcast stations transmit programs that
include frequencies up to 8000 cycles. To re-
produce these programs, a receiver must have

broad selective circuits and a high-fidelity audio -fre-
quency system. Most of the receivers on the market
are designed primarily for reception through inter-
ference; therefore, they have sharp selector circuits.
Users of such receivers never realize the benefits of
the high-fidelity broadcasts. What the listener really
should have is a receiver with adjustable selectivity
so that he can receive properly the high-fidelity pro-
grams from local stations or receive to best advan-
tage the weak stations.

But the problem is more complicated than this ap-
parently, for adjustable selectivity receivers have
been on the market for some time and yet they have
not had a great appeal. It develops that interference
and background noise determine the optimum rela-
tions between selectivity and the strength of ..the
desired signals. The user of an adjustable selectivity
receiver cannot be expected to know these optimum
relations or to appreciate their importance. Conse-
quently he cannot be expected to adjust his receiver
correctly. The receiver he needs must be engineered
so that it does the job properly for him.

The special problems involved in designing such a
set will be discussed. A receiver that has its selectivity
controlled automatically to best advantage by the
strength of the desired signal and by the relation be-
tween the strengths of the desired and interfering
signals will be described.

SPECIAL. REQUIREMENTS OF RECEIVER

To obtain the full benefits and entertainment value
from wide -frequency -range broadcasts, it is necessary

* Decimal classification: R361.2 XR4.30. Original manuscript
received by the Institute, July 12, 1938. Presented before I.R.E.
Convention, New York, N. Y., June 16, 1938.

f llazeltine Service Corporation, Bayside, L. I., N. Y.

April, 1939

to use a receiver that accepts the full range of modu-
lation side -band frequencies without appreciable dis-
crimination and handles satisfactorily the corre-
sponding wide range of audio frequencies. There is a
further requirement that the strength of the desired
radio signal shall be well above the level of adjacent -
channel interfering signals and of noise originating in

the receiver and external thereto. When reception
conditions are not favorable as regards interference
and noise, the receiver band width must be reduced
in order that signals may be received to best advan-
tage.

8

ILO 100 80 60 40 20

Signal Input in Db. below 1 Volt

Fig. 1-Optimum receiver band width versus signal strength.

0

Before a receiver can be designed to provide these
selectivity adjustments automatically, the optimum
relations between receiver band width and signal
strength must be known. To determine these, tests
were made using an adjustable selectivity receiver.

Set noise of the hiss type, produced by tubes and
circuits, was found to be a definite limitation. The
curve of Fig. 1 shows the relation between the re-
ceiver band width and desired signal strength that
gives a fair compromise between fidelity of reproduc-
tion and tolerable noise background of this character.
However, a receiver that is adjusted in this manner
will have somewhat greater background noise for
weak signals than for strong signals.

When receiving in the presence of electrical dis-
turbances originating external to the set, stronger de-
sired -signal levels than those indicated by the curve
are required for the various degrees of receiver band-
width expansion, depending on the character and
magnitude of the disturbances.

An interfering signal on a channel immediately ad-
jacent to the desired signal also necessitates limiting
the receiver band width in order to avoid cross talk

Proceedings of the I.R.E. 239
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and monkey chatter. Tests indicate that when the
interfering signal strength is equal to the desired sig-
nal strength, the band width of the receiver should
not exceed approximately 7000 cycles, that is, +3500
cycles. This figure was determined by listening to in-
terfering transmitters that were not overmodulated

0

-40

-50
-12 -8 -4 0 +4

456 fcc
+8 +12

Fig. 2-Response characteristics of the intermediate-
frequency selector of the test receiver.

to the point of producing spurious side -band fre-
quencies. If the interfering carrier is several times
stronger than the desired signal, the receiver band
width should be reduced to a minimum.

The band -width figures given in the preceding dis-
cussion were obtained with a superheterodyne re-
ceiver having a fairly broad radio -frequency selector
and an audio -frequency amplifier and loud speaker
that handled efficiently frequencies out to 8000 cy-
cles. The chief selectivity resided in the intermediate -

frequency selector system. Its band width was con-
tinuously adjustable between limits of +1600 cycles
and +8500 cycles by a manual control. Typical re-
sponse characteristics of this selector are shown in
Fig. 2. The band widths were measured at frequen-
cies at which the output was one half the mid -band
frequency response. The sensitivity of this receiver
was about 2 microvolts and the noise about 0.5 mi-
crovolt at the minimum band -width adjustment of
± 1600 cycles.

DESIGN OF RECEIVER

With these performance requirements as a guide, a
superheterodyne receiver was produced that had the
special features shown in the circuit diagram of Fig.
3. To simplify the explanation, the various special
circuits are shown as independent of one another.
Modifications that reduce the number of tubes are
indicated later.

The signal circuit of the receiver includes a tunable

radio -frequency selector -amplifier and frequency
changer, a two -stage adjustable band -width inter-
mediate -frequency amplifier, and a high-fidelity au-
dio -frequency amplifier and associated sound repro-
ducer. With the exception of the intermediate -fre-
quency selector -amplifier, these components are of
conventional design except that they handle effi-
ciently modulation frequencies up to 8000 cycles.

Adjustable Band- Width Selector
The chief selectivity of the receiver resides in the

adjustable band -width intermediate -frequency se-
lector units. There are two of these and they are sub-
stantially identical. Each selector includes a pair of
resonant circuits (p), tuned to the intermediate fre-
quency of 455 kilocycles. These are coupled by two
vacuum tubes, the intermediate -frequency amplifier
tube that operates in the direction of travel of the
signal through the receiver and the band -width con-
trol tube that operates to feed back energy from the
output tuned circuit to the input tuned circuit of the
amplifier tube. The coils that couple the feed -back
tube to the selective circuits are poled so that the
feedback is degenerative at the resonant frequency
of the circuits and becomes regenerative as the fre-
quency departs either way from the resonant fre-
quency.

The between the selective circuits that
is effective in determining the band width of the se -
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Fig. 3-Receiver Ix ith automatic selectivity
control responsive to interference.

lector is proportional to the mean of the mutual con-
ductances of the two tubes. Therefore, the transmis-
sion -frequency band of the selector can be regulated
automatically by controlling the mutual conduct-
ances of these tubes with signal -derived bias poten-
tials. This will be treated later.

In the absence of signal input to the receiver, the
amplifier tube has a fixed normal -bias potential that
produces its rated mutual conductance and the con-
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trot tube has a fixed bias potential that reduces its
mutual conductance substantially to zero. With these
potentials on the tubes, the selector has a minimum
band width determined by the power factors of the
two tuned circuits, and the stage gain is a maximum.
A positive control potential applied to the grid of the
control tube will increase its mutual conductance so
that it functions to broaden the band width of the
selector and to reduce the gain through the stage,
thus effecting both selectivity control and gain con-
trol. The algebraic sum of the grid potentials applied
to the control tube should never be less than the
rated negative potential.

The response characteristics of a single -stage se-
lector as a function of the mutual conductance of the
control tube are given in Fig. 4. The characteristics
become double -peaked because of degenerative ac-
tion produced by the control tube at the resonant
frequency of the tuned circuits and regenerative ac-
tion at the off -resonant frequencies. The gain is re-
duced by increasing the mutual conductance of the
control tube, just as though the tuned circuits were
detuned symmetrically.

To secure flat -top expansion characteristics in the
selector system, a third tuned circuit (2p) is included
as part of each stage. This tuned circuit has twice the
power factor of the other two selective circuits. It is
coupled loosely to one of the sharper circuits to avoid
widening unduly the over-all selectivity. The result-
ing response characteristics of a three -circuit selector
are shown in Fig. 5.

When the selector is operated in the expanded
band -width condition by the application of a positive
control potential to the control tube, the band width
may be contracted by impressing a negative control
potential on the amplifier tube to reduce its mutual
conductance. Contraction of the band width in this
manner does not affect materially the gain at the
resonant frequency of the selector unless the band
width is reduced below the condition corresponding
to optimum coupling, when gain reduction becomes
quite pronounced.

The two automatic -selectivity -control stages are
connected in cascade by coupling the output tuned
circuit of the first stage to the input tuned circuit of
the second stage, using less than optimum coupling
to avoid unnecessary widening of the selectivity
characteristics.

Band -Width Control Circuits

Control of the adjustable intermediate -frequency
selector -amplifier system to achieve the desired re-
ceiver operation is effected by the several control cir-
cuits shown in the diagram of Fig. 3.

For controlling the receiver band width in accord-
ance with the strength of the desired signal, the au-
tomatic -selectivity -control diode is used to develop
a signal -derived positive potential for actuating the
control tubes. To insure band expansion in accord-
ance with the curve of Fig. 1, adequate gain from the
antenna to this diode must be provided. To prevent
appreciable expansion of the band width for signals
stronger than 5 or 10 millivolts, it is necessary to
limit the amplitude of the intermediate-frequency
carrier wave developed by the frequency converter
and applied to the intermediate -frequency system.
The first automatic volume control operating on the
radio -frequency amplifier and on the frequency con -
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verter tubes accomplishes this. The gain between the
antenna and the first automatic volume control diode
is adjusted so that the control is effective only for
signals greater than 1 millivolt.

Contraction of the receiver band width in the pres-
ence of a strong interfering signal on a channel ad-
jacent to the desired signal wave is effected by the
10 -kilocycle contraction control. A negative control
potential developed by the 10 -kilocycle diode is ap-
plied to one or more of the amplifier tubes of the in-
termediate -frequency selector system. This poten-
tial is derived from the 10 -kilocycle wave that is pro-
duced by the signal detector when the interfering and
desired carrier waves are both present. The 10 -kilo-
cycle wave is selected from the audio -frequency out-
put by circuits sharply resonant to this frequency.
The control potential thus is substantially unaffected
by side -band signal components associated with the
desired carrier wave, so spurious operation does not
occur when high -frequency modulation components
of large amplitude are present. The take -off point for
the 10 -kilocycle wave precedes the audio -frequency
volume control in order that the action will not be
affected by volume -level adjustments. A reasonable
amount of gain at 10 kilocycles is provided so that
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the control will operate even when the intermediate -
frequency selector system is contracted sufficiently
to provide considerable attenuation of the adjacent -

channel interfering carrier wave.
Additional band -width contraction by an interfer-

ing signal also is obtained from the first automatic
volume control when the selective circuits associated
with it are made broad enough to accept the ad-
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Fig. 6-Over-all electric fidelity versus signal strength.

jacent-channel carrier wave. The potential produced
by the interfering carrier wave reduces the gain of
the radio -frequency amplifier and frequency con-
verter at the desired -signal frequency and thus causes
the signal level to fall at the automatic -selectivity -

control diode, thereby contracting the band width.
To meet conditions where external noise levels are

appreciable and necessitate delaying band expansion
until the desired -signal level is greater than that re-
quired in the presence of set noise alone, additional
controls are required. Two methods of accomplishing
the desired results are shown in the receiver diagram.

The sensitivity control delays the band expansion
by a definite amount. This control takes the form of a
manually adjustable negative bias potential that is
applied to the grids of the radio -frequency amplifier
and frequency -changer tubes. Alternatively a posi-
tive potential may be applied in the cathode circuits
of these tubes. By increasing the bias potential the
sensitivity of the receiver is reduced so that stronger
signals are required to produce a given intermediate -

frequency output from the frequency changer, and
consequently the expansion of the intermediate -fre-
quency selector system is delayed. When external
noise is consistently present, this form of control
meets service conditions since it is futile to attempt
to use a highly sensitive receiver in a noisy location.

In locations where noise is intermittent, the user
of the receiver may forget to cut out the sensitivity
control when the noise is not present, and thus fail
to hear acceptable weak signals. To meet this condi-
tion a signal -derived negative bias potential may be
obtained from the automatic -selectivity -control de-
lay diode and applied to the radio -frequency ampli-
fier and frequency changer to delay the expansion.
The amount of delay may be regulated by the po-

April

tentiomcter to suit particular conditions. This ar-
rangement leaves the sensitivity of the receiver
unaffected, since the bias is nil when the signals are
weak.

OVER-ALL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Interesting performance characteristics of this re-
ceiver are shown in the following figures by curves
based on over-all electrical fidelity measurements
that are indicative of the performance of the auto-
matic -selectivity -control system in regulating the re-
ceiver band width.

Electrical Fidelity Curves
Fig. 6 shows over-all electrical fidelity curves ob-

tained at various levels of desired -signal strength; the
sensitivity controls being inoperative and interfering
signals being nil. It will be observed that the fidelity
improves gradually with increasing signal strength
until nearly the maximum is reached at approximate-
ly 3000 microvolts input, and that for signals above
this level the fidelity remains substantially constant.
Since in this receiver the frequency characteristic of
the audio -frequency system was flat beyond 8000
cycles, the fidelity curves show substantially the per-
formance of the adjustable -band -width selector sys-
tem.

Effect of Interfering Signal
In Fig. 7 are curves showing the band width and

the fidelity of the receiver as affected by an interfer-
a
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Fig. 7-Effect of adjacent -channel interfering
signal on the contracting band width.

Curve Desired -signal input
Decibels below 1 volt

1 80
2 60
3 40
4 20
5 0

Solid curves
10 -kilocycle automatic selectivity control and first auto-

matic volume control operating.
Dash curves

10 -kilocycle automatic selectivity control not in use.
ing signal on an adjacent channel. The ordinates of
these curves are the fidelity as -determined by the
frequency at which the audio -frequency output is
one half the 400 -cycle output. Also they are one half
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of the receiver band width as measured at half the
resonant -frequency response. Each curve has as a
fixed parameter the strength of the desired signal,
and as the variable the strength of an interfering sig-
nal 10 kilocycles removed from the desired signal.

The solid -line curves are with the 10 -kilocycle and
first automatic volume controls operating. When the
interfering signal is weak the band width of the re-
ceiver is unaffected by the interference. The terminal
points of the several curves for the various levels of
desired -signal strength indicate the normal band
width of the receiver in the absence of interference.
As the interfering -signal strength increases the band
width of the receiver is reduced. When the interfer-
ing -signal strength is equal to the desired signal
strength, the receiver band width is cut to approxi-
mately +3500 cycles. This meets the performance
requirements determined by the preliminary investi-
gation. Further increase in the interfering signal re-
duces the band width still more until it reaches the
minimum value of about +1600 cycles, which is the
limit of contraction procurable in this receiver. This
performance is deemed satisfactory.

The dotted curves in the figure show the action of
the first automatic volume control alone. The con-
traction produced by the interfering signal is much
less pronounced and does not meet sufficiently well
the requirements as previously outlined.

The importance of the 10 -kilocycle control is ap-
parent.

Effect of Band -Expansion Delay Controls

The action obtained with the band -expansion de-
lay controls is illustrated by the curves of Fig. The
ordinates are the same as in Fig. 7.

Curve A shows the normal performance without
the controls. It approaches quite closely the preferred
characteristic determined from the preliminary ex-
periments with the manually controlled adjustable -
selectivity receiver.

Curves B and C respectively show the effect of the
sensitivity control and of the automatic selectivity
delay control. The sensitivity control delays the band
expansion by a definite amount throughout the entire
range of desired -signal strength. The automatic selec-
tivity delay control retards the expansion in a some-
what less desirable manner. The effect at low signal
levels is not as good and the band widths obtained
for strong signals are limited unnecessarily.

Both controls have advantages and disadvantages.
They provide for a wide variety of reception condi-
tions. Probably only one control is necessary to meet
most operating requirements.

Tuning Characteristics
In tuning the receiver to a steady strong signal an

effect somewhat like automatic -frequency -control
action is obtained. As the receiver is brought near the
desired signal, the adjustable -selectivity circuits op-
erate to expand the receiver band width toward the
signal with the result that over a reasonable tuning
range the signal is heard clearly.

When receiving fading signals it is important that
the set be tuned properly to the desired signal in or-
der that distortion of the audio -frequency signal will
not be produced by the carrier falling on the side of
the selectivity characteristic as the band width con-
tracts with the fading signal. On this account either
automatic frequency control or a selective tuning in-
dicator is a desirable element in the receiver.
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Fig. 8-Effect of controls for delaying expansion.

When tuning the receiver in the presence of ad-
jacent -channel interfering signals, the 10 -kilocycle
band -contraction control is a definite tuning aid in
that it serves to reduce the receiver output when the
set is tuned between stations. This action takes place
because between stations the 10 -kilocycle beat note
is greatest and consequently it produces a substantial
contraction of the band width of the intermediate -
frequency selectors and a marked reduction of the
gain through them.

DESIGN SIMPLIFICATIONS

It is practicable to build a receiver having the de-
sired special operating characteristics without em-
ploying as many tubes for the adjustable -selectivity
selectors and their control circuits as were shown in
the diagram of Fig. 3.

For example, the two control tubes used in the in-
termediate -frequency selectors can be triodes con-
tained in one envelope. A 6N7 tube is satisfactory for
this purpose. It is even possible to build an adjustable -
band -width selector using only the intermediate -fre-
quency amplifier tube, although the selector then is
somewhat critical to adjust initially.

A 6B8 tube can be used simultaneously as the first
automatic - vol ume - con trol intermediate -frequency
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amplifier and rectifier and as the 10 -kilocycle ampli-
fier and rectifier without trouble.

Other savings in tube complement can be effected
by taking the intermediate -frequency energy for the
automatic -selectivity -control diode and for the auto-
matic -selectivity -control delay diode from the output
of the intermediate -frequency system.

If the automatic -selectivity delay control is not used,
this saves a diode.

Such simplifications have been carried out suc-
cessfully in practice.
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Radiotelephone System for Harbor and
Coastal Services*

C. N. ANDERSON -I-, FELLOW, I.R.E., AND H. M. PRUD EN t, NONMEMBER, I.R.E.

Summary-Radiotelephone service with harbor and coastal vessels
is now being given through coastal stations in the vicinities of seven
large harbors on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts with additional sta-
tions planned. The system is designed to be as simple as possible
from both the technical and operating standpoints on both ship and
shore.

Recent developments in the shore -station design eliminates all
manipulations of the controls by the technical operator. This is made
possible principally because of crystal -controlled frequencies on shore
and ship, a "vogad" which keeps the transmitting volume of the shore
subscriber constant, and a "codan" incorporated in the shore radio
receiver which will operate on signal carrier but is highly discrimina-
tory against noise. A signaling system permits the traffic operator to
call in an individual boat by dialing the assigned code which rings a
bell on the particular boat called. The ship calls the shore station by
turning on the transmitter. The radio signal operates the codan in
the shore receiver which in turn lights a signal lamp in the traffic
switchboard.

Gradually the system has been taking on more and more the as-
pects of the wire telephone system.

SOON after radiotelephone service for trans-
oceanic ships was inaugurated1,2 in December,
1929, steps were taken to establish a supple-

mental service for harbor craft and coastal vessels.
In 1933, radio representatives of the United States
and Canadian governments agreed to a tentative
plan for frequency and location of stations to
vide service for the Atlantic, Pacific, Gulf, and Great
Lakes. This plan called for United States stations
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Fig. 1 --System of radiotelephone shore stations for
United States coastal service.

located near the harbors of Boston, New York, Nor-
folk, Charleston, Miami, St. Petersburg, New Or-

* Decimal classification: 8510. Original manuscript received
by the Institute, June 10, 1938. Presented, Convention,
New York, N. Y., June 18, 1938.

f Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., New York, N. Y.
W. Wilson and L. Espenschied, "Radiotelephone service to

ships at sea," Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., vol. 9, pp. 407 428; July,
(1930).

2 C. N. Anderson and 1. E. Lattimer, "Operation of a ship -
shore radiotelephone system," PRoc. I. It. E., vol. 20, pp. 407-
433; March, (1932).

leans, Galveston, Los Angeles, San Francisco, As-
toria, and Seattle. Fig. 1 shows the estimated service
ranges of stations so located, taking into considera-
tion the smaller ranges of the southern stations be-
cause of increased radio noise. The solid lines indi-
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Fig. 2-General system schematic for harbor and
coastal radiotelephone service.

cate the Bell System stations now in service, namely,
Boston, New York (two stations), Norfolk, Miami,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Seattle.

Service to harbor and coastal vessels presents cer-
tain unique requirements which the system has been
designed to meet. In the first place, the service is
principally local with relatively few vessels venturing
more than two or three hundred miles from shore so
that the service area of any one station can be re-
stricted. Second, the bulk of the potential service is
with small vessels with limited space and personnel.
Furthermore this type of vessel requires that the
service be inexpensive. All of these requirements
pointed to one main consideration: to make the sys-
tem as simple as possible from both the technical and
operating standpoints on both ship and shore.

The system for any one station (Fig. 2) consists,
in general, of a shore radio transmitter, one or more
shore radio receivers, wire lines extending back to a
telephone toll office, the control and combining
equipment, and the traffic switchboard for connect-
ing the radio circuit to the wire telephone network.
The ship stations consist, in general, of a radio trans-
mitter, a radio receiver, a handset, possibly a small
control unit and, in some cases, a selective -signaling
selector. In many respects, the operation of the sys-
tem appears to the subscribers quite similar to the
land telephone system. The shore subscriber is gen-
erally unaware that he is speaking over a special
circuit. With some ship equipments, a bell rings

April, 1939 Proceedings of the 245
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when the ship subscriber is wanted on the phone and
lifting his handset off the hook puts his equipment
in operation.

This paper discusses some of the fundamental tech-
nical considerations involved in the system design
and the steps leading up to improved equipment
requiring minimum manipulation on the part of the
technical operator.
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Fig. 3-Comparison of overland and overwater radio transmis-
sion, Green Harbor, Massachusetts. Frequency, 2590 kilo-
cycles, radiated power, 200 watts.

FREQUENCY CONSIDERATIONS

One of the earliest considerations in planning the
harbor and coastal service was that of frequencies to
be employed. As early as 1926, the Bell Telephone
Laboratories made a rather elaborate survey of New
York Harbor on various frequencies from 1500 to
12,000 kilocycles. By 1930, however, the utility of
various frequencies for various types of services was
fairly well established and indicated that for the
limited ranges required, the most satisfactory fre-
quencies lay between two and three megacycles.
Ground -wave transmission on these frequencies pro-
vides reasonably reliable transmission over entire
salt -water paths out to about three hundred miles.
Also, daytime noise is lower in this frequency range
than on either higher or lower frequencies. The
present plan of the Federal Communications Com-
mission provides for ten 8 -kilocycle ship -to -shore
channels between 2108 and 2208 kilocycles and ten
shore -to -ship channels between 2504 and 2600 kilo-
cycles. In addition, a ship -to -ship communication
channel is provided on 2738 kilocycles.

One ship -to -shore channel frequency and one
shore -to -ship frequency is assigned to each shore
station and such vessels as work more than one shore
station have to change their transmitting and receiv-
ing frequencies. This is no particular disadvantage
as far as equipment for those vessels is concerned as
present sets provide a multifrequency arrangement.
However, the limiting factor in expediting service is
the shore station. With the shore channel frequencies

A pril

fixed, the waste of time incurred in shifting fre-
quencies is eliminated, the shore radio transmitter
is simpler, only one receiving frequency need be
monitored on shore which is especially important
when a plurality of shore receivers are used, and the
radio equipments on shore and ship are always lined
up without any question as to frequency. In addition,
interference from other stations is avoided, advan-
tage can be taken of geographical spacing to avoid
interference between stations on adjacent channel
frequencies, and ship -to -ship calls can be handled
through the shore station with the latter acting as
a repeater.

TRANSMISSION CONSIDERATIONS

The transmission range on a given frequency is
primarily dependent on three factors, namely, type
of transmission path, radio noise conditions, and the
radiated transmitter power. Some idea of the effect
of the type of path upon radio transmission may be
had from Fig. 3, showing the signal fields obtained
from a single vertical antenna at the Boston station
at Green Harbor, Massachusetts, for overwater and
overland paths. The attenuation over sea water
differs from the inverse -distance values by only 0.06
decibel per mile whereas the fields, even for the first
mile of overland transmission, are attenuated 9 or 10

Fig. 4-Radiotelephone shore station at Seattle, Washington.

decibels. At 10 miles, the difference between over-
land and overwater fields is nearly 40 decibels, a
ratio of 100 to 1. Beyond 40 or 50 miles, sky -wave
transmission tends to raise the overland field some-
what, thereby decreasing the differential. It is evi-
dent that the shore stations should be located so as
to avoid land in the transmission paths, particularly
near the radio terminals. Consequently, all the shore
radio stations, both transmitting and receiving, are
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located at or near the water's edge. This is illustrated
by the Seattle, Washington, station shown in Fig. 4.

Radio noise may be classed as natural, commonly
called static or atmospherics, and industrial. Fig. 5
shows the diurnal variation in static in terms of the
signal field required for a commercial circuit. In the
daytime, signal fields of only one or two microvolts
per meter (0-6 decibels above 1 microvolt per meter)
may be satisfactory for commercial circuits whereas
at night, fields of 30 decibels above 1 microvolt per
meter or more may be necessary. Although static
cannot be avoided, much can be done to avoid in-
dustrial noise. In order not to penalize service unduly
or limit the service range during the daytime when
static is low, the receiving location should be as free
from industrial noise as possible. For rural sections
this is not difficult, but inasmuch as an important
part of the service area is usually a busy harbor, the
radio stations must often be located in an urban
section. At all the stations, noise surveys were made
before final selection to insure satisfactory daytime
service with fields at least as low as 15 decibels
above 1 microvolt per meter. In most cases, condi-
tions are materially better than that.

A 50 -watt boat set radiating 10 watts will give a
field of 15 decibels above 1 microvolt per meter at a
distance entirely over sea water of about 300 miles.
For a 15 -watt set radiating 1 watt, this distance is
reduced to about 200 miles and for a 400 -watt trans-
mitter radiating 200 watts, the distance is increased
to 450 miles. These figures give the order of daytime
over -sea -water ranges which might be expected and
are fairly reliably attained. At certain times of day,
particularly in the early evening when the signal sky
wave has materially increased and before the noise
has reached its maximum, these ranges may occa-
sionally be doubled or even tripled. On the other
hand, when land constitutes a substantial portion of
the transmission path, the transmission range may
be reduced to the order of 10 miles for the 15 -watt
set and to 50 miles for the 400 -watt set.

SHIP -STATION REQUIREMENTS

As explained previously there are three important
considerations regarding this service from the stand-
point of the large bulk of the potential users which
affect the ship -set design, namely, range, available
space aboard ship, and simplicity of operation.

With coastal stations 300 to 500 miles apart, a
300 -mile range for the ship set for coastal service
should be sufficient in most cases. This means a 50 -
watt set with a reasonably good antenna. For short-
range harbor service, lower powers such as 15 watts
Or less may be adequate, particularly in view of the

possibility of remotely controlled receiving stations
as will be explained later.

Fortunately, the space available varies roughly as
the range requirements. That is, the vessels which
travel the greater distances are usually the larger
ones. Vessels requiring 50 -watt sets therefore gener-
ally have a little more room available than do vessels
which can get along with 15 -watt sets. However, in
any case, most of the vessels are small and space of
any kind is usually at a premium. In general, there-
fore, the sets should be as small as possible and de-
signed so that they may be mounted in out-of-the-
way corners or lockers.
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Fig. 5-Diurnal variation in noise in terms of signal field required
for commercial circuit. Frequency, 2500 kilocycles, Forked
River, N. J., October, 1931.

In order that the ship's personnel be able to
operate the equipment, it must be simple to operate
and be sufficiently reliable so as not to require any
maintenance attention while the vessel is away from
the home port, which may be several weeks. For the
sake of simplicity, the operational controls consist
generally of a switch for turning the equipment on
or off, a volume control, a simple method for shifting
frequencies when necessary, and a handset push
button to be pressed when talking. In some cases this
push button is unnecessary as speech itself is used to
switch the antenna to the radio transmitter and to
control the transmitting carrier. The transmitter is
in operation only when the handset is removed from
its cradle. In order to avoid the necessity for the
ship's personnel to monitor the shore station con-
tinuously, selective signaling is available at most
shore stations whereby the shore -station traffic
operator can dial any individual vessel suitably
equipped and ring a bell on the boat.

For coastwise vessels, it is necessary to change
both transmitting and receiving frequencies as the
vessel proceeds from the service area of one shore
station to that of another. In general, this need not
be a quick change. An additional frequency require-
ment for the boat: sets involves the use of a frequency
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for direct boat -to -boat calls, namely, 2738 kilocycles.
Arrangements for such calls may be made through
the shore station or direct between ships on a sched-
ule basis. It should be possible to make a reasonably
quick shift to the boat -to -boat frequency, preferably
with automatic restoration to the shore -station fre-
quency upon the completion of the call.
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Fig. 6-Early design of radio receiver and control terminal for
harbor radiotelephone station.

No provision need be made for the boats monitor-
ing on a distress frequency. Arrangements are made
at each shore station for distress calls to be routed
directly to the local life-saving agency, usually the
United States Coast Guard, and the system put at
their disposal for the duration of the emergency.

SHORE -STATION EQUIPMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Prior to the consideration of radiotelephone service
for small vessels, the shore radio system consisted of
separate radio transmitting and receiving stations
and a control terminal with personnel at all three
points. It was apparent that the expense of three
stations was too great to enable service to be given
at a rate low enough to attract any business. One of
the early requirements was, therefore, to combine
the three units of the terminal with one attendant
to make such receiver, transmitting volume, and
sensitivity adjustments on each call as were necessary

April

and to maintain the apparatus in good operating
condition. The only other person required for the
operation of the shore terminal was the traffic oper-
ator. Fig. 6 shows the technical operating position
for such a terminal.

In order to simplify operation still further, the
next step was to eliminate all manipulations of the
receiver and the control terminal. Eliminating the
receiver controls would permit the radio receiver to
be located at some remote point and materially
simplify the receiver location problem. Fortunately,
the frequency from the boat transmitters to shore
was fixed and usually crystal -controlled. The shore
receivers could, therefore, also be crystal -controlled,
thereby making any tuning adjustment unnecessary.
Automatic -volume -control circuits had been devel-
oped to a point where volume adjustments were not
required. In receivers equipped with automatic vol-
ume control, the receiver gain varies inversely as the
strength of the signal. With no signal, as when the
ship's transmitting carrier is off, the gain is maximum
and noise is amplified accordingly. To prevent these
bursts of noise from disturbing the shore subscriber
or from falsely operating the switching relays, a relay
operated from the automatic -volume -control circuit
of the receiver was used to cut off the receiver output
except when a transmitting carrier was present. This
device is called a "codan" from the initial letters of
the words "carrier -operated device anti -noise." The
sensitivity of the device was adjusted just below the
operating point on noise. If noise were constant
throughout the day and seasons, one such adjustment
would suffice. However, if the sensitivity is adjusted
for high nighttime noise, and higher signal fields too,
incidentally, the codan would not operate on the
weak daytime fields although, because of the low
daytime noise, these fields would be satisfactory for
service. The design of an unattended receiver, par-
ticularly with regard to a codan which would not
operate on noise with the receiver at full sensitivity,
was one of the major problems of the development.

A receiver capable of unattended operation is also
the solution to another problem, namely, the ex-
tension of the service area for low -powered ship sets.
For example, in New York harbor, the service area
from 15 -watt boat sets with a single receiving site,
Staten Island, extends from below about 60th Street
in the Hudson and East rivers to, say, Sandy Hook.
The shore transmitting range is, however, consider-
ably greater. With receivers at Perth Amboy, White -
stone Point, and near Port Jefferson, the service
range of a 15 -watt set has been increased to include
not only New York Harbor, but nearly all of Long
Island Sound as well. Putting it another way, the
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use of three additional shore receiving stations has
meant a material increase in the number of potential
users of the service as a low -powered set will now be
adequate for many boat owners who could not afford
the higher -powered and more expensive boat sets.

With the necessity of shore -station receiver adjust-
ments eliminated, the only other technical operating
control of importance is the control of the speech
volume from the shore subscriber. Various talkers
and various land lines result in a wide variation in
speech volumes delivered to the control terminal.
These volumes must all be adjusted to modulate the
radio transmitter adequately and avoid overloading
with its accompanying spurious radiation. A device
which would compensate for these variations in
speech volume would relieve the technical operator
of a tedious job and permit him to attend to his other
duties without interruption at each call. Such a de-
vice is the vogad, voice -operated gain-adjusting
device.

With routine operation of controls by a technical
attendant unnecessary, with means provided for
selectively signaling a particular boat or group of

boats, with automatic switching controls, alarms,
and signals, the system has gradually been taking on
more and more the aspects of the wire telephone
system.

Radio Transmitting Station
The shore radio transmitting station consists of the

radio transmitter, rectifier, antenna radiating sys-
tem, transmitting -line amplifier, and miscellaneous
control equipment. In some cases a gas-engine -

driven alternator is used for emergency power supply.
The transmitter is a 400 -watt Western Electric No.

9C radio transmitter. A photograph of this trans-
mitter together with its associated rectifier and an-
tenna tuning unit as installed at New York is shown
in Fig. 7.

Either a current -fed or a voltage -fed antenna' may
be used. A current -fed antenna may consist of a 60 -
to 100 -foot vertical conductor with or without a
horizontal top, suspended from one or more poles or
towers. An antenna tuning unit is used for coupling
the 500 -ohm transmitter output to the low-imped-
ance antenna. Buried ground systems may or may
not be used depending on soil conditions. Often the
stations are located on a salt -water marsh or so close
to sea water that an extensive ground system is not
essential. Our experience with voltage -fed antennas
for this frequency range is limited to the installation
at Norfolk. A standard steel 80 -foot flagpole is fed

' J. F. Morrison and P. H. Smith, "The Shunt -Excited An-
tenna," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 25, pp. 673-696; June, (1937).

by means of a single -wire transmission line connected
to the pole about 20 feet above the ground. Such an
antenna is particularly suitable from the appearance
standpoint when it is desired to locate the trans-
mitting station in a residential section.

The transmitter can be turned on or off either
locally or remotely. Provision is also made for per-
mitting the transmitter to operate in a "stand-by"
condition with reduced filament current and no plate
voltage. This permits the transmitter to be operated
with full power without the 30 -second delay involved
in starting from the completely "off" condition.
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Fig. 7-Radiotelephone transmitting station for
harbor and coastal service.

Radio Receiving Station

The radio receiving station in its simplest form
consists simply of a radio receiver and antenna with
telephone and power connections. An emergency
power supply and a test oscillator may be added.

The fact that the radio receiver may be operated
unattended permits the entire equipment to be
placed in a housing and mounted on a pole as is
shown in Fig. 8. This not only reduces the expense of
the receiving site and building but also simplifies the
problem of locating receivers at advantageous points.

The receiver is a Western Electric No. 23A radio
receiver and has been described elsewhere.' It may
be operated on either alternating- or direct -current
supplies and its outstanding feature is the codan
which does not operate on noise and permits the re-
ceiver to be operated over a wide range of noise con-
ditions without readjustment.

The test oscillator, mounted above the receiver, is
crystal -controlled at the frequency of the incoming
carrier. The output may be modulated with 1000

' H. 13. Fischer, "Remotely controlled receiver for radiotele-
phone systems," PROC. I.R.E., this issue, pp. 264-269.
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cycles. The purpose of this oscillator is threefold;
namely, (a) for testing whether the receiver is oper-
ating properly (output, tone -modulated); (b) for
testing the frequency deviation of the incoming sig-
nal (unmodulated output), and (c) for signaling back
to the control point when emergency power is being
used and when regular power is restored (tone -
modulated output)

Fig. 8-Unattended radiotelephone receiving station
for harbor and coastal service.

The emergency power supply consists of a 120 -

ampere -hour storage battery, kept charged by a
trickle charger, which supplies filament currents and
operates a dynamotor for the 200 -volt plate supply.
This supply can handle the load for about eight
hours.

CONTROL TERMINAL

The control terminal of a radiotelephone system
connects the two -wire line from the switchboard to
the circuits associated with the input of the trans-
mitter and output of the receiver.

This terminal performs the following functions:

1. Prevents reradiation of received speech and
noise on normal calls.

2. Regulates volume of transmitted speech to ob-
tain full modulation of the transmitter.

3. Provides for selective calling of ships.
4. Signals traffic operator for incoming calls from

ships.
5. Provides for turning the transmitter on or off.
6. Provides for turning on the receiver test oscil-

lator, either for testing receiver operation or ship
transmitting frequency.

7. Provides transmitter power alarms and moni
toring means for determining transmitter frequency
and approximate modulation and radiation.

8. Provides for connecting the receiving and trans-

mitting circuits together to permit the shore station
to act as a repeater for ship -to -ship calls using the
ship -shore frequencies.

In its simplest form the control terminal might
consist of a hybrid coil for combining the trans-
mission circuits and limiting reradiation of received
voice currents. In practice, however, such a control
terminal would be unsatisfactory because it would
not permit adjustment of the transmitting gain over
a sufficient range without causing excessive reradia-
tion of received speech and noise.

The earlier type of harbor telephone terminal em-
ploys the circuit arrangement shown in Fig. 9. This
terminal is shown in the photograph Fig. 6 and em-
ploys a somewhat simplified version of the voice -

operated device used on the long transoceanic cir-
cuits.' This type of terminal requires the constant
attention of a technical operator during calls to
operate the controls. Since the most important con-
trol is that for maintaining transmitting volume,
schemes for using automatic devices have been con-
sidered for use with this type of terminal, but the
problem has been somewhat complicated by the ne-
cessity for making an opposite adjustment of the
receiving volume control when the local subscriber's
voice is weak or the radio noise is high.

Recent improvements in the codan, a carrier -
operated device, have enabled us to design an en-
tirely new type of control terminal. The circuit
schematic of this new type of terminal is shown in
Fig. 10. In designing this terminal, it was assumed
that practically all ships will use controlled -carrier
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Fig. 9-Schematic of early type of control terminal, voice -control
switching, manual volume and sensitivity adjustments.

systems that radiate carrier only while talking. This
terminal is intended to operate without manipulation
of controls during each call. It consists mainly of a
switching relay and a voice -operated gain -adjusting
device called a vogad. The subscriber is normally
connected through the gain-adjusting device to the

6 S. B. Wright, "The vodas," Elec. Eng., vol. 56, pp. 1012-1017; August, (1937); and Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., vol. 16, pp. 456-474; October, (1937).
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input of the radio transmitter. The switching relay,
controlled by means of a simplex circuit from the
codan in the radio receiver, transfers the subscriber
to the receiving circuit whenever the ship subscriber
speaks. There is no direct relation between the per-
missible transmission gains or losses on the two sides
of the circuit so that the requirements for the vogad
or voice -operated gain-adjusting device are some-
what simpler than for the earlier type of terminal.

The vogadc operates to maintain a fairly constant
output volume over a wide range of input volumes.
It will handle input volumes between +10 and -35
decibels to give a nearly constant output of 2 decibels
above reference speech volume.

The traffic operator must be provided with means
for selecting any one of a number of radio receivers.
This is done by providing a separate switchboard
jack for each of the receivers, each jack operating a
connecting relay to associate a receiver and its direct -
current control circuit with the switching relay.

The plate and filament powers of the radio trans-
mitter can be controlled separately by relays oper-
ated by direct current over the conductors of the
transmission circuit. These control circuits are oper-
ated either manually by keys on the control terminal
or automatically through the connecting relay as the
traffic operator makes connection to any of the
switchboard jacks.

The controls required between the radio receiver
and the control terminal are the control of the
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Fig. 10-Schematic of iattr type of control terminal, carrier -
control switching, automatic control of speech volume.

switching relay by the receiver codan, the control
of the two test oscillators, and the control of the
relays associated with the emergency power alarm.
All these controls are accomplished by an arrange-
ment of polar relays. The codan relay in the receiver
operates the switching relay in the terminal by send-

s. H. Wright, S. Doha, and A. C. Dicldeson, "A vogad for
radiotelephone service," l'itoc. this issue, pp. 254-257.

ing direct current over both conductors of the trans-
mission circuit in the same direction. Relays in the
receiver for controlling testing oscillators are con-
trolled by making currents flow over the conductors
in opposite directions. Relays associated with the
emergency power alarm are controlled by operating
and releasing the oscillator relays in certain se-
quences.

OSCILLATORS

RADIO
RANS

BAND PASS
FILTERS

RECTIFIERS

TELEPHONE BELL
DIAL

Fig. 11-Schematic of selective signaling system.

SELECTOR

Signaling from ships to the shore station is accom-
plished through the carrier -operated devices in the
radio receivers. A ship station calls the shore by ra-
diating carrier current. The carrier current from the
ship's transmitter operates the codan in the receiver
to pass a signal over the simplex circuit to the control
terminal. When the control terminal is idle the cir-
cuits are arranged so that these signals operate relays
to light lamps at the switchboard and turn on the
local transmitter. The operator extinguishes the
switchboard lamps by answering the call.

Signaling from the shore to the ships is provided
by means of a selective signaling system operated on
signals radiated from the shore transmitter. Fig. 11
shows the operating plan of this system. On the shore
two oscillators are provided, one delivering 600 -cycle
current and the other 1500 -cycle current. A telephone
dial is arranged to connect these oscillators alter-
nately to the transmitting circuit in accordance with
preassigned codes. For each impulse from the dial, a
single change in tone is produced.

On each ship the radio receiver is connected to the
input of two band filters. The outputs of the two
band filters are connected through rectifiers to op-
posing windings on a polar relay. This arrangement
of band filters and balanced relay windings makes the
device comparatively insensitive to radio noise since
most types of radio noise produce approximately
equal currents in the two relay windings. The con-
tacts of the relay are connected to a condenser, the
windings of a selector, and a source of direct current.
When a signaling tone is received the polar relay
closes one of its contacts and each change in fre-
quency of the incoming audio -frequency signal moves
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the armature from one contact to the other. The con-
denser in series with the selector winding is charged
or discharged on alternate dial pulses. Each charge
or discharge of the condenser through its windings
causes a code wheel in the selector to advance one
step. A series of holes located around the circumfer-
ence of the code wheel have pins inserted in accord-
ance with the particular code number for each
particular selector. If the successive groups of im-
pulses correspond to the pin locations, the code wheel
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Fig. 12-New type of control terminal for harbor and
coastal radiotelephone service.

will be held at the end of each group and eventually
stepped up to the last pin, which closes the local bell
circuit. The code wheel will drop back to its initial
position at the end of a code group if a pin is not lo-
cated in the hole corresponding to the code group
dialed. One pulse will return the code wheel to its
initial position from any pin.

One feature of the terminal not shown is the use of
the shore station as a repeater for handling calls be-
tween ships. This is done by substituting a resistance
network for the switching relay. A second jack at the
switchboard for each radio receiver operates the con-
necting relays in the usual manner and also operates
a relay to make this substitution. When the resist-
ance network is used, received speech is reradiated,
and the transmission circuit still appears at the
switchboard.

Keys are provided on the terminal so that a tech-
nical operator can perform manually any of the func-
tions controlled from the switchboard, such as oper-

April

ate the receiver connecting relays, turn on the
transmitter, and operate the selective signaling sys-
tem. In addition to these functions, the technical op-
erator can monitor on the radio circuit and control
the receiver test oscillators.

A photograph of this terminal is shown in Fig. 12.

TRAFFIC SWITCHBOARD

The equipment at the switchboard for the radio
circuit consists of two jacks, a line lamp, and a busy
signal for each reciever, a lamp, a key, and a dial for
signaling.

The transmission circuit is multiplied to all of the
jacks, which differ only in the control functions they
perform when connection is made to them. The two
jacks associated with each receiver are called line and
by-pass jacks. The line jacks are used for handling
all calls between the shore and ships with controlled
carrier. The by-pass jacks are used for handling calls
between two ships and between the shore and ships
radiating continuous carrier.

SYSTEM OPERATION

The operation of the system can be summarized
by referring to Fig. 10 and following the sequence of
the operations involved in setting up a circuit from
and to a ship.

When a circuit is set up from a ship the handset is
removed from its hanger and the ship transmitter is
put in operation. The ship's transmitting carrier op-
erates the codan circuit on one or more of the shore
receivers. This places ground on the codan control
circuit to operate the signaling relay and light the
associated lamps on the switchboard. The signaling
relay also connects the battery to the transmitter
control circuit and puts the transmitter in operation.
A switchboard cord circuit is then connected to the
line jack associated with a lighted signal lamp. This
connects battery to the sleeve of the jack, energizing
the associated connecting relay to keep the trans-
mitter in operation and to connect the desired re-
ceiver to the receiving amplifier. During the conver-
sation the codan circuit operates the switching relay.

In setting up a circuit to a ship, the dial key is op-
erated to connect the signaling oscillator to the trans-
mitting circuit and to start the radio transmitter. As
soon as the carrier from the transmitter is received
on the monitoring receiver at the terminal, a lamp is
lighted at the traffic position. The ship's assigned
code is then dialed which results in the ringing of the
bell on that particular ship. When the ship answers,
the carrier from the ship transmitter operates the
codan of the shore receiver and a signal lamp on the
switchboard is lighted. The dial key is then released
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and a cord circuit connected to the proper jack. The
procedure is then the same as previously explained
for setting up a call from the ship.

When the shore station is communicating with a
ship not equipped for carrier control, the "by-pass"
jack instead of the line jack must be used to prevent
the ship's carrier holding the switching relay in the
receiving position. On such calls, received speech is
reradiated by the transmitter.

When a circuit is set up between ships, the calling
ship must ask the shore switchboard to dial the other
ship. A cord must be left connected to a by-pass jack
to keep the transmitter in operation and keep a re-
ceiver connected to the transmitter.

If the two ships are not within range of the same
receiver, a cord must be kept in each of the by-pass
jacks to keep the two receivers in operation.
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Vogad for Radiotelephone Circuits'
S. 13. NVIZ1(1-1T,1. ASSOCIATE mEmitER, I.R.E., S. 1)013A,.1- NoNmEmBER,

AND A. C. DI CK.IES(.)Nt, NoNMEMBER, I.E. E.

Summary- Commercial radiotelephone cmutections must gen-erally be accessible to any telephone in an extensive wire system.
Speech signals delivered to the radio terminals for transmission to
distant points vary widely in amplitude due to the characteristics of
the wire circuits and individual voices. To provide the best margin
against atmospheric noise, it is 'usually the practice to equalize this
wide range of speech amplitudes and thus drive the radiotelephone
transmitter at its full capacity.

Many, devices have been proposed to adjust automatically the
gain in a circuit to equalize speech volumes. The difficulties of provid-
ing a device which will respond properly over a wide range to the
complex qualities of a speech signal have only recently been overcometo a satisfactory degree.

The voice -operated gain -adjusting device, or "vogad," described
in this paper is a practical design based upon more than a year's
experience with one of the most promising devices made available by
earlier development effort. A trial installation of this latest vogad is
now under way at Norfolk in connection with a new radiotelephone
system for harbor and coastal service.

' N commercial radiotelephone connections, at-
mospheric noise often limits transmission. Since
radio transmitter power capacity is relatively

large and expensive, it is generally economical to con-
trol the speech signals so that the transmitter will be
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Fig. 1-Distribution of input volumes.

fully loaded whether the talker's voice waves are
strong or weak. Thus the effect of the noise is held to
a minimum for a given transmitter power rating.

The vogad is a device that transforms varying in-
put speech volumes' into an essentially constant out-
put that will load the radio transmitter to its maxi-
mum efficiency, without overloading on peaks. This
action it performs automatically, improving the per-
formance of unattended radio systems and removing
an irksome, routine manual adjustment from attend-
ed systems. The word "vogad" is formed from the
initial letters of the words "voice -operated gain -ad-
justing device."

* Decimal classification: 1(412. Original manuscript received
by the Institute, May 21, 1938. Presented before Conven-
tion, New York, N. Y., June 18, 1938.

t Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., New York, N. Y.
I Volume is that measure of the intensity of electrical speech

waves that is read on instruments called "volume indicators."
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VOLUMES SUPP LI ED HY TELEPHONE
CON V ER SA TI ON S

The sound energy that the telephone transmits
consists of complicated waves made up of tones of
different pitch and amplitude. The local lines and
trunks connecting telephone subscribers to the toll
switchboard have little effect in changing the funda-
mental characteristics of these waves. However, be-
cause of wire -line losses, the waves received at the toll
switchboard are always weaker than those transmit-
ted by the telephone. Furthermore, their strength
varies with the method of using the telephone, loud-
ness of talking, battery supply, and transmitter effi-
ciency. The subscriber may be talking over a long-
distance c;rcuit from a distant city, in which case any
net loss in the toll connection further attenuates the
waves. Fig. 1 shows that the spread of speech vol-
umes as measured at the transmitting toll switch-
board by a volume indicator is nearly 10,000:1 in
power ratio (40 decibels) for talkers connected to the
circuit by a local -exchange plant in the same area.
Similar data indicate that when calls are made from
distant points the range is about the same but the
average volume is even lower. Furthermore, the
curve in Fig. 1 gives only one reading for each call
which corresponds to the average volume for thatcall. Data on a limited number of such calls indicate
that variations in volume during a call which amount
to 5 decibels higher than average and 10 decibels
lower than average are not uncommon.

FUNCTION OF A VOGAD

In the vogad the functions of manual control of
amplification with the aid of a volume indicator havebeen followed as closely as an electrical substitute formanual operation would allow. Thus, when speech is
present, the vogad rarely assumes either a maximum
or a minimum gain but takes the value required togive the correct output. Also, when no speech is ap-plied to the vogad it does not adjust but remains atthe gain existing when the speech ceases. In addition,while a subscriber at the distant end of the circuit istalking, the gain remains where it was set by the last
outgoing speech. The time actions are so designedthat the vogad does most of its adjusting on thestrong parts of speech corresponding to the maximum
deflections of the volume indicator. Frequency dis-crimination is included in its control circuit to assist

Proceedings of the
.1 prrl, 1939
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it in distinguishing between fluctuations which are
speech and those which might be due to noise.

Thus, it is evident that the problem of designing a
vogad is inherently more difficult than that of more
familiar types of gain control, such as those operated
by a single pilot frequency (carrier automatic volume
control) and devices which limit overloading through
a relatively small range.

FUNCTIONAL PARTS

The various functional parts of the device dealt
with in this paper are outlined below and compared
with the corresponding functions in manual opera-
tion.

1. Variorepeater. A variable -gain device, the gain
of which is adjusted by the several control circuits.
Corresponds to the technical operator's gain -control

knob.
2. Integrator. This circuit weighs and sums the

impulses from the control circuits, determining how
much and in what direction gain is to be changed.
Corresponds to the operator's judgment in changing
the setting of the gain -control knob.

3. Gain increaser. This circuit responds to input
signals above a given threshold which is determined
by the requirement that the device should not op-
erate on noise from telephone circuits. Since the peaks
of the weakest talkers are usually well above this
limit, the gain increaser tends to increase the vario-
repeater gain whenever speech is present. Corres-
ponds to the operator's judgment in differentiating
between speech and noise.

4. Gain -increase disabler. This responds to output
voltages above a given value to prevent the gain in-
creaser from operating.

5. Gain decreaser. This circuit operates so as to
reduce the gain whenever the output exceeds a crit-
ical value. The actions of these last two circuits cor-
respond to the visual response of the operator to the
volume -indicator reading.

STEPS IN DEVELOPMENT

In the development of a successful vogad several
problems had to be solved. The first of these was a
suitable variorepeater. In early development an at-
tempt was made to use mechanical devices for con-
trolling the gain. Two types of these mechanical
vogads were set up, the first using relays to insert
various values of loss, and the second using a motor -
driven potentiometer.

The relay type of vogad consisted of a group of
amplifier detectors operating a bank of relays. The
operation was essentially that of inserting fixed
amounts of loss if given values of input voltage were
exceeded. This vogad was the first successful one

built, but was not entirely satisfactory due to the
abruptness with which the losses were inserted and
the finite stepping of loss which made small steps
cumbersome and expensive.

The second type of vogad constructed utilized a
motor -driven potentiometer as the variable -gain ele-
ment, and had control circuits similar to present
vogads. Although the problems due to the previous
circuits were overcome, other difficulties were intro-
duced. These included the slowness of operation of
the potentiometer and troubles in the sliding con-
tact.

The next vogads in the line of development used

vacuum tubes for the variorepeaters with Mechanical
relays used only in some of the control circuits. The
variorepeater consisted of a push-pull stage of 3 -ele-

ment low -p vacuum tubes in which the gain was con-
trolled by means of a varying grid bias. This bias was
furnished by the charge on a condenser circuit of

sufficiently high insulation resistance so that the
charge and hence the gain could be held constant
over comparatively long times when no change was
required.

The gain increaser consisted of an amplifier-de-
tector operating a relay which connected a low -re-
sistance shunt across the gain -control condenser. The
gain -increase disabler consisted of an amplifier -de-
tector operating another relay which interrupted the
discharge path provided by the gain increaser. The
gain decreaser consisted of a biased rectifier which
charged the control condenser to reduce the gain.

The disadvantages of this circuit may be summed
up as follows. Because of the availability of 3 -element
tubes only, the input voltage to the variorepeater and
hence the range controlled with a single stage was
limited. The use of mechanical relays in the leakage
path of the gain -control condenser made quite diffi-
cult the maintenance of the necessary high -insulation
resistances to ground.

DESIGN OF PRESENT VOGAD

In the latest type of vogad, Fig. 2, the use of
modern variable -p. tubes in combination with copper -
oxide varistors for the variorepeater has expanded
the permissible input -voltage range so that a wider
range of input volumes can be controlled with an
economy of vacuum tubes. The use of argon -filled
cold -cathode tubes in place of mechanical relays has
also helped improve the device in reducing main-
tenance and in eliminating leakage paths.

VA R I °REPEATER

The variorepeater includes a one -stage push-pull
amplifier using variable-µ pen tode tubes, whose grid
bias is supplied by the integrator, and whose gain and
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Fig. 2-Simplified schematic diagram of a vogad.

ducting direction. As the cathode current approaches
zero, the bias on the varistor is set by a voltage di-
vider across a 24 -volt battery and is in the conduct-
ing direction. In this way, the impedance of the
varistor bridged across the transmission circuit fol-
lows the cathode current, extending the range of gain
change, and affecting the sensitivity of the gain in-
creaser as described Lelow.

The fixed -gain amplifiers before and after the var-
iorepeater are used to fit the range of input volumes
to the working range of the variable portion, and to
set the output to the value desired for the radio
transmit ter.

GAIN INcREAsER

The gain increaser comprises a two -stage amplifier
tuned to near the middle of the voice -frequency
band, acting through two cold -cathode gas tubes to
charge the integrator circuit positive with respect to
ground. When speech of sufficient amplitude is pres-
ent, part is rectified by the copper -oxide unit (1)),
and operates relay (A ). This closes the circuit through
gas tube (RI) and a 40 -volt aiding bias. \\lien the
sum of the alternating -current potential and the 40 -

volt bias exceeds about 71) volts, gas tube (RI) lw-

cuirto;-; crifidirc ling, pruduciIIga v ()It ow applied to };as
min' (R2) \V hell !his v ()Hag(' rises ;dim' almut 70
volts,};as tube (R2) breaks down, and current
charges the integrator in the pr -;it ire direction, thus
Itising the gain of the variorepeater.

Witch t high volume is "PPhi'd In the input, the
gain increaser tends to operate a greater proportion
of the time than for a low volume. "This would tend
to give a higher output for ;t high -input volume than
for a low input. "Iso counteract this condition, the
gain increaser is connected across the bridged varis-
tor in the variorepeater circuit. As a result, when the
gain of the variorepeater is high (low input volume),
the loss through the varistor is low, and the imped-
ance across which the gain increaser is connected is
high. Consequently, a given input power is more (4-
fective in operating 11w gain increaser when the vario-
repeater gain is high (low volume) than when it is
low (high volume).

Relay (.1) is made rather slow operating, so that a
click or brief spurt of noise either does not operate it
or else causes a momentary closure of the contacts
after the click has passed on. This prevents operation
of the gas tubes, which would cause a false gain set-
ting. Relatively sustained speech currents, however,
operate the relay after a delay of about the length of
a short syllable, which does not materially affect the
gain -increase action.

GAIN-INcREAsE DisABLER

The gain -increase disabler is a rectifier connected
to the output of the variorepeater. When speech ex-
ceeding a certain amplitude is present, part is rectified
and the resultant negative bias is applied to the grid
of the first amplifier tube of the gain increaser. This
desensitizes and for sufficient inputs disables it, and
because of the slow discharge rate of condenser (C)
and resistance (1), no subsequent gain increase is
possible for a period of about one-half second.

GAIN DE('REAsER

The gain decreaser is a cold -cathode gas -tube rec-
tifier connected at the same point as the gain -increase
disabler but somewhat less sensitive. When the speech
amplitude exceeds a predetermined value, current
flows through gas tube (GI)), charging the integrator
in the negath-c direction to reduce the gain of the
variorepeater. It is desired that the amount of de-
crease in gain caused by a particular speech output
voltage should be independent of the previous gain of
the variorepeater. 11owever, since the voltage due tothe charge already stored in the integrator opposes
the voltage from the gain decreaser, the decrease incharge caused by a given small increase in output is
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smaller for low gains than for high gains. In addition
the relationship of gain versus grid bias for the vario-
repeater is curved so that the decrease of gain caused
by a given increase in negative grid voltage is smaller
for low gains than for high gains. Because of these
two effects, it is necessary to make a given small in-

crease in output relatively more effective in decreas-
ing the gain as the gain becomes smaller. The process
of shaping the characteristic to produce these changes
is carried out by tube (GDC). Its plate current flows
through resistance (5) determining the direct -current
bias on gas tube (GD). The grid potential of tube
(GDC) is the drop across resistances (2) and (3),
caused by the plate current of the variorepeater
stage. When the gain is high, the negative grid po-
tential on tube (GDC) is high, and the aiding direct -
current biasing voltage on gas tube (GD) is low.
Therefore, the amount by which the charge on the
condenser is reduced by a given increase in output
voltage is less for this condition than for the condi-
tion when variorepeater gain is low. The 40 -kilocycle
oscillator is used only as a source of ungrounded po-
tential that would otherwise have to be supplied by
an ungrounded dry -cell battery or other means.

INTEGRATOR

The integrator comprises the two condensers (L)
and (II), the resistance (4) and the limiter tube
(Lull). Condenser (L) is about 1/10 the capacitance
of (II), and is separated from it to a certain extent by
resistance (4). The gain decreaser is connected to (L),
so that if a speech peak operates the (GD) tube, con-
denser (L) charges rapidly reducing the gain and
limiting the output peak. If the peak is of short dura-
tion, the total charge stored in the integrator will be
small, and subsequently condenser (L) will discharge
into condenser (II). By this means, peak limiting can
be made fast acting, without giving undue weight to
a short peak in setting the gain. This is an action
whose rapidity cannot be matched manually.

The limiter tube is used to prevent the grid bias of
the variorepeater tubes from becoming very positive
which would cause excessive gain reduction, and dis-
rupt the control functions.

CONCLUSIONS

As shown on Fig. 3, the vogad automatically re-
duces an applied volume range of about 40 decibels
to a range in which 90 per cent of the outputs are
within ±3 decibels as read on a volume indicator. It
also operates on high peaks of short duration to pre -
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Fig. 3-Distribution of output volumes.

vent overloading of the radio transmitter. The trans-
mission -frequency characteristic is flat within ± 1
decibel from 200 to 6000 cycles at all gains. All un-
wanted modulation products are at least 30 decibels
down from wanted components, except while it is
operating to reduce gain on high inputs, which oc-
curs for short and relatively infrequent periods.
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Ship Equipment for Harbor and Coastal
Radiotelephone Service*

R. S. BAIRt, MEMBER I. R F

Summary-The ultimate objective in the design of radiotelephone
apparatus for use on ships is to provide equipment which is as con-
venient and simple to operate as the telephone at home. To a consider-
able degree this has been accomplished in the new 15- and 50 -watt
ship sets that have recently been designed for use on harbor craft and
coastwise vessels.

The requirements for sets of this type are discussed and the new
equipment is described in this paper.

HEN radiotelephone service was first inau-
gurated for the benefit of harbor craft,
yachts, and commercial vessels operating in

coastal waters, the boat equipments used were com-
posed largely of apparatus developed for aviation and
other mobile applications. On the whole, these equip-
ments have performed satisfactorily and have served
to demonstrate the practicability of a marine tele-
phone service for these smaller boats. Installations on
a wide range of sizes and types of boats have, how-
ever, clearly indicated a number of desirable changes
in the equipment to simplify the installation and op-
eration, to provide increased reliability, and to re-
duce greatly the cost of maintenance and operation.

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss the ap-
paratus requirements found desirable for different
types of boat installations and to describe two marine
radio equipments especially designed for this service.

The ideal equipment would be one which would
function like the ordinary house telephone with a bell
for calling and nothing but a handset to be concerned
with while conversing. However, the radio equipment
requires a source of power to operate it, an antenna,
and reasonable installation conditions. For boats
wishing telephone service through more than one har-
bor station or wishing to talk directly to other boats,
it is also necessary to have controls for selecting the
corresponding frequency channels. These factors
must be carefully considered in determining the ap-
paratus requirements for different applications.

Provision for this service on a two -frequency basis
has been made by reserving frequencies between 2100
and 2200 kilocyclesfor transmission from boats and be-
tween 2500 and 2600 kilocycles for transmission from
harbor stations. A pair of frequencies is assigned for
use at each shore station. Other frequency assign-
ments that may be used by these boats are the boat -

to -boat frequency (2738 kilocycles) and the Coast
* Decimal classification: R510. Original manuscript received

by the Institute June 22, 1938. Presented before I.R.E. Conven-
tion, New York, N. Y., June 18, 1938.

I Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., New York, N. Y.
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Guard emergency frequency (2670 kilocycles). Boat
equipments should, therefore, be capable of trans-
mitting on frequencies from 2100 to 2800 kilocycles
and receiving on frequencies from 2500 to 2800 kilo-
cycles.

For boats operating entirely in one harbor a single
pair of frequencies is all that is required but such
boats will usually wish to be able to talk on the boat -
to -boat channel and may wish also to call the Coast
Guard in emergencies. Equipment for this service
should therefore be arranged for operation on at least
three and perhaps four channels in order that such
boats plying between two adjacent harbors such as
New York and Boston may be able to operate in
either harbor. Coastwise vessels require separate fre-
quencies for each harbor station they pass in the
course of their travels. The engineering plan of the
Federal Communications Commission makes provi-
sion for nine frequencies for radiotelephone commun-
ication with shore stations from boats in coastal wa-
ters. This is, of course, exclusive of the Great Lakes.
A single ship would seldom have need for all of these
and therefore eight channels in addition to the boat-
to -boat channel and the Coast Guard channel are
made available in the equipment under discussion.

In the interest of reliable telephone communication
and simplicity of operation both transmitter and re-
ceiver should have crystal frequency control. Accu-
rate frequency control of the transmitter is necessary
to insure proper reception at the harbor station and
it is also required by government regulation to pre-
vent interference to other services. In order to be sure
of receiving incoming calls the ship's receiver must be
accurately tuned to the desired shore -station fre-
quency while that station is inoperative. The use of a
superheterodyne receiver with a crystal -controlled
oscillator is the only satisfactory solution that has
been found for this type of operation. Crystal controlis particularly necessary where selective signaling is
employed.

Experience with the early equipments, togetherwith a considerable amount of data collected from
transmission characteristics in various harbors, hasindicated that 15 watts of carrier power supplied to
an antenna which may be erected on the ordinary
small harbor craft such as tugs and motor launches
should give adequate coverage for local service in a

Proceedings of the I.R.E.
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harbor. Large yachts and commercial coastwise ves-
sels operating at much greater distances naturally re-
quire more power for adequate coverage. With the
larger antennas possible on these boats satisfactory
coverage should be provided with 50 watts of carrier

power.
The receiver required for coastwise ships should be

sensitive enough to make circuit noise the limiting
condition of operation and selective enough to avoid
interference from other marine and coastal radio
services. It must also have a good automatic gain
control in order to simplify the control of the equip-
ment and to avoid missing calls as the boat moves
away from the shore station. For harbor boats the
requirements can be somewhat lower because of the
increased signal levels encountered. Characteristics
believed to be satisfactory for these services are pre-
sented later for the equipment under discussion.

Selective signaling has been in use on boats for
several years and has been found very desirable. It
provides a positive means of receiving calls without
any of the discomfort of listening to all of the trans-
missions from the shore station.

Because of the great variety of sizes and models of
boats using these equipments, the antennas must vary
widely in size and efficiency and a single antenna
must be used in most cases for transmission and re-
ception. These factors make it necessary to provide
flexible antenna tuning adjustments and to arrange
for switching the antenna between transmitter and
receiver during the course of a conversation.

The change from send to receive is sometimes ac-
complished by a switch on the transmitter which is
operated by the person using the equipment. Operat-
ing the circuit in this way is usually very unsatisfac-
tory because it requires the use of both hands, one to
hold the handset while the other operates the switch,
and it also requires the presence of the operator di-
rectly at the transmitter.

A better arrangement which has been in use for
several years is to control the circuit by means of a
push button in the handset which operates relays to
perform the functions of the send -receive switch.
This is a simple operation to perform with the hand
that holds the handset and permits of considerable
freedom on the part of the operator. This method of
switching has been found quite satisfactory on small
boats where only a few people operate the equipment.
however, when the service is used by a large number
of people at irregular intervals the use of the push
button is found irksome and frequently results in un-
satisfactory operation.

For the larger boats and yachts, therefore, it is

preferable to perform this switching operation by

means of relays operated by speech currents. In this
way the telephone conversation may be carried on
much as it is with a standard telephone.

The only other controls required for the equipment
are switches to connect the power supply and channel
or station selectors. The solution adopted for each
type of equipment will be fully described later.

The primary power on boats which may be ex-
pected to use this radiotelephone equipment is ob-
tained from steam, Diesel, and gasoline engines. In
general, the electrical power which supplies the radio
equipment is obtained from batteries charged by
auxiliary engine -generator sets. 120-volt direct -cur-
rent supply is usually available on boats 75 feet in
length or greater, while smaller boats usually have
either 32- or 12 -volt supplies. It is obviously im-
practicable to manufacture, install, and service dif-
ferent equipments for each supply voltage. Fortu-
nately, a variety of standard motor-alternators pro-
ducing 120 volts alternating current are available to
operate from each of these direct voltages. By using
these machines the radio equipment can be uniform
for all applications in the same class of service and
the proper alternating and direct voltages for the
various transmitter, receiver, and control -circuit

Fig. 1 -50 -watt marine radiotelephone equpiment No. 224A.

functions may readily be obtained by the use of
transformers and rectifiers. For most marine appli-
cations the power supply must be used as economical-
ly as possible because the electrical supply on small
boats is usually very limited. This consideration is
especially important- in the low -powered set for small
harbor craft and for the "stand-by" condition of both
sets where the receiver will be operated continuously.

Other important considerations are the installation
and maintenance of the equipment. Space is always
at a premium on hoard ship especially on the smaller
yachts and harbor craft. Fortunately, adequate serv-
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ice for these boats is provided by a low -powered set
which can be constructed in a single small unit. In
this service the equipment N1 dinarily be operated
in the pilothouse where a limit ed amount of bulkhead
mounting space is usually available within reach of
the pilot. In some cases it may be necessary to extend
the handset control for the convenience of the pilot.
The high -power equipment for larger yachts and
coastwise vessels is considerably larger and cannot
ordinarily be installed at a desirable operating posi-
tion. It must, therefore, be arranged for use with a
remote -control unit, the main unit of the equipment
being installed against a companionway bulkhead, in

Fig. 2 -50 -watt set with front covers removed.

a closet, or under a bunk or seat. More than one re-
mote -control position will frequently be required and
should be provided for.

Both equipments should be designed for ready ac-
cessibility from the front in order that they may be
installed flat against a bulkhead and serviced without
dismounting. The apparatus should be built into a
single unit, if possible, in order to minimize installa-
tion costs and troublesome interconnecting cables.
Ordinary plug connectors frequently collect con-
densed moisture and should be avoided whenever pos-
sible. Terminal strips with soldered connections are
much to be preferred for marine applications.

The 50 -watt equipment for large yachts and coast-
wise vessels is shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. The main
unit is composed of a transmitter and a receiver
mounted together on a common frame which is se-
cured flat against a bulkhead or on the floor with

pivot hinges on the top or either side and bracket
bolts on the opposite side. This permits the unit as a
whole to be swung out for access to the rear. Access
to the apparatus on the front where all I tikes and re-
lays are located is obtained by removing the front
covers. Doors in the front covers of the receiver and
transmitter provide ready access to the controls used
for channel selection and frequency adjustment.

The transmitter at the top has a crystal selector
switch, a knob for tuning the output circuit, and a
plate -current meter for indicating the correct tuning.
Microphone and receiver jacks are provided so the
equipment may be operated locally, if desired, by the

Fig. 3-Rear view of SO-watt set with cover removed.

use of a handset equipped with suitable plugs. The
receiver at the bottom has a crystal beating -oscillator
selector switch and a tuning control for the radio -fre-
quency circuits. The indicating dials may be marked
with station identification for ready reference.

A choice of nine channels may be made from this
position for use at one or more remote control units
such as those shown in Fig. 1. A tenth frequency may
be selected by relays operated by a momentary con-
tact switch on the right side of the control unit when
the handset is removed from the switchhook and the
power supply is turned on with the switch on the left.

As shown in Fig. 1 two control units are available,
one for wall mounting and one for table use. Each
unit has a special panel mounting a power switch, a
boat -to -boat frequency -selector switch, an indicating
light which shows when the power is turned on, and a
volume control for the receiver. The bell operated by
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the signaling selector in the radio receiver is mounted
inside the control unit. Several of these control units
may be connected in parallel to provide telephone
service from different parts of the boat. The motor -

ANT

screens by a push-pull audio -frequency power ampli-

fier using another pair of No. 339A pentode tubes.
This amplifier is driven by a two-stage push-pull
audio -frequency amplifier using RCA 6L7 and 6N7
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Fig. 4-Simplified schematic diagram of 50 -watt equipment.

alternator shown in Fig. 1 provides sufficient power at
120 volts alternating current to supply the equipment.

A simplified schematic diagram of the entire equip-
ment is shown in Fig. 4. The radio transmitter uses
one Western Electric 350A tube as a crystal -con-
trolled oscillator driving two Western Electric 339A
pentode tubes in parallel to produce 50 watts of car-
rier output power. The interstage circuit required no
adjustment over the entire frequency range (2100 to
2800 kilocycles) and the output circuit is tuned over
a wide range of antenna characteristics by adjusting
a single roller -type coil. After the set is installed and
tuned to the boat's antenna it is seldom necessary to
change the antenna tuning adjustment since the ship
station frequencies, for use in coastal and harbor
service, are all close enough together (2100 to 2200
kilocycles) not to require retuning and the boat -to -
boat frequency (2738 kilocycles) is selected from the
remote control position and the tuning is automati-
cally corrected by a relay which short-circuits a por-
tion of the antenna -circuit inductance. The last
radio -frequency stage is modulated on plates and

110V
50.60",

A C

tubes. The amplifier gain is automatically controlled
to give substantially constant output over a 30 -deci-
bel range by a gain -control circuit using a 61-16 diode
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Fig. 5-Volume-limiter characteristic; 24A
radio transmitter.

rectifier tube. This characteristic, shown in Fig. 5,
makes it unnecessary to have an adjustment for the
speech input to the transmitter.
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The transmitter is also equipped with a voice -con-
trolled circuit using a 6C5 tube and relays to switch
the antenna from receiving to transmitting condition
and start the carrier within a few milliseconds after
the speaker starts talking. The sensitivity of this
circuit is peaked in the speech range to minimize false
operations as shown in Fig. 6. The circuit is arranged
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Eig. 6-Vodas sensitivity characteristic; 24A radio transmitter.

to be held in the transmitting condition for about two
tenths of a second after the speaker stops in order to
avoid unnecessary clipping between words and syl-
lables.

The radio receiver used with this equipment is a
superheterodyne set using nine tubes in the following
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Fig. 7-Selectivity characteristics; both receivers.

circuit arrangement: radio -frequency amplifier, first
detector, crystal -controlled beating oscillator, two
stages of intermediate -frequency amplification, a
combined second detector and audio -frequency am-
plifier, an automatic -volume -control tube, an audio -
frequency output amplifier, and a rectifier tube.
Three radio -frequency gang -tuned circuits, one

ahead of the first tube and two following it, provide
adequate radio -frequency selectivity. The full tuning
range of these circuits is adjusted for 2450 to 2800
kilocycles in order to broaden greatly the tuning of
the circuits. A separate tuning condenser is provided
for each tuned circuit to care for the remotely select-
ed boat -to -boat frequency. These condensers and the
proper beating -oscillator crystal are connected into
the circuits by relays operated by the boat -to -boat
switch in the control unit.

The two -stage intermediate -frequency amplifier
operating at 385 kilocycles with the radio -frequency
selectivity described provides an over-all selectivity
shown in Fig. 7. The automatic -gain -control circuit
working on the intermediate- and radio -frequency
amplifiers provides a sensitivity and volume -control
characteristic shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8-Automatic-volume-control characteristics;
both receivers.

The entire equipment operates from a 120 -volt,
60 -cycle supply with separate transformers and rec-
tifiers for each unit. Approximately 150 volt-amperes
are required in the stand-by condition, 350 volt-am-
peres while receiving and ready to transmit, or 500
volt-amperes while transmitting. The use of low -
voltage rectifier tubes and filters for plate supply in
the transmitter was made possible by the new West-
ern Electric No. 339A pentode tube which operates
from a 500 -volt supply.

The 15 -watt equipment for small yachts and har-
bor craft is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. This equipment
is much simpler and smaller than the 50 -watt set.
The transmitter and receiver are built together in the
same housing and use a common power -supply recti-
fier. This unit is intended for bulkhead or table
mounting and for local control. It is equipped with a
loud speaker for monitoring and does not contain a
ringer but may be used with a ringer mounted sepa-
rately. The standard telephone switchhook and hand-
set mounted on the left side of the set may readily be
removed and mounted in a more convenient locationto suit the particular installation. A push button inthe handset serves to transfer the power supply from
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the receiver to the transmitter and at the same time circuit as the 50 -watt set but with one less interme-

to switch the antenna. diate-frequency stage and a simpler automatic -gain -

The schematic circuit of the complete equipment is

Fig. 9 -15 -watt marine radiotelephone equipment No. 226A. Fig. 10 -15 -watt set opened for inspection.

shown in Fig. 11. The transmitter uses two Western control circuit. Power supply for both transmitter

Electric 350A tubes, one as a crystal -controlled oscil- and receiver is obtained from the same rectifier using

lator and another as an output power amplifier, and a 5Z3 rectifier tube. The total power taken from a
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two RCA 6L6 tubes in push-pull arrangement as an 120 -volt, 60 -cycle supply is 115 volt-amperes in the
audio -frequency amplifier to plate -modulate the last stand-by position for the receiver only or 250 volt -
radio -frequency stage. The receiver uses the same amperes when the transmitter is operating.



Remotely Controlled Receiver for
Radiotelephone Systems*
H. B. FISCHER t, ASSOCIATE MEMBER, I. R. E.

Summary-New radio receiving eq uipmen t for shore station used
in ship -to -shore telephone circuits has been developed. This equip-
ment is designed to operate on a remotely attended basis and may be
located a considerable distance from the telephone terminal equip-
ment. The radio receiver forming a part of the equipment has a codan
circuit which. operates reliably under high noise conditions and does
not require adjustments to compensate for variations in the noise
level. An emergency battery power -supply system is provided which
is automatically connected to the receiver when the primary alternat-
ing -current power supply fails. Power failures are indicated at the
telephone central office. A test oscillator which is controlled from the
telephone central office is provided which may be used to check the
operation of the receiver or to measure the frequency deviations of the
incoming signals. The various apparatus units are mounted in two
weatherproof cabinets which may be fastened to the same telephone
pole which supports the receiving antenna.

INTRODUCTION

OR a number of years ship -to -shore telephone
circuits have been in successful operation and
over this period of time numerous changes have

been made in the type of equipment used and in the
general operating procedure. At the present time, it
is considered desirable to transmit the radio -fre-
quency carrier from the ship transmitter only when
speech is transmitted and to suppress the carrier in
the intervals between speech. This results in a saving
of power, a reduction in interference, and also enables
switching relays to be controlled by the carrier at the
shore terminal.

Automatic volume control was provided on the re-
ceivers originally used for this service to reduce the
effects of fading. When a set having automatic vol-
ume control is used with cut -carrier operation a num-
ber of problems arise which are not present in a sys-
tem operating on a continuous -carrier basis. The gain
of the receiver increases to its maximum value when
the carrier is removed and, therefore, causes the set
to amplify any received noise to such an extent as
to be objectionable to a subscriber or to operate the
control relays and thus prevent operation of the
transmitter. To prevent this, a device known as a
codan was developed and added to the receivers.
This unit disconnects the receiver output whenever
no carrier is received and reconnects the receiver
output to the telephone circuit whenever a carrier is
present. This circuit improvement reduces the num-
ber of false operations of control relays due to noise
during intervals of no speech, and greatly improves
the general operation of the circuit. The type of

* Decimal classification: R570 X R361.2. Original manuscript
received by the Institute, January 31, 1939. Presented before
I.R.E. Convention, New York, N. Y., June 18, 1938.

t Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., New York, N. Y.
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codan generally used consists of a direct -current
amplifier and a relay. The amplifier input is con-
nected to the automatic -volume -control circuit of
the receiver and its output is connected to the relay
which disconnects the receiver from the circuit when
the received signal falls below a predetermined value.
Conversely, when the signal rises above this predeter-
mined value the receiver output is reconnected to the
circuit. The operating sensitivity of the codan is
usually adjusted by the technical operator so that the
receiver just fails to operate on noise. Since the noise
level fluctuates over rather wide limits it is necessary
to readjust the codan sensitivity manually in order
to obtain optimum performance at all times.

NEW RECEIVING EQUIPMENT

In the interests of effecting additional improve-
ments in service new shore -station receiving equip-
ment for unattended operation has recently been de-
veloped. This equipment not only embodies all of the
recent developments in receiver circuit design, but
also takes advantage of improvements in the associa-
ated apparatus units which permit simplifications in
the operation of the system. Modern transmitters
have precise crystal control of the frequency and it

 is no longer necessary to provide a continuously tun-
able receiver and have an operator adjust it to the
transmitter frequency. The new receiver is arranged
for crystal control of the beating oscillator, so manual
tuning is eliminated.

A new codan circuit which operates over a wide
range of noise levels without readjustment by a tech-
nical operator eliminates the need for continuous
monitoring. Furthermore, an automatically con-
nected emergency power supply insures operation
even when the primary alternating -current power
supply fails. These factors make it possible to oper-
ate the receiver on an unattended basis and therefore
it may be installed at a remote point free from man-
made interference where satisfactory operation will
be obtained with signals of lower intensity than
would otherwise be possible.

This equipment known as the No. 223A radio re-
ceiving equipment consists of the following com-
ponents:

No. 23A radio receiver
No. 289A dynamotor panel

Proceedings of the I.R.E. April, 1939
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No. 291A test oscillator panel
No. 292A control panel
KS -10023 weatherproof cabinet
KS -10024 weatherproof battery box

Fig. 1-KS-10023 weatherproof cabinet.

The No. 23A radio receiver is a fixed -frequency
superheterodyne unit operating at any pretuned fre-
quency in the range of 2 to 22 megacycles. It pro -

Fig. 2-KS-10023 weatherproof cabinet showing apparatus.

vides a high degree of sensitivity and selectivity, a
wide range of automatic volume control, and the
frequency stability of a crystal -controlled beating
oscillator. Its most noteworthy feature is the selec-

tive codan circuit which is an integral part of the re-
ceiver. For local operation where the receiver unit is
located within a building no other facilities are re-
quired but for remote installations a number of

Fig. 3-View of apparatus in cabinet with front dust
covers removed.

auxiliary panels may be used to provide the exact
type of service required.

Whenever the alternating -current power supply

Fig. 4-View of apparatus in cabinet with hinged rack
rotated showing rear view.

fails, the equipment is automatically shifted to the
emergency battery by relays in the No. 289A dyna-
motor panel. These relays transfer the vacuum-tube
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filaments and the crystal heater from the alternating -

current supply to the battery supply, apply the bat-
tery to the primary of the dynamotor which furnishes
the high -voltage supply, and transfer the high -volt -

Fig. 5-Rear view of apparatus with dust covers removed.

age circuits of the receiver from the rectifier supply to
the dynamotor supply.

The control office is notified when power failure
occurs through the action of the No. 292A control

Fig. 6-View of KS -10024 weatherproof battery box
with doors open.

panel. The circuit arrangement of this panel provides
an indication when the receiver is switched to the
emergency supply and when it is again switched back
to the regular alternating -current supply.

The No. 291A test oscillator panel contains a crys-
tal -controlled radio -frequency oscillator and a 1000 -

cycle audio -frequency oscillator which may be used
to supply the energy for modulation. In order that
the remote operator may check the operation of the
receiver the test oscillator is modulated and if the
receiver is operating properly a 1000 -cycle tone is
heard. When observing the frequency deviation of
any received signal the test oscillator is unmodulated
and the resulting audio -frequency beat note between
the incoming carrier and the test oscillator carrier
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Fig. 7-KS-10023 weatherproof cabinet and KS -10024 weather-
proof battery box mounted on pole.

may be measured at the control point. Remote con-
trol of the test oscillator is provided by direct -current
operation over the same telephone line used to carry
the audio -frequency output of the receiver to the con-
trol station.

When used as a remotely controlled receiver the
equipment generally will be located outdoors and
therefore a suitable weatherproof housing has been
provided. Fig. 1 shows the KS -10023 weatherproof
cabinet in which the receiver and the associated
panels are mounted. A combination power switch
and fuse, a double -convenience power outlet and
radio -frequency filters for the power and telephone
lines are a part of this cabinet. Fig. 2 is a view of the
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cabinet with the door open and in Fig. 3 the front
dust covers of the apparatus have been removed so
as to show the front of the receiving equipment. The
various panels are mounted on a 19 -inch supporting
frame similar to a short section of relay rack. This
frame is fastened to the cabinet by hinged supports
so that the assembly may be swung out as shown in
Fig. 4, in order that the rear of the panels are acces-
sible for servicing. Fig. 5 also shows the wiring side
of the panels with the rear dust covers removed.

The emergency battery is housed in the KS -10024
weatherproof battery box which also contains a

controlled by the quartz crystal and for frequencies
above about 7500 kilocycles the second triode section
is used as a frequency multiplier.

The plate circuit of the first detector is coupled to
the first intermediate -frequency amplifier tube V4 by
a double -tuned filter, and a similar filter couples this
tube to the second intermediate -frequency amplifier
tube V5. Another filter in the plate circuit of V5

feeds the full -wave series -type peak limiter tube V6,
while the output of this tube energizes the last inter-
mediate -frequency filter.

The diode section of the duplex -diode -triode tube
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Fig. 8-Simplified schematic of No. 23A radio receiver.

trickle charger to maintain the battery in a fully
charged condition. Fig. 6 shows a view of the battery
box with the cover open.

The No. 223A radiotelephone equipment will gen-
erally be mounted on a telephone pole which also
supports the receiving antenna, as shown on Fig. 7.
This greatly simplifies the problem of making a satis-
factory installation at a remote location.

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

A simplified schematic of the receiver is shown in
Fig. 8. Three preselector circuits are provided before
the grid of the radio -frequency amplifier tube V1 in
order that a high degree of radio -frequency selectiv-
ity may be obtained, if the requirements of any par-
ticular installation make this necessary. The plate
circuit of this tube is coupled to the first detector V2
by two additional tuned circuits. The beating oscil-
lator tube V3 is a double -triode tube. One section is

V7 is the speech -branch detector and is fed from the
last intermediate -frequency filter, while the triode
section of this tube is the first audio -frequency am-
plifier. The detector and the direct -current amplifier
for the delayed, amplified automatic -volume -control
circuit is also a duplex -diode -triode vacuum tube V8
energized from the last intermediate -frequency filter.
A level -control potentiometer is provided in the grid
circuit of the audio -frequency output tube V9.

The codan circuit of this receiver is energized from
the final intermediate -frequency filter. Part of the
intermediate -frequency output of this filter is fed
to the control grid of the pentagrid converter tube
V10 and the control grid of the mixer tube V12. The
oscillator section of the pentagrid converter V10 is
crystal -controlled by a precise quartz crystal operat-
ing at a frequency of 300 kilocycles, and consequently
the 455 -kilocycle intermediate -frequency input to
this tube is modulated. The 755 -kilocycle modula-
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Fig. 9-Interconnection diagram of No. 223A radiotelephone equipment.

tion product of the converter V10
is selected by a filter and amplified
by V11. Another filter feeds the
755 -kilocycle component to the
mixer grid of V12. The intermedi-
ate frequency of 455 kilocycles is
also fed to the control grid of 1712
and therefore there is a 300 -kilo-
cycle component in the plate circuit
of the tube. When a signal is pre-
sent in the intermediate -frequency
amplifier, this system of remodu-
lation produces a new component
having a carrier frequency of 300
kilocycles, with side bands corre-
sponding to those associated with
the normal intermediate -frequency
signal.

The plate circuit of V12 energizes
two filter networks employing
highly selective quartz filters. One
filter passes only a narrow band of
frequencies corresponding to the
incoming carrier, while the other
filter eliminates this narrow band
but passes a wider band corres-
ponding to the normal band width
of the intermediate -frequency sys-
tem. The outputs of these two
filters are rectified in the two diode
rectifiers in V14. These outputs
operate two direct -current am-
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plifiers in the twin -triode tube V15 and the outputs
of these amplifiers serve to operate differentially the
polarized relay which controls the audio -frequency
output of the receiver. During the intervals when no
carrier is being received very little energy passes
through the narrow -band filter and the noise passing
through the wide -band filter keeps the relay in the
operated position and short-circuits the audio-fre-
quency output channel. When a carrier is received,
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Fig. 11-Two-carrier radio -frequency -selectivity characteristic
of No. 23A radio receiver. Desired signal, 1000 microvolts at
2208 kilocycles. Interference from undesired signal, 20 deci-
bels below, 30 per cent modulation, 400 cycles on desired signal.
Undesired signal modulation, 30 per cent at 400 cycles.

the energy passing through the wide -band -filter
channel does not change appreciably, but that pass-
ing through the narrow -filter channel is considerably
increased, due to the presence of the carrier. Conse-
quently, the relay is released and the audio -frequency
channel of the receiver is again energized.

Fig. 9 shows the interpanel wiring of the complete
No. 223A radiotelephone equipment as well as the
schematic circuits of the various panels.

CHARACTERISTICS

A number of the more important operating char-
acteristics of the receiver are shown in the various
illustrations. The intermediate -frequency selectivity
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Fig. 12-Automatic-volume-control characteristic
of No. 23A radio receiver.
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Fig. 13-Fidelity characteristic of No. 23A radio receiver.

5000

of the set is shown in Fig. 10, while a 2 -carrier radio -
frequency -selectivity curve is shown in Fig. 11. This
curve shows the permissible value of an interfering

which will result in an output
low the desired output. The automatic -volume -con-
trol characteristic (Fig. 12) shows a variation of
about 4 decibels in output for a variation in input of
100 decibels. Consequently, a wide variation in signal
input has a negligible effect on the output level. The
audio -frequency fidelity characteristic is shown in
Fig. 13. This characteristic represents a compromise
between the wide pass -band which is desirable for
high fidelity and the narrow band which is desirable
for minimum noise.

Actual operating experience in a trial installa-
tion has shown that the performance of this receiver
is highly satisfactory. In particular, the operation of
the codan circuit is outstanding. No adjustment is re-
quired under a wide variety of noise conditions and
reliable codan operation is obtained from circuits
which are too noisy for commercial service.



Coastal and Harbor Ship Radiotelephone Service
from Norfolk, Virginia*

W. M. SWINGLEt, NONMEMBER, AND AUSTIN BAILEYT, FELLOW, I.R.E.

Summary-This paper deals with the engineering and operation
of a radiotelephone service for harbor and coastal vessels in the
Norfolk area. The instrumentalities discussed in companion papers
are employed for this purpose.

First, the need for such a service is developed from maritime data
concerning the character of water transportation. Then radio -cover-
age -survey results show that a radiotelephone station of only moderate
Power can reach satisfactorily the commercially more important parts
of this area. A discussion of the power radiated from antennas on
the smaller craft logically leads to the determination of suitable re-
ceiver locations.

The paper contains a general description of the plant installed
at the Virginia Beach radio transmitting station, the radio receiving
stations, and the control -switchboard positions in Norfolk, together
with a discussion of the interconnection and interplay of these com-
ponents to give service.

After telling of the facilities available for use by the switchboard
operator, the paper concludes with a tracing of the steps followed in
handling calls to or from vessels reached through the Norfolk marine
operator.

r ---i HE coastal and harbor radiotelephone station
\VGB at Norfolk, Virginia, is the latest in a
series of stations being provided by the Bell Sys-

tem to make available a telephone service which per-
mits the establishment of connections between any
land telephone station reached through the Bell Sys-
tem and suitably equipped ships along the Atlantic,
Gulf, and Pacific coasts. The Norfolk station, which
was opened for public service on June 13, 1938, is
of a type not previously employed. The engineering
and operation of this station is of special interest in
that it is the first station to use the new instrumen-
talities discussed in the companion papers published
in this issue of the PROCEEDINGS. The availability of
this new equipment permits the construction of sta-
tions requiring only a minimum amount of technical
attendance and whose operating costs, it is expected,
will be much less than previously possible.

MARINE TRANSPORTATION IN THE
NORFOLK AREA

The Norfolk radio station is designed to serve ships
operating in Hampton Roads, including its ports of
Norfolk and Newport News, in the lower Chesapeake
Bay, and along the Atlantic coast from approxi-
mately Cape May, New Jersey, to Cape Hatteras,
North Carolina.

* Decimal classification: R510. Original manuscript received
by the Institute, September 28, 1938. Presented before I.R.E.
Convention, New York, N. Y., June 18, 1938.

t The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of
Virginia, Richmond, Va.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company, New York,
N. Y.
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Hampton Roads, formed by the junction of three
rivers as they flow into the Chesapeake Bay near the
point where the bay enters the ocean, provides a
spacious ice -free harbor and is one of the major
ocean gateways of the eastern seaboard. Eight trunk -
line railroads have freight terminals on the harbor.
Coal, hauled from the mines of Virginia and West
Virginia to water terminals in this area, constitutes
the major item of traffic of three of these railroads and
Hampton Roads is the largest coal port in the world.

The radiotelephone service provided by the Nor-
folk station will be useful in dispatching the tugs
used to tow lighters and car floats between the vari-
ous railroad and ship terminals located on the har-
bor. It will be valuable in operating passenger and
automobile ferries and freight -car floats over the
longer runs in the Hampton Roads area, such as the
one -hour run between Norfolk and Newport News
and the two- to three-hour run to the city of Cape
Charles on of Virginia. Fishing
boats operating along the coast and in the bay will
be able to maintain contact with, and receive in-
structions and information from, their home offices.
The ocean-going tugs engaged in towing coal to New
England points will find that the establishment of
the Norfolk station, together with the existing New
York and Boston stations, permits them to obtain
a radio service suited to their needs.

Coastal and harbor radio service is also used by
owners and guests aboard pleasure craft to maintain
contact with their homes and offices during cruises.
The Norfolk station will serve not only the yachts
whose home ports are in the Norfolk area but also
any suitably equipped yacht which may be within its
service area, such as those passing along the coast
between northern and southern waters.

While coastal and harbor radiotelephone service
is intended especially for boats operating in a harbor
and its adjacent waters and for coastwise vessels
not required by law to be equipped with radiotele-
graph, the larger passenger vessels in the coastwise
service may find it desirable to supplement their
radiotelegraph by making radiotelephone service
available for the use of their passengers. The feature
of direct two-way communication, as provided by
the radiotelephone service, will appeal to the pas-
sengers of such boats.

Proceedings of the I.R.E. April, 1939
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SELECTION OF TRANSMITTER AND
RECEIVER LOCATIONS

As a preliminary to the establishment of a coastal
and harbor station, two kinds of information, obtain-
able from transmission tests, are needed. First, the
coverage of the shore transmitter must be tested to be
sure that a radio transmitter at any site tentatively
selected on the basis of experience' will adequately
reach ships in the area to be served; and second,
transmission tests must be made at several places to
determine strategic locations for radio receivers. Bell
Telephone Laboratories engineers made the radio
transmission tests for the Norfolk station using a
portable transmitter operating on 2398 kilocycles
together with a test car' equipped for field survey
work.

The geographical layout of the harbor and the
adjoining coastal area, the service requirements of
the prospective subscribers to the service, and the
radio transmission characteristics at the frequencies
allocated to this service are controlling factors in
selecting the location for the transmitting and re-
ceiving equipment. Due consideration must also be
given to other factors, largely economic, such as
availability of land and proximity to existing power
and telephone lines. Because of the higher attenua-
tion' of the radio path over land than over water and
the especially high attenuation of land adjacent to
the transmitter or receiver, satisfactory transmission
range can be obtained with the low powers used in
this service only when the shore transmitter and
receiver are located so that the paths to the boats will
be over water in so far as practical.

As no location in the Norfolk area would permit
an entirely overwater path, a transmitter loattion
was selected where the land would cause the mini-
mum impairment. The transmitter location (Fig. 1)
between Virginia Beach and Cape Henry provides
an overwater path to boats on the ocean where the
greatest range is required. The path to boats on
Chesapeake Bay includes about a mile of land at the
transmitter end, but required coverage in this direc-
tion is less than toward the ocean. The path to boats
in the Elizabeth River, where many of them dock,
is almost entirely over land. However, the maximum
distance to be covered in this direction does not ex-
ceed the limit for satisfactory overland transmission.

While a satisfactory transmitter location was se-
lected, there is no single receiver location which
would provide adequate coverage because of the

(2. N. Anderson, "Attenuation of overland radio transmis-
sion in the frequency range 1.5 to 3.5 megacycles per second,"

1.1t.E., vol. 21, pp. 1447-1462; October, (1933).
2 G. M. Ilafner, "A test car for marine radio telephone sur-

veys," 13d1 Lab. Rec., vol. 14, pp. 94-98; November, (1935).

lower powers used for the ship transmitters and the
generally poorer antenna -installation conditions on
board ships. However, because of the lower cost of
receiving stations, it is practicable to provide more
than one receiver, each located so as to obtain, in so
far as needed, an overwater path to the portions of
the area served by it. Each shore receiver should be
located so as to avoid areas with high local noise.

Based upon the transmission and noise measure-
ments made at several tentative locations, the initial
receiver of the Norfolk station was installed at the
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Fig. 1-Norfolk harbor area and locations of
coastal and harbor transmitter and receivers.

point shown in Fig. 1 near Ocean View. This re-
ceiver is centrally located in the area to be served
and has an overwater path from ships in the bay,
some land in the path from Hampton Roads, but
has a considerable amount of land in the path from
boats on much of the ocean.

The receiver is a development model of a new type
of receiver and as soon as commercial models become
available, a second receiver will be installed at the
point shown in Fig. 1 south of Virginia Beach so as
to obtain the greatest possible ocean coverage. I t is
expected that the Ocean View receiver will ade-
quately cover the Elizabeth River area, but should
experience indicate that the transmission loss is too
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REMOTE CONTROL OF TRANSMITTER
AND RECEIVERS

While the einployment of more than a single re-
ceiving- point has considerable advantage in making
the service available to boats Operating in a larger
area, the telephone company must operate more re-
ceivers and connect them all into a single control
point. The development of the new remote -control re-
ceiver for coastal and harbor service, which has been

high, a third receiver located in the vicinity of the
river will be installed.

SERVICE AREA

The coverage area for the Virginia l3each trans-
mitter is shown in the cross -hatched area in Fig. 2.
Within this area a ship should be able to receive re-
liably from the 400 -watt shore station during the
daytime. At night, the variability of noise and signal

ATLANT IC
OCEAN

Fig. 2-Service areas of 400 -watt shore transmitter and 15- and 50 -watt ship transmitters.

field are so great that, while under adverse condi-
tions, the reliable coverage is much less, nevertheless,
valuable service is frequently given at distances far
outside the coverage area shown.

Ships using coastal and harbor radiotelephone
service generally employ transmitters of 50 watts
power or less and space limitations on the smaller
craft considerably reduce the antenna efficiency.
Although the service area will depend in large meas-
ure on the ship installation, some estimate can be
made of what might be expected with good installa-
tions of 50 -watt and 15 -watt radiotelephone sets.
With shore receivers near Ocean View and Virginia
Beach, the daytime service area for 50- and 15 -watt
ship transmitters is indicated on Fig. 2 as inside the
solid and dotted lines, respectively.

described in another paper,' has materially simplified
this problem. By use of this new receiver, it is pos-
sible to extend the essential controls back to Norfolk
over wire circuits and to concentrate receiver opera-
tion at a single location.

The transmitter is likewise operated by remote
control over telephone circuits from Norfolk. The
several transmitter control features have been de-
scribed in more detail in another paper.4

The remote control circuits from the transmitter
and receiver are connected at the Norfolk central
office to control equipment located in the same room

3 H. B. Fischer, "Remotely controlled receiver for radiotele-
phone systems," PRoc. I.R.E., this issue, pp. 264-269.

C. N. Anderson and I -I. M. Pruden, "A radiotelephone
system for harbor and coastal service," Pitoc. I.R.E., this issue,
pp. 245-253.
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as the terminal and testing equipment associated
with the long-distance telephone circuits. After
passing through the control equipment, the radio
circuit is terminated at the Norfolk long-distance
switchboard. The location selected for the control
equipment is the logical one since it is the central
point in the network of telephone wires serving the
Norfolk area, a skilled maintenance force is on duty
at all times, and the long-distance switchboard is in
the same building.

RADIO TRANSMITTING STATION

As the site of the transmitting station is in an area
where the beginning of building development has
increased the price of land, the land purchased was
as small as consistent with providing an adequate
ground system. Three lots, providing a plot 150 feet
by 150 feet, were purchased about 1000 feet back
from the ocean edge so as to obtain security from
possible storms and erosion. The ground system con-
sists of 60 radial copper wires 0.165 of an inch in
diameter buried in the sand at a depth of about 8
inches. The ground system has an average radius of

Fig. 3-Transmitter building and 80 -foot
shunt -excited vertical radiator.

90 feet. The radial wires are brazed to a ring bus con-
sisting of a 1/2 -inch copper tubing formed in a circle
about 7 feet in diameter around the base of the
antenna.

The antenna (see Figs. 3 and 4) is a shunt -excited'
6.1. F. Morrison and P. H. Smith, "The shunt -excited an-

tenna," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 25, pp. 673-696; June, (1937).

vertical radiator consisting of a commercial galva-
nized steel self -supported flagpole, less the fittings for
flying a flag, with 80 feet of pole above ground. The
pole is connected, near its base, to the ground system
by four lengths of copper tubing extending from the
pole to the ring bus. The radiator is excited through

Fig. 4-Rear view of transmitter building
and lower portion of radiator.

a lead from the transmitter connected to the pole
about 20 feet above the ground.

The shunt -excited radiator, as selected for this
station, has essentially the same efficiency as a series -
excited one of the same structural type, but is cheaper
due to the omission of insulating arrangements at
the base. It is estimated that its cost was little, if
any, more than for antennas of the same efficiency
but of different structural types, such as a flat -top
antenna between wood poles or a vertical wire sus-
pended from a wood pole, when all factors are con-
sidered, including the more expensive arrangements
for coupling a series antenna to the transmitter
and the immunity of the shunt -type from lightning
damage. Moreover, as the transmitting station is
located in a developing residential area, it was very
desirable to use a shunt -excited flagpole for the an-
tenna because of its better appearance.

The transmitter and associated equipment are
housed in a small tile -lined, reinforced -concrete
building shown in Fig. 3. The building has two small
rooms, one room, 114 by 114 feet, is just large enough
to house the transmitter and rectifier, a work bench,
and a spare -parts cabinet, and the other room, 7 by
8 feet, is designed to house a proposed gasoline engine
driving a 5 -kilowatt 3 -phase alternator for use during
failures of commercial power. A building of reinforced
concrete is particularly suitable in this location be-
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cause of its stability against shifting of the sand
around the foundation and other effects of storms
which may be severe in this area.

The radio transmitter employed at the Virginia
Beach transmitting station is a 400 -watt crystal -

controlled -type similar to those designed for use at

Fig. 5-Radio transmitter, rectifier,
and auxiliary equipment.

aviation ground stations and is adjusted to feed the
shunt -excited antenna at a frequency of 2538 kilo-
cycles. The crystal control maintains this frequency
to a high degree of precision. The power supply for
the radio transmitter is obtained from a rectifier
unit designed as a companion piece of equipment.
These units, together with an auxiliary amplifier
and certain wire terminating and control equipment,
are installed in the transmitter building as shown in
Fig. 5.

Similar radio transmitter installations are already
in use at other Bell System coastal and harbor sta-
tions.6.7 The modifications in the particular installa-
tion at Virginia Beach are to care for the shunt -ex-
cited antenna employed and to provide means to

6 E. B. Hansen, "Ship -to -shore radio in Puget Sound area,"
Trans. A.I.E.E., vol. 54, pp. 828-831; August, (1935). Digest in
Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., vol. 14, pp.,708-712; October, (1935).

F. A. Gifford and R. B. Meader, "Marine radiotelephone
service," Com. and Brdcst. Eng., pp. 9-11; October, (1935). Digest
entitled "Marine radio telephone service for Boston harbor,"
in Bell Sys. Tech. Jour., vol. 14, pp. 702-707; October, (1935).

control remotely a "stand-by" adjustment. In the
"stand-by" condition, the filaments are operated at
about 80 per cent of their rated current and the plate
voltage is removed from the equipment. When the
transmitter is required for service, it can be put "on
the air" in a few seconds. The switchboard operator
in Norfolk puts up a cord in the normal manner as
with any telephone call. This action energizes the
control circuits to the transmitting station which
operate a relay to bring the filaments up to normal
current and apply the plate voltage. If, instead of be-
ginning with the "stand-by" condition, the radio
transmitter had been shut down, about 30 seconds
would have been required to get "on the air."

RADIO RECEIVERS

All of the equipment comprising a radio receiver
installation is mounted on a single pole. The pole,
as shown in Fig. 6, extends 50 feet above ground.

Fig. 6-Radio receiver installation.

The pole carries a vertical antenna wire, a box hous-
ing the radio receiver and associated equipment
(Fig. 7), a box housing a storage battery and charger
for emergency use (Fig. 8), and a ground consisting
of about 5 feet of wire fastened spiraled on the base
of the pole.

The radio receiving equipment is the remote -con-
trolled receiver recently designed for coastal and
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harbor service. The quartz -crystal control incorpo-
rated in the receiver assures that it is at all times
tuned to 2142 kilocycles, the transmitting frequency
of the boats served by the Norfolk system.

In case of failure of the commercial alternating
current normally supplied the receiver, service is
continued by an automatic change -over to the emer-
gency power -supply equipment mounted on the pole.
This equipment includes a trickle -charged 6 -volt
storage battery supplying filament power and also
driving a dynamotor from which the higher direct -
current potentials required are derived. A test oscil-

Fig. 7-Radio receiver and associated equipment.

lator, turned on by the change -over equipment,
transmits a power -failure signal to the Norfolk office
so the maintenance forces may arrange for the res-
toration of the commercial power and for replacing
batteries if the duration of the failure is likely to
exceed the 8 -hour period during which the battery
will operate the receiver.

The test oscillator, which can be remotely con-
trolled from the terminal, permits checking the fre-
quency received from ships and provides a means for
remotely testing the operation of the radio receiver.

CONTROL TERMINAL

Fig. 9 shows the control terminal installed in the
Norfolk toll test room. In the upper portion of the
bay is a radio receiver used to monitor the output of
the Virginia Beach transmitter and a crystal -con -

Fig. 8-Emergency power supply for receiver.

trolled oscillator, by means of which the transmitter
frequency may be observed. The equipment in the
center of the bay provides facilities for controlling

Fig. 9-Norfolk cunt rot tcrinilial.

and testing the operation of the transmitter and the
two receivers and for interconnecting the one-way
radio transmitting and receiving circuits with the
two-way telephone circuit to the switchboard In
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the lower portion of the bay are two amplifiers, the
one in the receiving branch having a fixed gain as
the volume level is held substantially constant by
the receiver automatic volume control, while the one
in the transmitting branch is a yoga& (voice -oper-
ated -gain -adjusting -device) whose gain varies with
the speech volume so as to keep the transmitter fully
modulated and, at the same time, avoiding over -
modulation. The detailed functions and operation of
the control terminal equipment are described else-
where.'

The licensed radio operator responsible for the
operation of the system is stationed at this point
where he may check and control the operation of both
the transmitter and receiver, and may supervise and

Fig. 10-Marine position of Norfolk
long-distance switchboard.

provide any assistance required by the traffic opera-
tor at the switchboard. A transmitter cutoff key is
provided in the control terminal so that the licensed
radio operator may turn, off the transmitter at any
time and, in doing so, prevent its being turned on by
the switchboard operator in accordance with the
usual procedures described below.

PROCEDURE IN HANDLING CALLS

Calls through the radio station are handled by the
marine operator at the position of the Norfolk long-
distance switchboard shown in Fig. 10. The position
was equipped for radio service by adding a key,
lamp, and dial (the one mounted flush) to the right

S. B. Wright, S. Doba, and A. C. Dickieson, "A vogad for
radiotelephone circuits," PROC. I.R.E., this issue, pp. 254-257.

of the usual key -shelf equipment and terminating
the radio circuits on the jacks in the face of the
board. The dial and associated key are used to con-
trol the pulses of 600- and 1500 -cycle tone trans-
mitted to operate the signaling selectors on the boats.
The lamp, whose operation is controlled by a relay in
the monitoring receiver of the control terminal, in-
dicates to the operator whether or not the shore
transmitter is emitting carrier. In the face of the
switchboard, two jacks and a lamp are provided for
each receiver. The jack designated "line" is used
on calls between a ship and a land station, while the
jack designated "by-pass," used on ship -to -ship
calls, is arranged so that the insertion of a plug con-
nects the output of the receiver to the input of the
transmitter. Thus, on ship -to -ship calls, the Norfolk
land station serves as a frequency changer by re -
radiating at 2538 kilocycles (the ship receiving fre-
quency) whatever is transmitted by a ship on 2142
kilocycles.

The procedure of the traffic operators in handling
radio calls is generally similar to that used for ordi-
nary long-distance calls. When a ship originates a
call, the receipt of its carrier at the shore station
causes a lamp to light over the jack associated with
the receiver on which the signal is being received and
also turns on the shore transmitter. The operator
answers the call by inserting an ordinary switchboard
cord in the jack and then extends the call, using the
other end of the same cord circuit, to the called sta-
tion over ordinary local or long-distance telephone
circuits as required. Calls originating on land are
routed to the Norfolk marine position where the
operator starts the transmitter by inserting a cord
in one of the radio jacks and, when the key -shelf
lamp indicates that the carrier is on, she dials the
assigned code of the called ship. The selective signal-
ing equipment on the ship dialed rings a bell and the
connection is ready for use as soon as the call is
answered by lifting the handset on the boat. If the
boat called is not equipped for selective signaling,
the ringing key in the cord circuit is operated mo-
mentarily to transmit over the radio the 1000 -cycle
tone interrupted 20 times a second which is used for
ringing on certain types of long-distance circuits.
This serves as an attention signal and is reproduced
in the waiting loud speakers of the boats not equipped
for selective signaling. The operator then announces
the name of the called boat and the connection is
ready as soon as the called boat answers.



Transient Response of Multistage
Video -Frequency Amplifiers*

A. V. BEDFORD', ASSOCIATE AMBER, I.R.E., AND G. L. FREDENDALLt, ASSOCIATE MEMBER, I.R.E

Summary-The response to a Heaviside unit voltage is set
forth as the most logical and relevant criterion of the fidelity of video -

frequency amplifiers.
The part of the transient response that is governed by the high -

frequency amplitude and phase -delay characteristics of amplifiers
may be approximated closely by the steady-state response to a square
wave having a suitable period and thus may be expressed in a Fourier
series. Simplicity and rapidity of numerical calculation are the out-
standing advantages of the steady-state formulation.

As an illustrative example of the method the transient response
of several multistage compensated resistance -coupled amplifiers are
computed. Considerable data helpful in the design of amplifiers of
this type are presented. It is concluded: (1) The wave -shape distortion
of a Heaviside unit voltage is accumulative as the number of stages
is increased. (2) The value of the damping constant K= R.VL/ C
should lie between 1.51 and 1.61. (3) The resonant frequency
f 0= I/ (271-V LC) determines the slope of the wave front of the transient
response. R is load resistance; C is the total shunt capacitance; and
L is the compensating inductance in series with R.

It is proposed that the oscillographic response of videofrequency
amplifiers and the associated transmission apparatus to a square
wave be considered as a part of performance tests of future television
systems.

NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

1
N TELEVISION, intelligence is conveyed by the
wave shape of voltage variations that originate
in the television scanner. Such a signal is the

electrical equivalent of variations in the intensity of
illumination of the television subject along the scan-
ning lines; and ideally the wave shapes of the varia-
tions in intensity and the associated variations in
voltage should be the same. After much amplifica-
tion, modulation of a carrier wave, and demodula-
tion and more amplification in the receiver, the signal
is translated back into variations in the intensity of
illumination along the scanning lines in the cathode-
ray receiving tube.

Clearly, the prime requisite of a video -frequency
amplifier is the amplification of a signal, essentially
transient in character, without appreciable modifica-
tion of the intelligence borne by the signal; that is,

the wave shape must be preserved within limits
known to be tolerable. Distortionless amplification
of transient voltages is obtained when the amplitude
response and phase delay of the amplifier are inde-
pendent of frequency from zero to infinite frequency.
The essential video -frequency spectrum however is
limited and extends from 60 cycles to at least 2.5
megacycles for the present 441 -line interlaced scan-
ning with a frame frequency of 30 cycles per second.
Complete agreement on the upper limit of the spec-

* Decimal classification: R363.1. Original manuscript re-
ceived by the Institute, September 8, 1938.

f RCA Manufacturing Company, Inc., Camden. N. J.
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trum does not exist; values ranging from 2.5 to 4.25
megacycles may be found in the literature. We know
that amplifiers cannot and need not render distor-
tionless amplification even over the video -frequency
spectrum. Specific tolerances therefore are very im-
portant in design. The nature of the circuit elements
in video -frequency amplifiers permits 'a complete
division into low -frequency distortion and high -fre-
quency distortion. We shall be concerned exclusively
with the latter. Two criteria of high -frequency fidel-

ity are in use.
The first concerns the sine -wave steady-state char-

acteristics. (a) The amplitude response shall be sub-
stantially independent of frequency over the spec-
trum. (b) Differences between the phase delays at
intermediate frequencies and at the upper frequency
limit shall be small compared with the time required
for' the receiving aperture or spot to traverse a dis-
tance equal to the scanning -line pitch.

The second and less common criterion concerns the
to a Heaviside called

the transient response. Three points are made in sup-
port of the unit voltage as a test signal. (1) An ampli-
fier that responds properly to a unit voltage wilt
amplify any video -frequency signal with acceptable
fidelity. (2) If the response to a unit voltage is known,
the response to any other transient signal may be
calculated by the superposition theorem of opera-
tional calculus. (3) The effect of a given transient -re-
sponse wave upon the picture structure can be de-
termined by inspection.

We believe that tolerances can best be set by a
direct examination of the response to transient volt-
ages and that the second criterion is well suited for
this purpose. The first criterion lacks directness and
ultimately the second must be used as a check be-
cause the television video -frequency amplifier is fun-
damentally an amplifier of transient voltages. In this
respect transmission requirements for television dif-
fer from those for sound.

A signal having the discontinouus character of a
unit voltage is generated by a dimensionless scanning
spot when scanning an infinitely sharp change in pic-
ture shade. In reality the scanning spot has an ap-
preciable diameter and changes in picture shades are
never infinitely sharp. As a consequence the most
abrupt unidirectional change in voltage that can be
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generated by a scanning spot in present television
systems occurs over an interval of about: 0.15 micro-
second.

The existing literature treats only one or two
stages and methods of calculating the transient
response have not been particularly expeditious for
extension to multistage amplifiers. This is at once a
handicap because the transmission characteristics of
the entire television system (camera amplifier, studio
amplifier, transmitter, and receiver) determine the fi-
delity. The video -frequency signal may pass through
as many as forty stages of video -frequency amplifi-
cation. A satisfactory method for obtaining the over-
all response of a system must be readily adaptable

(A) (8)

Fig. 1
(A) Compensated resistance -coupled amplifier.
(B) Equivalent circuit for high frequencies.

to the data available. In most instances the circuit
elements of an amplifier may be treated as lumped
constants and the response calculated. In other in-
stances, the circuit constants are distributed in such
a way that analysis in terms of lumped elements is
not feasible. In the later case it is usually practicable
to measure steady-state amplitude and phase -delay
characteristics of full or reduced -scale models. The
application of a completely satisfactory method
should not require the services of a professional
mathematician. Simplicity and dependability are
very desirable.

We shall discuss briefly two classical methods for
the calculation of the response to a unit voltage, the
operational method and the Fourier integral formu-
lation, and then develop in detail a preferred method.
The compensated resistance -coupled amplifier has
been frequently used in television systems and there-
fore will be used here as an example. Fig. 1(A) is a
schematic diagram of connections. Fig. 1(B) is the
equivalent circuit for high frequencies. The several
components of distributed capacitance have been
combined in a single value C. The inductance is
added in order to maintain the response near the
upper limit of the frequency spectrum at a higher
level than possible in a simple resistance -coupled
stage.

Using the conventional processes of operational
calculus McLachlan' and others2 have derived corn -

1 N. W. McLachlan, "Reproduction of transients by a televi-
sion amplifier," Phil. Mag., vol. 22, pp. 481-491; September,
(1936).

plete formulas for the response of a single amplifier
to a unit voltage. Reference to M cLachlan's paper
is suggested for the details of the derivation which
yields the following- equation :

e(I) = g,111 -sin (Alt + 0)] (1)

in which

1

fo 27rvLC

K = 27rfoRC

= 27rfo /1/ 1
A

4

AN/1 - K2T-1
0 = tan-'

K2/2 - 1

gin transconductance of the tube

R >> R ; C,>>C2i R >>
1

C,0)

(Changes in the original notation have been made
for convenience.)

McLachlan mentions also the steps to be taken for
obtaining the response of n stages but does not give
the explicit result. In any event the method of opera-
tional calculus involves the use of specialized mathe-
matical technique and entails a great amount of la-
bor when there are several stages all identical or dif-
ferent. Its application is restricted to cases in which
the circuit configuration and elements are known.
This excludes the practical case in which experiment-
ally determined amplitude and phase characteristics
constitute the only available data as a consequence
of distributed circuit constants.

The Fourier integral formulation provides an ex-
pression for the response to a unit voltage involving
the steady-state amplitude and phase characteristics
explicitly; namely,

-11(0) (w) sin [cut - 0(w)]
e(t)

2 7r
(10.). (2)

H(w) and 0(w) are the amplitude and phase char-
acteristics respectively and w is the angular fre-
quency.

Although (2) is outwardly simple, its usefulness is
much restricted in design work as the result of dif-
ficulties in the integration of the infinite integral.
Usually an analytical integration presents great dif-

2 O. Lurje, "Equalizing processes in wide -frequency range
amplifiers," Tech. Phys. U.S.S.R., vol. 3, pp. 229-248; March,
(1936).
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ficulty even to a professional mathematician. Graphi-
cal solution is unavoidably tedious on account of the
oscillatory character of the integrand. After checking
a few points on the transient -response curves in Fig.
11 by graphical integration of (2) we were convinced
that the method is impracticable when a numerical
answer is sought.

STEADY-STATE SQUARE -WAVE FORMULATION

Before proceeding further it is necessary to dis-
tinguish between low -frequency and high -frequency
distortion. Fig. 2(A) is a sketch of a typical transient
response of a multistage amplifier (not necessarily a
compensated resistance -coupled amplifier.) The in-
terval a -b over which the response is substantially
zero is the effective time of transmission and does
not represent distortion. During the interval b-c the
response increases from zero to a steady value after
executing a damped oscillation (or an aperiodic varia-
tion). The failure of the response to rise sharply to
100 per cent, and remain there, is distortion. tb_c
will ordinarily be less than a half microsecond which
is to say that the response during the interval b -c
is determined almost entirely by the amplitude and
phase -delay characteristics in the upper region of the
video -frequency spectrum. The capacitance of an
amplifier for the reproduction of signals that cor-
respond to the fine detail of a television subject is
measured by the steepness of the wave front pro-
vided that the amplitude of the damped oscillation
is low. During the interval c -d there is a decline in
response at a very slow rate which is governed by the
low -frequency characteristics of the amplifier, that
is, by coupling condensers, grid leaks, and plate -
supply filters. This decline is too slow to be percep-
tible on the time scale in Fig. 2(A). The complete re-
sponse shown in Fig. 2(A) may be considered as the
limiting case of the response to a periodic square
wave as the period becomes infinite. That is, if the
square wave has the form

1 2( 1

E(t) = - 27r-fd -- sin 67rfri
2 3

1 - sin 107f,,i + 
5 1' (3)

the response will he
1 2

c(1) + limit. A1 sin 27rf(i - DI)
2 1,--0 71-

+ A3 sin 671-f(i -

+ A5 sin l - D5) + . . . } . (4)

A and D are the steady-state amplitude response
and phase delay for the frequency n

It is clear from physical considerations that a sig-
nificant calculation may be carried out using a finite
period. If the response during the interval a -c is

required, the period of the square wave is taken only
long enough to permit the response to attain a sub-
stantially constant enduring value (that is, 100 per
cent) before the beginning of the following half cycle.
Hence in Fig. 2(B) the period is taken equal to 2 ta_c.

Usually the effective time delay ta_b is unimportant
and only the response during the interval b -c is

required. In this instance a half period equal to tb_c
is sufficiently long as illustrated in Fig. 2(C).

(A)
(B)
(C)

YQL.TA .c&

E'

C

TIME
(A)

5 _s_civos_v6tr,_
iil

TIME

SQUARE WAVE

b - C

(B)

TIME

(C)

Fig. 2
Transient response of typical multistage amplifier.
Response to a square wave; period =2ta_c
Response to a square wave; period = 2/b_e.

The simplicity of the steady-state formulation as
a means of numerical computation may be greatly
compromised if a suitable choice of the period leads
to a slowly converging series. Fortunately, this is not
the case in the solutions presented below or in many
other practical problems that we have treated. The
labor involved in a specific instance is minimized
when the duration of the transitory response is
known approximately. An estimate may be made
usually from inspection of the steady-state amplitude
and phase characteristics. The utility of the Fourier
series method can be demonstrated best by applica-
tions. To this end we have calculated the responses
of a single -stage amplifier and several multistage
compensated amplifiers. The treatment covers the
interval a -c; no further consideration is given to,
the response over the interval c-d.

TIIE TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF COMPENSATED'
RESISTA NCE-COU PLED) AM P LI F I ERS

The amplitude and phase characteristics of a single
stage required for the series formulation are given by
the following formulas:

amplitude response =gm
1-1-132/K2

(5)15 2 K 2 + 1) 2
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0 1

phase delay-
27rf 27f

(13/ K)(10--FB2- 1) (6)

in which
f= frequency
0 = phase shift (0 is positive when the output

voltage lags the input voltage)
B =No

K, fo, as defined for (1).
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Fig. 3-Amplitude characteristic of one -stage amplifier.
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If f(K/fo) is taken as the independent variable in-
stead of f, a family of universal response curves and
a family of universal delay curves may be drawn in
which K is a parameter; and the change in variable
will permit a rapid comparison of individual ampli-
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Fig. 4-Phase-delay characteristic of one -stage amplifier.

fiers having equal gains at low frequencies but dif-
ferent values of K. It will be shown later that K and
fo are the essential circuit parameters. The condition
for equal gains at low frequencies for different ampli-
fiers characterized by K1, K2, K3, etc., is that the
product Rgm shall be the same in all cases. That is,

Rigmi = R2gm2 R3grn3 etc. ,

Or

If

then

KI K2 K3
g,1 = g,2 = g.3 

foiCi 102C 2 f 03U 3

gmi gm2

C1 C2

K1

f()1

g

C3

K2 /C3

f02 f03

April

(7)

Hence at any given frequency the steady-state data
corresponding to K1, K2, K3, etc., may be read di-
rectly from Figs. 3 and 4 in which the condition of
equal gain is automatically fulfilled when (7) holds.
Inspection of these figures show that there is no
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Fig. 5-Response of one -stage amplifier to a unit voltage.

value of K for which amplitude and phase -delay
characteristics are simultaneously optimum. Among
the curves in Figs. 3 and 4, that for K=1.71 exhibits
the least dependence of phase delay on the fre-
quency and that for K =1.51 (more exactly K=1.55),
the least dependence of amplitude response on the
frequency.

Fig. 5 shows a family of curves of the response to
a Heaviside unit voltage according to the rigorous
equation (1). The family may be calculated easily by
the Fourier series method drawing the necessary
data from Figs. 3 and 4. The only step in the series
development requiring judgment is the choice of a
fundamental period, or rather half period, that just
exceeds the time required for the response to attain
a steady value. If a longer period is used, the con-
vergence of the series is less rapid but the calculated
response is not affected. If the period is too short,
calculation reveals the misjudgment immediately by
yielding a response curve that does not attain a
steady value before the beginning of the next half
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cycle. Fig. 5 is an aid in devising a guiding principle
for finding a suitable period. Consider the curve of
the family corresponding to K=1.41. The response
does not vary more than ± 1 per cent from the

The agreement between e(t) computed from the
series (9) and e(t) computed from the rigorous equa-
tion (1) is very good as shown in Table I. Near the
discontinuities in the response at t =--- 0 and t = 0.8K/fo

Uh IT V LTAGE

-IME DELAY

2 4

fc-

2 8 3 2

t= TIME

c =CUT

3 6

IN SECC NDfS

-CFT F REtDUE ICY

Fig. 6 -Response of idealized amplifier to a unit vo tage.

final value after the elapse of 0.8 K/fo second. Hence
it is expected that the significant part of the response lfo

to a unit voltage which occurs within the interval 0
to 0.8K/fo second will be approximated closely by
the response to a square wave that has a funda-
mental period equal to 2 X 0.8K/fo or 2.26/fo seconds;
namely,

1 2 fo
e(t) = - --{ A1 sin 27r (t D1)

2 7r 2.26

A3 fo

3
 -sin 67r

2.26
(t D3)

A5 fo

5
 - sin 107r (t - D5) ± 

2.26

If terms having amplitudes less than 0.01 are
lected, the finite series expression becomes

(8)

neg-

1 2f fo
= + 1.02 (27r t 0.358)

1.20)

1.46

e(t) - - , sin
2 7r 2.26

fo
+ 0.225 sin 67r -- t -

2.26

0.074 107r f° 1+ sin (
2.26

0.036 ( f0
147r 1.53 (9)+ sin 1

2.26
fo

0.021 1.55+ sin (187r t
2.26

fo
+ 0.014 227r t( 1.56sin

2.26

+ 0.010 267E f° 1.56sin 1(
2.26

TABLE I

e(l) from equation

(1) (9)

0.05
0.10
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80

0
0.30
0.60
0.93
1.06
1.02
1.00

0.04
0.30
0.58
0.92
1.07
1.02
0.96

Slide -rule accuracy.

the series gives the poorest approximation. This is

expected according to the theory of Fourier series.
Advance information was available in Fig. 5 for

selecting a suitable fundamental period, but in useful
applications of the series method such a convenient
guide will be lacking. In the absence of other data,
the proper fundamental frequency may usually be
taken equal to the frequency at which the steady-
state amplitude and delay characteristics cease to be
sensibly independent of frequency. This is reasonable
because distortion of the unit voltage input is caused
by discrepancies in the characteristics. There are
however exceptional cases in which this guide fails;
one exception is the idealized amplifier. The ampli-
tude and phase -delay characteristics of an idealized
amplifier are independent of frequency in the range
0-f, and the amplitude characteristic is 0 for fre-
quencies greater than L. This is one of the few in-
stances in which the Fourier integral (2) leads to a
simple expression. Thus if the amplitude response
11(w) is set equal to 1 and the phase delay 0(w)/w to
D, a constant independent of frequency, there results

1 2 r 21r1c(i-D) sin x
c(1) = -2 -I- - J

(10)
7r o

The definite integral is available in mathematical
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tables.3 Fig. 6 illustrates the response of the idealized
amplifier having an arbitrary value of phase delay D
equal to 20/24', seconds. Obviously the wave shape
does not depend upon D.

A suitable period for a Fourier series development
would be chosen by trial. In general a period of in-
sufficient length is detected immediately when the
calculated response fails to attain a steady value
during a half cycle.

Equation (10) indicates that the idealized amplifier
responds before the unit voltage is applied. This dis-
crepancy is a consequence of the physical incompati-
bility of the assumptions regarding H(w) and 0(w).
The idealized amplifier however is a good criterion
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Fig. 7-Amplitude characteristics of multistage amplifiers.
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production of the maximum steepness of wave front.

TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF MULTISTAGE AMPLIFIERS

The simplicity and rapidity of calculation of the
steady-state response to a square wave are especially
valuable properties in the design of multistage ampli-
fiers. A calculation of the stage -by -stage response of
a 16 -stage amplifier was laboriously made by re-
peated application of the superposition theorem of
operational calculus before the utility of the series
method was recognized. The result shown in Fig. 10
illustrates the accumulative distortion of a unit volt-
age input, a progressive decrease in the slope of the
wave front, and a progressive increase in the high -
frequency damped oscillation, which is typical of cas-
caded stages.

Fig. 11 is an extension of the Fourier series method
to 16-, 32-, and 64 -stage amplifiers. The required am-
plitude response and phase -delay characteristics
shown in Figs. 7, 8, and 9 were derived from Figs. 3
and 4 by raising the amplitude response of one stage
to the nth power and multiplying the phase delay by

3 Jahnke-Emde, "Tables of Functions," Second revised edi-
tion, p. 78. B. G. Teubner, Leipzig and Berlin, (1933).

n. All transient -response curves are plotted with the
correct effective time delay, that is, the fundamental
periods of the series expansions exceeded la-c.
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Fig. 8-Amplitude characteristics of multistage amplifiers.
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Fourier series formed with shorter periods may ex-
press adequately the response during the interval
a -c as explained above. For example the response of
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Fig. 9-Phase-delay characteristics of multistage amplifiers.

I0

a 64 -stage amplifier, K= 1.61, may have the following
series expansion :

1

e(1) =
2

-; 0.98 sin (27r
16

t - 3.95)
7r

+ 0.256 sin (67r -Jo t - 11.99)
16

+ 0.08 sin 107r .1- I - 20. )9
16

)

+ 0.016 sin (147r -f° - 28.88)} .

16

The fundamental period 16/f0 is7equal to two times
the reciprocal of the frequency at which the steady-
state amplitude and phase -delay curves begin to de-
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pend appreciably on the frequency as shown in
Fig. 11.

Equation (11) defines a response similar to that il-
lustrated by Fig. 2 (C) and does not yield automati-
cally the length of the effective time delay. If the
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with the fact that the intercept on the phase -delay
characteristic in Fig. 9 is approximately equal to the
effective delay will define the delay explicitly. It is
conceivable that this procedure may fail in special
cases.
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delay is required, steps justified by the following rea-
soning will lead to the correct value. The square
wave shown in Fig. 2 (C) may be considered as the
superposition of a series of positive unit voltages im-
pressed at t= 0, -2tb,, -4tb_e, -6tb_e, etc., 2tb-c,
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The character of the responses of the various 16 -
stage amplifiers may be compared directly on the
basis of equal low -frequency gain as a result of the
choice of independent variable tfo/K; similarly in the
cases of 32- and 64 -stage amplifiers. The essential
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4tb_c, 6/f, -c, etc., and a series of negative unit voltages
impressed at t equals -tb_c, -54,, etc.,

54,, etc. The associated transient func-
tions will form the periodic response to the square
wave. It is evident that the apparent time delay plus
an integral multiple of the period of the square wave
is determinable from (11). This information together

character of the response is controlled by the parame-
ters K and fo which may be specified independently.
K determines the magnitude of the damped oscilla-
tion and fo determines the steepness of the wave
front.

If the cathode-ray beam of a receiving tube is
modulated by the response of 32 stages, K =1..41., a
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series of alternate light and dark striations will be
distinctly visible following the scanning of a vertical
black -to -white junction, as a result of the damped
oscillation in the signal. A definite standard of toler-
able damped oscillation in the response of video -
frequency amplifiers must treat (1) amplitude,
(2) frequency, and (3) rate of decay. To set up a
standard is not the purpose of this paper. However,
observation of television pictures transmitted by
multistage video -frequency amplifiers with K=1.41
has led to a general rejection of this value. Figs. 10
and 11 ably support this rejection. We believe that
the K factor should lie between 1.51 and 1.61.

The horizontal resolution of a television picture is
substantially proportional to the slope of the wave
front of the over-all response to a unit voltage. If a
slope is specified, the resonant frequency fo may be
determined by reference to the scale of abscissas in
Figs. 10 and 11. For example, a 32 -stage amplifier
K=1.51 has an effective linear rise from 0 to 100 per
cent response within about 0.8 unit on the axis
of abscissas. Let this correspond arbitrarily to
0.16 X10-6 second. Then

fo 0.16 X 10-6 X fo
0 . 8 = t -=

K 1.51

fo = 7.5 X 106 cycles.

EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE
TRANSIENT RESPONSE

The mathematical determination of the transient
response may be obviated in the case of existing am-
plifiers when a generator of a square -wave form and a
suitable oscillograph are available. Thus the fidelity
of a video -frequency amplifier can be determined
directly from an oscillographic observation of the re-
sponse to a square wave of suitable period by noting
the steepness of the wave front and the character
of the damped oscillation. Clearly, the analytical
method should give way to the experimental method
whenever possible in order to avoid the labor in-
volved in finding amplitude and phase -delay charac-
teristics and the subsequent series solution of the
transient response.

If the amplitude and phase characteristics are re-

quired for the design of correcting networks, the ex-
perimentally determined square -wave response may
be analyzed graphically by the well-known methods
of harmonic analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

The transient nature of the signals which television
amplifiers are required to amplify suggests that the
most logical and relevant criterion of the fidelity is
the response of the amplifier to a Heaviside unit volt-
age. The survival of the older criterion based on the
steady-state characteristics of amplitude response
and phase delay is caused probably by the large ac-
cumulation of knowledge of electric filters based also
on these steady-state characteristics.

We have shown that the part of the response to a
unit voltage that is governed by the high -frequency
amplitude and phase -delay characteristics of ampli-
fiers may be approximated by the steady-state re-
sponse to a square wave. Simplicity and rapidity of
numerical calculation are the outstanding advantages
of the steady-state series formulation over the
method of operational calculus and the Fourier in-
tegral formulation.

The series is formed by finding the steady-state
response to a square wave of voltage having a half
period that is longer than the time interval required
for the response to attain a steady value starting at
the time of the first appreciable response. Conver-
gence of the series is most rapid when the shortest
period satisfying the above condition is used. Trial
calculation will reveal the error in judgment when the
period is too short.

A detailed analysis of the compensated resistance-

coupled amplifier yields the following conclusions:
(1) The wave -shape distortion of a unit voltage is
accumulative as the number of stages is increased.
(2) The value of the damping constant K should lie
between 1.51 and 1.61 in most cases. (3) The reso-
nant frequency fo determines the slope of the wave
front of the transient response.

We propose that the oscillographic response of
video -frequency amplifiers and the associated equip-
ment to a square wave be considered as a part of per-
formance tests of future television systems.
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BATA on the critical frequencies and virtual
heights of the ionosphere layers during Febru-
ary are given in Fig. 1. Fig. 2. gives the

monthly average values of the maximum frequencies
which could be used for radio sky -wave communica-
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Fig. 1-Virtual heights and critical frequencies of the ionosphere
layers, February, 1939. The solid-line graph is the undis-
turbed average for February, 1939. The dashed -line and
dotted -line graphs are for the ionosphere storm days of Febru-
ary 6 and 25, respectively. The crosses represent the times on
these days when the critical frequencies were too poorly de-
fined to measure.

tion by way of the regular layers. Fig. 3 gives the
distribution of the hourly values of F- and F2 -layer
critical frequencies and maximum usable frequencies
about the average for the month. Fig. 4 gives the
expected values of the maximum usable frequencies

* Decimal classification: R113.61. Original manuscript re-
ceived by the Institute, March 11, 1939. These reports have
appeared monthly in the PROCEEDINGS starting in vol. 25, Sep-
tember, (1937). See also vol. 25, pp. 823-840, July, (1937).
Publication approved by the Director of the National Bureau of
Standards of the U. S. Department of Commerce.

f National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C.
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for transmission by way of the regular layers, aver-
age for May, 1939. The ionosphere storms and sudden
ionosphere disturbances are listed in Tables I and II,
respectively.

The severe ionosphere storm beginning on Febru-
ary 24 at about 1200 E.S.T. was marked by an ini-
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Fig. 4 -Predicted maximum usable frequencies for sky -wave
radio transmission May, 1939. Solid -line graphs represent
average values for undisturbed days for dependable transmis-
sion by the regular ionosphere layers. The values shown will
be considerably exceeded during occasional irregular periods
by reflections from clouds of sporadic -E layer. For distances
of 1000, 1500, and 2000 kilometers the dotted and dashed
portions of the graph represent predicted maximum usable
frequencies for F1- and Fs -layer transmission, respectively,
when these are less than those determined by the E layer. For
distances of 2500 and 3000 kilometers the dashed line repre-
sents predicted maximum usable frequencies for Fs -layer
transmission when these are less than those determined by
the F1 layer.

tial increase in F2 -layer ionization, followed by a
severe turbulence similar to that reported for the
storm of May 11, 1938. The turbulence began at
about 1620 E.S.T. on February 24 and was accom-
panied by poorly defined F -layer critical frequencies
all night.

Sporadic -E -layer reflections were observed at 6
megacycles or above about 1 per cent of the time.

The effect of ionosphere storms on transmissions
at broadcast frequencies was described briefly in the
report of this series for May, 1938. Data obtained
subsequently, and especially during February, 1939,
confirm and extend the conclusions given there.
During the initial stages of severe ionosphere storms
in the daytime the intensities of sky waves at broad-
cast frequencies, reflected from a low (D) layer, rose
to about three times normal. During storms of
moderate or severe intensity at night, when the
waves were reflected by the E layer, the intensities
fell to 0.3 to 0.02 of the normal values (usually to

TABLE I
IONOSPHERE STORMS (APPROXIMATELY IN ORDER OF SEVERITY)

Date and
hour E.S.T.

hp before
sunrise
(km)

Mini-
mum

fp before
sunrise

(kc)

Noon
ff't
(kc)

Magnetic
character! Iono-

sphere
char-
acter200-12

G.M.T.
12-24

G.M.T.

Feb.
24 (after 1200) - - - 0.9 1.9 1.8
25 292 3800 10,000 1.9 1.1 0.9
26 (until 0800) 312 3600 - 0.4 0.2 0.5
5 (after 1900) - - 0.1 0.7 0.3
6 284 4500 9,000 1.2 1.4 1.2
7 (until 0500) 298 4500 - 0.8 0.4 0.3
1 (after 1600) - - - 0.2 0.8 0.3

For comparison:
Average for un-

disturbed days 288 4769 12,500 0.3 0.4 0.0

I American magnetic character figure, based on observations of seven ob-
servatories.

2 An estimate of the severity of the ionosphere storm at Washington on an
arbitrary scale of 0 to 2, the character 2 representing the most severe disturb-
ance.

about 0.1 normal). The weak night sky -wave inten-
sities persisted for four or five nights after other indi-
cations of the storms had passed. Since there was
considerable time between storms in February there
were periods when the night sky -wave intensities
consistently had values which were normal during
the sunspot minimum. It appears that weak average

TABLE II
SUDDEN IONOSPHERE DISTURBANCES

Date
1939

G.M.T.

Beginning
of fade-out

Location of
End ; transmitter

Relative
intensity

at minimum'

Feb. 161 1854 1906 Ohio. Ontario, D. C. 0.05

1 Ratio of received field intensity during fade-out to average field intensity
before and after; for station W8XAL, 6060 kilocycles, 650 kilometers distant.

night sky -wave intensities of broadcast transmissions
observed during recent years have been due largely
to the greater prevalence of ionosphere storms rather
than to other phenomena of the sunspot maximum.

Some recent papers have cast doubt on the validity
of the calculations of maximum usable frequencies,1.2
as shown in Fig. 2, by suggesting that the Lorentz
polarization term should be taken into account. The
continuous systematic high -frequency field -intensity
recording of oblique -incidence transmissions by the
National Bureau of Standards indicates that a cor-
rection for the polarization term should not be
applied to such transmissions.

1 H. G. Booker and L. V. Berkner, Nature, vol. 141, p. 562,
(1938).

2 D. R. Goddard, "Observations on sky -wave transmission on
frequencies above 40 megacycles," PROC. I.R.E., vol. 27, pp. 12-
16; January, (1939).



TREASURE ISLAND

In San Francisco Bay, dominated by its 400 -foot Sun Tower, stands Treasure Island on which the San Francisco World's Fair is being held.

Berkeley and Alameda can be seen across the bay. From June 27 to 30, a national convention of the Institute will be held in San Francisco.
The complete program will appear in the June issue of the Proceedings. Those interested in presenting papers should address Professor F. E.

Terman at Stanford University, San Francisco.

Institute News and Radio Notes

Board of Directors
The regular meeting of the Board of

Directors was held in the Institute office
on Wednesday, March 1, 1939. Those pres-
ent were R. A. Heising, president; Mel-
ville Eastham, treasurer; H. H. Beverage,
Ralph Bown, F. W. Cunningham, Alfred
N. Goldsmith, Virgil M. Graham, Alan
Hazeltine, L. C. F. Hoyle, C. M. Jansky,
Jr., F. B. Llewellyn, Haraden Pratt, B. J.
Thompson, H. M. Turner, A. F. Van Dyck,
and H. P. Westman, secretary.

Thirty-three Associates, one Junior,
and sixteen Students were admitted to
membership.

As a result of his nomination by the
Institute, Haraden Pratt was elected to
serve as a member of the Board of Direc-
tors of the American Standards Associa-
tion for a three-year term starting January
1, 1939.

The report of the Tellers Committee on
the ballots cast in the vote on amending
the Institute Constitution was accepted.

Thirty-one per cent of the voting mem-
bership cast ballots, which is greater than
the minimum of twenty per cent required
for a successful Constitutional vote. Of
the ballots cast, eighty-five per cent were
in favor of all amendments proposed, two

A pril, 1939

per cent were against any changes in the
Constitution, and thirteen per cent indi-
cated objections to one or more specific
sections of the proposed amendments.

As the Constitution requires that
amendments be adopted if seventy-five
per cent of tge votes cast are in favor of
the adoption, and as eighty-five per cent
of the votes cast were favorable, the pro-
posed amendments were all approved.

The revised Constitution was adopted
as of March 1, 1939, and becomes effective
on March 31, 1939.

Because all voting members of the
Institute received a copy of the proposed
amendments with their ballots, it was
agreed that a new printing would not be
made until the Bylaws have been amended
by the Board of Directors to become con-
sistent with the new Constitution.

Institute representatives on a com-
mittee in charge of the revision of certain
sections of the National Electrical Code
reported on the undesirability of the in-
clusion in that Code of articles permitting
the installation of conductors called
"Covered Neutral Cables" and "Uninsu-
lated Neutral Conductors." It is evident
that the adoption of these types of wiring
in homes will result in radio noise being
introduced into receivers in a degree which
will seriously affect their value to the user.

Proceedings of the I.R.E.

The committee was empowered to take
action against the adoption of these new
sections.

A report of a special committee con-
sidering modification of the New York
State law for the registration of profes-
sional engineers was considered. The
committee was continued in force and
directed to supply additional data which
are felt necessary before a specific pro-
gram can be adopted for further action.

I.R.E.-U. R. S. I. Meeting
The annual joint meeting of the Insti-

tute of Radio Engineers and the American
Section of the International Scientific
Radio Union will be held in Washington,
D. C., on Friday and Saturday, April 28
and 29. The Friday meeting will be held at
the National Academy of Sciences, 2101
Constitution Avenue, from 10:00 A.M. to
approximately 5:00 P.M. The Saturday
meeting will probably be held at the same
place, but from 9:00 A.M. to approximately
11:00 A.M. The Ionosphere Conference
arranged by the Department of Terrestrial
Magnetism, Carnegie Institution of Wash-
ington, will be held at its building, 5241
Broad Branch Road, N.W., beginning at
11:30 A.M. on Saturday. All times are
Eastern Standard Time.
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The final program with abstracts will be
available for distribution about. April 15.
Correspondence should be addressed to
S. S. Kirby, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. C. The papers will be pre-
sented at the meeting in approximately
the order listed in the tentative program
below.

Tentative Program, April 28
and 29, 1939

"Further investigations of n possible lunar effect on
radio field intensities," by H. T. Stetson, Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology.

"The impetus which aviation has given to the appli-
cation of ultra -high frequencies," by \V. E.
Jackson, Civil Aeronautics Authority.

"Trans -Atlantic reception of London television sig-
nals." by D. R. Goddard, R.C.A. Communi-
cations, Inc.

"An experimental investigation of the characteris-
tics of certain types of noise," by K. G. Jansky,
Bell Telephone Laboratories.

"Field -strength survey, 52.75 megacycles from Em-
pire State Building," by G. S. Wickizer, R.C.A.
Communications.

"New dielectric electric cable," by Professor Bril-
louin, University of Paris.

"Comparison of long-distance broadcast transmis-
sions over different paths," by S. S. Kirby and
F. R. Gracely, National Bureau of Standards.

"A method for measuring the gain of transmitting
antennas and certain phenomena affecting
transmission of high -frequency signals," by
A. Alford, Mackay Radio and Telegraph Com-
pany.

"Cathode-ray direction finder," by J. T. Henderson,
National Research Council. (Ottawa. Canada.)

"Cathode-ray direction finding of atmospherics," by
J. T. Henderson, National Research Council.
(Ottawa, Canada.)

"An inductive -output high -frequency power ampli-
fier," by A. V. Haeff, R.C.A. Manufacturing
Company. (Harrison, N. J.)

"Tuned-grid-tuned-plate oscillator," by I. E.
Mouromtseff, Westinghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing Company.

"Ionosphere disturbances, 1937-1938," by J. H.
Dellinger, National Bureau of Standards.

"Exploration of the earth's outer atmosphere." by
L. V. Berkner, Carnegie Institution of Wash-
ington.

"Comparison of simultaneous ionosphere observa-
tions at Washington, D. C., and Deal, N. J.,"
by J. P. Schafer and W. M. Goodall, Bell Tele-
phone Laboratories.

"The prediction of ionosphere characteristics and
maximum usable frequencies," by N. Smith
and A. S. Taylor, National Bureau of Stand-
ards.

"The reception of radio echoes from distant ion-
ospheric irregularities," by J. A. Pierce and
H. R. Mimno, Cruft Laboratory. Harvard
University.

"The measurement of ionosphere reflections at non -
vertical incidence." by 0. Rydbeck, Cruft Lab-
oratory, Harvard University.

Sections
Atlanta

P. H. Collins, who was one of those
present when Marconi received the first
wirless message transmitted across the
Atlantic Ocean, was introduced, as a spe-
cial guest, by the chairman. He gave a
description of the event and mentioned a
number of incidents which occurred during
the experiment.

Ben Akerman, chief engineer of WGST
in Atlanta, then presented a paper on
"Modern Broadcast Studios and Asso-
ciated Equipment." The WGST studios
were installed in an existing building
which presented many problems not met
when special structures are designed for
the purpose. In discussing the acoustic
design of the rooms details of the slanting

nonparallel walls and windows and the
silencing of the air-conditioning lost:111a-
t ion were emphasized.

The control system was described and
its flexibility stressed. The various am-
plifiers and their uses were covered. There
was then described and demonstrated a
new volume -level indicator of the type
recently developed for broadcast service.

The paper was closed with a demon-
stration in which an old Edison record and
a new vertically cut record were repro-
duced through high -quality amplifiers to
demonstrate the progress which has been
made in program recording.

At the close of the paper an inspection
tour of the plant was made.

December 15, 1938-C. F. Daugherty,
chairman, presiding.

The annual meeting of the section re-
sulted in the election of Ben Akerman,
chief engineer of WGST, to serve as chair-
man; G. S. Turner, inspector -in -charge,
Federal Communications Commission, as
vice chairman; and J. G. Preston continu-
ing to serve as secretary -treasurer.

Tracy Barnes, service engineer of the
Brown Distributing Company, presented
a paper on "Low -Power Radio -Frequency
Control Devices."

After explaining the use of an induc-
tion field for control purposes and the fac-
tors affecting the choice of frequencies to
be used in such a system, the speaker dis-
cussed in detail the Philco "mystery con
trol." The remote -control
described and a partially dismantled unit
displayed.

The pickup loop and control amplifier
used in the receiver were discussed. The
thyratron control tube and "stepper as-
sembly" which translates the impulses
received into receiver -control actions were
described. One of these switches was avail-
able for inspection. The over-all perform-
ance characteristics of the control system
were outlined.

The speaker then described two Philco
record players which employ radiated
fields for coupling to the receiver which is
used for amplifying and reproducing pur-
poses.

The Federal Communications Com-
mission has established regulations on the
use of these low -power radio -frequency
radiating devices. These were read and a
discussion of them was given by G. S.
Turner of the Commissions' staff.

January 19, 1939-C. F. Daugherty,
chairman, presiding.

Buffalo -Niagara
"Broadcast Facsimile" was discussed

by H. 4. Lavery, research engineer of the
RCA Manufacturing Company (Camden).

The apparatus described draws 125
lines per inch and employs a light spot in
the scanner approximately 0.003 by 0.008
inch and a light flux of 0.06 lumen. The
reflected light is converted in a phototube
into an electric current which is used to

modulate the radio transmit ter. The mod-
ulation is arranged to give highest iuupli-
I for the darkest area scanned.

In the receiver, the signal actuates a
bar which applies pressure to carbon paper
ill contact with the record paper. The area
of t he bar in contact with the paper is ap-
proximately the same as t he size of the
scanning spot at the transmitter. The pres-
sure is adjusted so that the strongest
modulated signal gives a spot of maximum
pressure on the bar.

February 8, 1939-11. C. Tittle, chair-
man, presiding.

Chicago
"General Properties of Mixer and Con-

verter Tubes" was the subject of a paper
by Curtis Hammond, circuit engineer for
the Ren-Rad Tube and Lamp Corpora-
tion.

The characteristics of various types of
mixer and composite converter tubes now
in general use were described and com-
pared. Emphasis was placed on those
little -understood properties such as con-
ductance loading as exhibited by signal in-
put grids, space -charge capacitive coupling
between various elements of composite
converters, and normal conversion -gain
variations. It was pointed out that the
input conductance of signal grids may be
either positive or negative and factors
affecting it were analyzed.

January 20, 1939-V. J. Andrew,
chairman, presiding.

Cincinnati
Harvey Fletcher, physical research

director of Bell Telephone Laboratories,
presented a paper on "Auditory Patterns"
before a joint meeting of the local sections
of the Institute, the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, Sigma Xi, and the
Engineers Club of Dayton.

The construction and operation of the
human ear were described. The perception
of sound at various frequencies and power
levels was demonstrated. Animated pic-
tures, the voice mirror, and a large amount
of other acoustical apparatus were demon-
strated.

January 13, 1939-J. A. Noertker,
chairman of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers Section, presiding.

E. F. Nuezel, vice president of the
Technical and Scientific Societies Council
of Cincinnati, presided at the annual
meeting of the Council which was attended
by members of all technical and scientific
societies of the city. J. D. Stewart, Mayor
of Cincinnati, introduced the speaker, H.
H. Clegg, assistant director of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation of the U. S. De-
partment of Justice. A paper on "Scientific
Methods of Crime Detection" was pre-
sented.

The problem is to control approxi-
mately 5,000,000 criminals whose activi-
ties cost about $15,000,000,000 yearly and
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who are responsible for a million and a half
major crimes annually. About thirty per
cent of all criminals arrested have previous
records and about eighteen per cent are
younger than voting age.

Descriptions were then given of the
fingerprint files, ultraviolet ray and fluoro-

scope equipment, and other useful aids
such as moulage casts, files of tire treads,
and files of water marks of the types used
on writing paper. The paper was closed
with descriptions of a number of interest-
ing cases solved by the Bureau.

February 24, 1939.

Cleveland
New officers were elected as this was

the annual meeting. S. E. Leonard, chief
engineer of WTAM, was named chairman;
R. L. Kline, of Winteradio, Inc., was de-
signated vice chairman; and H. C. Wil-
liams, of the Ohio Bell Telephone Com-
pany, was elected secretary-treasurer.

Two papers were presented. The first
by E. L. Gove, technical supervisor of
WHK, was entitled "Finch Facsimile
Transmission and Equipment," and the
second, by R. A. Fox, of WHK, gave the
"Results of a High -frequency Survey."

Mr. Gove contrasted point-to-point
facsimile systems with a broadcast service.
The necessity of simplifying the broadcast
receiver to operate with the pressing of a
button was stressed. Recent developments
in ultra -high -frequency systems now pro-
vide satisfactory automatic volume control
and sufficient stability of tuning to permit
this type of operation.

An historical outline of methods used
in various facsimile systems was given and
the Finch system using a dry -paper re-
corder and start -stop synchronization was
described in detail. The advantages of this
synchronization method where areas
served by more than one power system are
involved were discussed.

The Federal Communications Com-
mission's requirements for the launching
of such a new public service were outlined.
Receivers must be placed in the field on a
trial basis and not more than ten per cent
may be in the hands of technically trained
persons. Quantitative data giving coverage
of the transmitter must be presented and
to obtain this, a survey of the Cleveland
area was made under the direction of R. A.
Fox.

Mr. Fox presented data on the survey
of the transmission from W8XE on a
frequency of 38.3 megacycles. A half -wave
J -type antenna mounted on top of the
flagpole of Cleveland's Terminal Tower
was fed through a coaxial line from the 15 -
watt transmitter located on the 44th floor
of the building. The antenna was 850 feet
above Lake Erie and 776 feet from the
sidewalk.

The receiver, employing a quarter -
wave vertical antenna, was mounted in a
mobile unit and 354 spot measurements
made to distances up to about 15 miles.

Measurements were spotted on a map and
contour lines drawn for 0.5 -millivolt steps.

A series of measurements were also
taken over water. One such series showed
the signal fading at 35 miles which was the
horizon with respect to the transmitting
antenna. Beyond this distance, the signal
increased until at the Perry Monument,
which is 58.5 miles away, the intensity
was the same as at 17 miles. Refraction
caused by humidity variation was sug-
gested as a partial explanation of this.

JESSE MARSDEN

Jesse Marsden (A'18, M'25) who has
served as chief engineer of the International
Resistance Company for several years, has
recently been named vice president of that
organization. He continues in his capacity
as chief engineer.

It was pointed out that in reception,
interference caused by automobiles ap-
peared to be the most important factor.
In areas with congested traffic, 3 to 5

millivolts per peter were required while
in suburban areas with low traffic 0.5
millivolt was sufficient for satisfactory
service. The contour map and various
field -strength charts made with a record-
ing device were shown.

A demonstration of facsimile broad-
casting was given using receivers manufac-
tured by the Crosley Radio Corporation.
Receivers for both two -column and four -
column pages were demonstrated. Mon-
itoring receivers permitted rapid compari-
son between the original, copy from a
receiver fed directly from the scanning
equipment, and copy from a receiver
actuated by the transmitter at a field
strength equivalent to a distance of about
12 miles.

January 26, 1939-G. H. Grostick,
vice chairman, presiding.

Connecticut Valley
"Principles and Methods in Television

Laboratory Technique" was the subject of
a paper by S. W. Seeley of the RCA
License Laboratory. It contained a de-

scription of various methods and measure-
ments useful in television laboratory work
and not normally encountered in other
radio practices. A description was given
of several of the major elements of tele-
vision receivers together with the desired
operating characteristics. Methods of de-
termining these performance character-
istics were outlined. A demonstration was
given of some of the measuring instruments
which had been found useful in this work.

June 23, 1938-D. E. Noble, chairman,
presiding.

Detroit
B. R. Curtis, research physicist at the

University of Michigan, presented a talk
on the work on the cyclotron at the Uni-
versity of Michigan. Dr. Curtis described
first the fundamental principles of the
cyclotron which has been found useful in
the fields of chemistry, physics, medicine,
and metallurgy. He then described briefly
the specific uses to which this particular
cyclotron has been applied.

A list of various substances which can
be made radioactive by electronic bom-
bardment in the cyclotron was given and
possible uses of these discussed.

The problems encountered in coupling
the radio -frequency oscillator to the cyclo-
tron were explained. The tubes used in the
oscillator were homemade and constructed
to permit dismantling to replace or
modify elements. A sample tube was on
display.

Methods of sealing for vacuum in the
cyclotron were described.

This was the annual meeting of the
section and L. C. Smeby of WXYZ was
named chairman; H. C. Seielstad of the
Department of Commerce was designated
vice chairman; and R. J. Schaefer of the
Briggs Manufacturing Company, secre-
tary -treasurer.

December 16, 1938-E. H. Lee, chair-
man, presiding.

"Applications of Standard Relays in
Electronics" was the subject of a paper by
R. H. Herrick, consulting engineer for the
Automatic Electric Company.

The history of the development of re-
lays was first presented.

Fast -operating relays were first dis-
cussed and design and manufacturing
problems were described. Such relays may
operate and release in time intervals as
short as five milliseconds.

To retard the speed of operation, a low -
resistance copper ring is placed at the
armature end of the core. The delay is a
function of the length of the copper ring.
The ring operates as a short-circuited turn
and a current is induced in it whenever
the flux through the core is changed.

For telephone -dialing circuits, a relay
is required which must operate rapidly
but release slowly. This is accomplished
by placing a copper ring or a slug at the
end of the core opposite the armature.
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There is sufficient flux leakage along the
length of the core to permit a fairly rapid
increase in flux at the armature end on the
operating cycle and the armature moves
with relatively small delay. When the
operating voltage is removed the induced
currents in the slug tend to maintain the
flux in the core and the release cycle is
slower.

Relays used with electronic tubes were
described. Major factors such as the num-
ber of ampere turns required for stable
operation, the non -operate and operate
current limits, and the effect of the coil
inductance on the operate and release
times.

A demonstration was presented of the
operation of various types of relays.

January 20, 1939-L. C. Smeby, chair-
man, presiding.

Emporium
W. P. Mueller of the tube -application

department of the Hygrade Sylvania
Corporation, presented a discussion of the
various component parts of a television
receiver. As a basis for the discussion he
used the RMA television -signal standard.
Special emphasis was placed upon the
requirements of various types of circuits
used for test equipment.

February 21, 1939-Ray 1VIcClintock,
chairman, presiding.

Los Angeles
"Microphones for Sound Recording"

were discussed by F. L. Hopper, research
engineer for Electrical Research Products,
Inc. It comprised the history of the de-
velopment of microphones used in sound -
recording work with the advantages and
limitations of each type being outlined. A
large number of microphones were on
display to illustrate these developments.

A second paper on "Velocity Variations
in Sound -Picture Mechanics," was pre-
sented by R. R. Scoville of the same
organization. In it, he discussed and illus-
trated the effects of velocity variations
and methods used to surmount them in
recording systems. Apparatus was demon-
strated with artificially imposed velocity
variations in both percentage of modula-
tion and percentage of frequency varia-
tion. It was shown that under certain con-
ditions minute variations become very
apparent. In properly designed equip-
ment these variations may be caused by
poor adjustment or wear.

This was the annual meeting and F. G.
Albin, of United Artists Studios, was
elected chairman; A. C. Packard, of
Columbia Broadcasting System, was
named vice chairman; and M. T. Smith,
of the General Radio Company, was
designated secretary -treasurer.

December 20, 1938-R. 0. Brooke,
chairman, presiding.

L. C. Howard, electrical engineer of the
Inca Manufacturing Company, presented

a p.tper on "RecentDevelopments ill
Audio -Frequency Transformer Design." It
covered many types of transformers used
in audio -frequency low -power amplifiers.
Emphasis was placed on output trans-
formers, class B amplifier transformers,
and inpute transformers for class A opera-
tion. Design formulas were presented and
their use in the development of trans-
formers demonstrated.

It was pointed out that developments
during the last few years of new alloys
suitable for cores and shielded cases have
been of great significance in transformer
design. A 90 -decibel reduction in external
hum may be obtained by using several
alternate layers of copper and high -
permeability shielding.

Harry Kimball, sound engineer for
Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer Studios, then pre-
sented a paper on "Electrical Filters and
Equalizers." He discussed briefly the
design of the usual types of filters used in
recording work by the motion -picture in-
dustry, giving details of the design of
equalizers to have predetermined fre-
quency characteristics. Data were pre-
sented from which it is possible to design
an equalizer when only two points in the
attenuation- characteristic and the char-
acteristic impedance of the line are known.

January 17, 1939-F. G. Albin, chair-
man, presiding.

Montreal
"The Early Microphone and Recent

Research" was the subject of a paper by
F. S. Goucher of Bell Telephone Labora-
tories. In it Dr. Goucher traced the evolu-
tion of the present telephone transmitter
from its earliest beginnings in the crude
apparatus of Bell and Hughes, which did
not use carbon contact, to the present
types. Each of the early models was dem-
onstrated by speaking into them and play-
ing back the speech as recorded on a steel
tape. The extreme sensitiveness of carbon
contacts to pressure was strikingly dem-
onstrated. A three-foot piece of rail, sup-
ported on each end, had a single carbon
contact arranged between its lower flange
and a fixed base. A battery caused a steady
current to flow through a milliammeter.
This current could be seen to vary ap-
preciably when one breathed on top of the
rail, the deformation being caused by the
unequal expansion of the rail due to tem-
perature differences. This movement was
stated to be of the order of 100 molecules
thickness.

J. R. Haynes assisted in the demon-
strations.

February 9, 1939-S. Sillitoe, chair-
man, presiding.

New Orleans
Dana Pratt of the RCA broadcast

engineering department (Camden), pre-
sented a paper on "High -Efficiency, High -
Power Amplifiers."

After a general description of high -
efficiency amplifiers, the author discussed
t he RCA type SOD transmitter specifically.
As the meeting was held in the transmitter
room of Station WWL, the actual pieces
of equipment could be pointed out during
the discussion.

December 9, 1938-G. I I. Peirce, chair-
man, presiding.

New York
"Wave -Guide Radiators and Electro-

magnetic Horns" was the subject of a
demonstration -lecture given by G. C.
Southworth and A. P. King of the Bell
Telephone Laboratories.

This was a continuation of a similar
lecture given a year previously on the use
of wave guides as transmission lines. A
series of experiments showed the char-
acteristics of wave guides employed as
radiators. The electromagnetic horn was
considered a special form of such a radi-
ator. These horns may be used either
singly or in arrays, to produce by di-
rectivity effective power ratios of several
hundreds or possibly thousands. The
directional characteristics of such horns
were demonstrated. Most of the demon-
strations employed frequencies of about
3000 megacycles corresponding to wave-
lengths shorter than ten centimeters.

February 1, 1939-President Heising,
presiding.

Philadelphia
Two papers were presented. The first

was "A New Armstrong Frequency -

Modulation Receiver," by G. W. Fyler of
the General Electric Company (Bridge-
port), and the second on "Frequency
Modulation Field Tests in the Schenec-
tady -Albany Area," by I. R. Weir of the
General Electric Company (Schenectady).
These papers were summarized in the
report of the January 19 meeting of the
Connecticut Valley Section which appears
in the March PROCEEDINGS.

February 21, 1939-H. J. Schrader,
chairman, presiding.

Pittsburgh
"Ears and Eyes" was the subject of a

paper by R. P. Griffith of the Bell Tele-
phone Company of Pennsylvania.

The construction of the ear was de-
scribed. The frequencies and volume range
over which the ear operated were out-
lined. It was pointed out that at 230
decibels above the minimum sound per-
ceptible to the ear, the sound pressure
would be approximately 4000 pounds per
square inch and would result in death.
The sensitivity of the average person's
hearing decreases a fraction of a decibel
each year.

The eye was similarly considered and a
detailed description of its structure pre-
sented. Assuming that the maximum
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sensitivity of the eye permitted the light
of a candle at a distance of six miles to be
perceptible and calling that zero level, the
maximum stimulus was indicated as being
110 decibels above that zero level. The sun
was rated at 130 decibels on the same scale.
The 200 -inch telescope was computed to
give a gain of 70 decibels in light intensity.

November 15, 1939-W. P. Place,
chairman, presiding.

Homer Davies, of the Washington
Institute of Technology, presented a paper
on "Radio Landing Beams." It included a
brief but detailed history of the work in

this field by the National Bureau of
Standards up until the time the various
airlines and other interested organizations
became active in the field.

R. 0. Smith, of the Pennsylvania
Central Airlines, then spoke on "Radio in
Aviation." In it he described the troubles
of the early days in obtaining satisfactory
communication with planes in flight and
the development of the present-day two-
way systems. It was pointed out that
normal operation requires notifying the
Civil Aeronautics Authority in Washing-
ton whenever a plane is a minute and a
half overdue in contacting the ground
radio station. Passenger planes flying over
water must contact a ground station or air
field at least every five minutes.

December 20, 1938-W. P. Place,
chairman, presiding.

This meeting was held jointly with the
Physical Society of Pittsburgh and pre-
sided over by G. R. Greenslade, chairman
of that organization.

A paper on "The Measurement of
Elastic Constants of Single Crystals by
Means of Piezoelectric Oscillators," was
presented by Sidney Siegel, a Fellow at
the Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Company research laboratory. In
it, Dr. Siegel described his method of
arriving at Young's modulus of elasticity
of single crystals of elements and com-
pounds by means of piezoelectric oscil-
lators generating supersonic waves whose
lengths are comparable to the size of the
crystals under test. Former methods en-
tailed use of considerably shorter wave-
length vibrations.

There were then described methods of
crystallizing metallic sodium in capillary
tubes in vacuo and in obtaining resonant -
frequency curves at various temperatures
and at zero pressure.

Numerous demonstrations of the elastic
constants of crystals have been made and
a future research program of this nature
was outlined.

February 2, 1939.

"Characteristics of I fearing" were dis-
cussed by S. F. Lyberger, chief engineer of
E. A. Myers Company. A description of
the mechanism of the auditory system was
first present ed. The difference between the

threshold of feeling and of hearing was ex-
plained. In a survey of about seventeen
thousand ears, it was found that sixty-five
per cent were normal; fourteen per cent
showed a twenty -decibel loss; ten per cent,
a fifty -decibel loss; eight per cent, a sixty-
five decibel loss; and four per cent a loss
between eighty-five and ninety decibels.
Those showing losses of fifty decibels were
considered to be poor.

Hearing aids should be lightweight,
not exceeding one pound, provide suffi-
cient amplification over the frequency
range in which the hearing is defective,
and provide low cost of operation, usually
a quarter of a cent per hour or less. Com-
plete units including the battery weighing
as low as seven and one-half ounces were
displayed.

Vacuum -tube -type amplifiers give less
distortion than the carbon varieties and
much fundamental work on portable units
of this type is in progress. A set weighing
two pounds has been produced.

Bone -conduction instruments require
more power to operate and may give truer
tonal quality than others. Because of the
various types of impairment, it is an
engineering problem to fit a partially deaf
person and give intelligent audition.

R. T. Gabler, of Carnegie Institute of
Technology, presented a paper on "Con-
stant -Resistance Networks and Their
Derivation." He discussed the design of
equalizers in sound systems to compensate
for various distortions of an electrical
nature. Correction may be made of other
types of distortion which may affect the
characteristics of the system. Constant -
resistance -type equalizers such as ladder,
lattice, and bridge -T structures were de-
scribed. The ladder type is used most.
Various designs and formulas were given.
The characteristic curve of an amplifying
system before and after corrective net-
works had been installed were displayed.

February 2.1, 1939-W. P. Place, chair-
man, presiding.

Portland
3. W. Wallace, chief engineer of the

Puget Sound Broadcasting Company, pre-
sented a paper on "Relay Broadcasting
and Special Events."

February 9, 1939-11. C. Singleton,
chairman, presiding.

I -I. Willis, chief research engineer of
the Specry Gyroscope Company, spoke on
"Developments in Aerial Navigation."

Dr. Willis outlined the numerous de-
velopments in which his company has
been interested in the field of aerial naviga-
tion, particularly where radio methods
and equipment arc used. Instrumentation
was discussed from the viewpoint of in-
creased safety in air transportation and
included descriptions of regular flight
instruments, the automatic pilot, the
Speery- RCA am.oniatic radio compass,

and the flight ray. Mention was made
of the Klystrom and Rhumbatron develop-
ments at Stanford University and their
possible application to the problem of
blind landing.

March 3, 1939-H. C. Singleton, chair-
man, presiding.

Rochester
At a joint meeting with the local sec-

tion of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers and the Rochester Engineering
Society, J. 0. Perrine, of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, pre-
sented his paper on "Waves, Words, and
Wires."

February 10, 1939.

San Francisco
"Some Developments in Radio Pre -

selectors and Automatic Tuners," were
discussed by H. F. Elliott, consulting
engineer for Motorola.

Various methods in push-button tuning
were described. He then discussed and
demonstrated a clock -controlled pre -
selector which permitted programs to be
selected for twenty-four hours in advance.
Program changes were possible at fifteen -
minute intervals which requires ninety-six
selector elements to cover the twenty -four-
hour period.

January 18, 1939-F. E. Terman,
chairman, presiding.

W. G. Wagener, of Heintz and Kauf-
man, led a discussion of the "Review
of Ultra -High -Frequency Vacuum -Tube
Problems," by B. J. Thompson which was
published in the October, 1938, issue of the
RCA Review.

February 1, 1939-James Sharp, chair-
man, Seminar Committee, presiding.

"Facsimile Broadcasting" was the sub-
ject of a paper by Norman Webster, chief
engineer of the McClatchy Broadcasting
Company. RCA equipment was used in
the broadcast facsimile service which was
described. The scanning machine was of
the conventional rotating -drum type. The
scanning head traverses the length of the
copy at a speed which produces 125 lines
per inch. The light source is focused on
the paper to a rectangular spot 0.008 inch
by 0.003 inch. The reflected light actuates
a phototube which through an amplifier
and modulator, amplitude -modulates a
3200 -cycle carrier wave. This carrier and
its side bands can be transmitted over a
standard broadcast system. Carbon -paper
recording is used, the white recording
paper and carbon paper being passed over
a drum having a raised helical ridge on its
surface. This drum is rotated in synchro-
nism with t he scanning drum. The received
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signals operate a printer bar which pinches
the carbon paper against the record paper
at a point where it intersects the raised
helix.

A 345 -foot roll of white record paper
and a 95 -foot roll of carbon paper permit
a month's operation on a ten -page -per -
day schedule. Each page is 81- by 12 inches
and requires approximately twenty min-
utes for transmission.

It is possible to reproduce half tones
as well as line drawings. At the present
time, eight pages of condensed copy and
cuts are being transmitted between mid-
night and 3:10 A.M. from KFBK. in
Sacramento and KM J in Fresno, Cali-
fornia.

February 15, 1939-F. E. Terman,
chairman, presiding.

Seattle
J. R. Tolmie, an engineer of the Pacific

Telephone and Telegraph Company, pre-
sented a paper on "Transmission of
Colored Photographs."

Either wire or radio transmission of
colored photographs may be accomplished
by transmitting three black -and -white
prints. These prints are made from each of
three negatives which have been exposed
through color filters. Each received print
could be made on one of the special relief
films used in preparing colored photo-
graphs. The transmission system is the
same as is used now for black- and white-
picture service.

At the transmitting end of the tele-
photo system operated by the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, a
2400 -cycle pulsating light beam 0.01 inch
square moves axially along a revolving
cylinder around which is fastened a photo-
graph to be transmitted. The rate of
motion is such as to give 100 lines per inch.
The reflected light from a scanning beam
actuates a phototube, the output of which
passes through as 1200- to 2500 -cycle band-
pass filter, a frequency equalizer, an ampli-
fier, and onto the telephone line. At the
receiving end the signals are passed
through another similar band-pass filter,
rectified and passed through a 1200 -cycle
low-pass filter. The resulting signal after
further frequency equalization operates a
single -ribbon light valve which varies the
width of a light beam similar to that at the
transmitter. This light beam moves syn-
chronously along the axis of another re-
volving drum carrying sensitized photo-
graphic paper.

An electrical analogy of three -color-
separation photography was presented. An
alternator was substituted for the light
source, electric waves for light waves,
band-pass filters for the color filters, and
band attenuators for the complementary
color dyes.

P. M. Higgs, professor of physics at the
University of Washington, presented a
paper on "The Production of Colored

Photographs by Three -Color Separation."
He discussed the "wash -off relief" process,
demonstrating each part of the process
following the printing of the relief films.
The color -band response of each filter and
dye was demonstrated by intercepting the
spectrum reflected from a diffraction grat-
ing onto a screen. In this process, each
of three negatives exposed respectively
through red, green, and blue filters, was
used to make a positive black -and -white
print on and through the back of a special
film having its emulsion suspended in a
yellow light -attenuating gelatin.

Each film, which after development
will have its silver image varying in depth
from the film support according to ex-
posure, is run through processes in which
the gelatin is hardened only where there is
metallic silver, the silver image is oxidized
to silver chloride, the silver salts are fixed
out, and the film washed to remove the
fixing solution. Each resulting matrix
which now consists only of a film support-
ing a clear gelatin of varying thickness is
dyed a color complementary to that of
the filter through which the respective
negative was made, rinsed in dilute acetic
acid, squeegeed in register onto a mor-
danted gelatin -coated paper, placed under
pressure, and separated after all the re-
spective dye is transferred. The three
images, blue-green, magenta, and yellow,
respectively, superimposed in register on
the gelatin -coated paper, form the colored
photograph.

February 17, 1939-T. M. Libby, act-
ing chairman, presiding.

Toronto
"Recent Developments in Radio Re-

ceiving Tubes" were discussed by R. M.
Wise, chief radio engineer of the Hygrade
Sylvania Corporation.

The development of battery -type re-
ceiving tubes starting with the original
tungsten filament and progressing through
the thoriated-tungsten to the oxide-coated
cathode was outlined. An oxide -coated
straight -through filament for direct opera-
tion from a single dry cell has been de-
veloped. Because the filament is not of the
V -type clearances of surrounding elements
have been reduced. An increase in micro-
phonism has resulted but not sufficiently
serious to require a modification of design.

Curves were shown of the performance
of a single six-inch dry cell when supplying
current to the filament of these new tubes.

A comparison of the transconductance
and interelectrode capacitance of the 1.4 -
volt tubes compared with the previously
used 2 -volt design showed the new tubes
to be more effective even at their reduced
filament consumption. Improved loud-
speaker design permits satisfactory per-
formance in an ordinary -sized living room
with only a 75-milliwatt-output tube.
Manufacturing problems encountered in

the production of these tubes on a com-
mercial scale were discussed.

The Loctal-type of tubes was de-
scribed. A ring -seal arrangement permits
the wires which form the airtight seal
with the glass envelope to act also as the
terminal pins. A shielding method has
been developed for isolating the grid, the
lead of which does not go to a top cap.

Samples of the various types of tubes
were available for inspection.

January 9, 1939-R. C. Poulter, chair-
man, presiding.

F. S. Goucher of Bell Telephone Labo-
ratories, presented a paper on "The Micro-
phone and Research." In it Dr. Goucher
presented the same general material as
was given before the Montreal Section on
February 9. A report of this appears under
that section name in this issue.

This meeting was held jointly with the
local section of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers and the Bell Tele-
phone Society.

February, 13, 1939-R. C. Poulter,
chairman, presiding.

Washington
"Applications for Ultra -High -Fre-

quency Transmitters for Relay Broadcast
Purposes," was presented by D. 0. Hunter,
studio engineer of the National Broad-
casting Company.

He described various types of portable
transmitters including the "beer -mug,"
pack set, and general utility types. Several
types of portable cue and relay program
receivers were also described. The paper
was concluded with a demonstration of the
"beer -mug" transmitter. Various pieces of
equipment were available for inspection.

The second paper presented was by F.
M. Ryan of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company, who spoke on "Radio
Equipment for Telephone Communica-
tions in Emergencies."

It included a recently developed port-
able transmitter useful in re-establishing
telephone communication during emer-
gencies. Details of the equipment and
circuits were given.

W. M. Swingle, transmission and out-
side plant engineer for the Chesapeake and
Potomac Telephone Company of Virginia,
commented on a motion picture which
illustrated the procedure followed in start-
ing up and operating the equipment.

The transmitter and receiver units with
their associated controls and gasoline -

engine -driven power source were displayed.
The paper was followed by the show-

ing of several sound films taken after the
New England hurricane disaster of last
Fall.

The meeting was held jointly with the
local section of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers.

February 13, 1939-Gerald C. Gross,
chairman, presiding.
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Membership
The following indicated admissions to

membership have been approved by the
Admissions Committee. Objections to any
of these should reach the Institute office by
not later than April 29, 1939.

Admission to Associate (A),
Junior (J), and Student (S).

Adams, R. L., (S) 598 Williams St., At
Tanta, Ga.

Ahrens, G. C., (A) 124 -03 --109th Ave.,
South Ozone Park, L.I., N. Y.

Algor, M. M., (S) 120 Willow St., Fair
Haven, N. J.

Alward, P. B., (S) 407 W. South St., An-
gola, Ind.

Ambos, C., (A) c/o John E. Fast & Co.,
3123 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago,
Ill.

Ankrum, P. D., (A) 3514 Lafayette St.,
Fort Wayne, Ind.

Arnott, R. F., (A) 25 Glenwood Rd.,
Upper Montclair, N. J.

Baba, A., (A) 4885 Glencairn Rd., Holly-
wood, Calif.

Bergstrom, R. 0., (S) 2627 Ridge Rd.,
Berkeley, Calif.

Bernard, W. B., (A) 307 Forest Ave.,
Marietta, Ga.

Boisvert, P., (A) 17 W. St. Joseph Blvd.,
Montreal, Que., Canada.

Bonadio, G. A., (A) 325 Winslow St.,
Watertown,

Boyd, F. E., (S) 4030 Cold Spring La.,
Baltimore, Md.

Brown, K. C., (A) 18 Caythorpe Rd.,
Leeds 6, Yorks, England.

Brown, T. W., (S) 1328 Toledano St., New
Orleans, La.

Buck, D. G., (A) 43 Hagen Ave., North
Tonawanda, N. Y.

Chard, R. J., (S) Route 1, Box 309, Red-
wood City, Calif.

Christensen, P. C., (A) 552 Hamilton Ave.,
Palo Alto, Calif.

Clark, E. P., (A) U.S.S. Philadelphia, c/o
Postmaster, New York, N. Y.

Clark, H. L., (A) Broadview Rd., West
Richfield, Ohio.

Clement, E. M., (S) 709 W. Maumee St.,
Angola, Ind.

Collins, C. M., (S) 1144 E. Third South,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

Corner, J. M., Jr., (A) 145 Columbia Dr.,
Decatur, Ga.

Coughlin, D. E., (S) 765 -61st St., Oak-
land, Calif.

Day, J. V., (A) 18 E. Elm St., Chicago, Ill.
De Clercque, K. D., (J) 28213 Smith Rd.,

Inkster, Mich.
Dunn, E. F., (A) 88 Ranson La., Welling,

Kent, England.
Fachilla, M., (S) 404 N. Superior St., An-

gola, Ind.
Fox, E. B., (S) 1211 Jefferson St., Oakland,

Calif.
Fox, J., (S) 720 Riverside Dr., New York,

N. Y.

Frost, S. M., (S) 2315 Dwight Way, Berke-
ley, Calif.

Fry, B. L., (S) 527 Bay St., Santa Monica,
Calif.

Fryer, P. W. F., (A) 25 Dollis Hill La.,
London N.W.2, England.

Gatti, W., (A) 1612 -42nd St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Haines, J. W., (A) 3224 -16th St., N.W.,
Washington, D. C.

Hall, L. L., (A) P. 0. Radio Branch, Ar-
mour House, London E.C.1,Eng-
land.

Hammond, J. W., (A) 4407 Marble Hall
Rd., Baltimore, Md.

Hancock, J. R., (A) 375 Lincoln Pl.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Hardenbergh, G. A., (S) 1301 E. California
St., Pasadena, Calif.

Hardin, R. 0., (A) Oak Park Dr., Knox-
ville, Tenn.

Hardland, L. S., (S) University Station,
Grand Forks, N. D.

Harland, R., Jr., (S) 1021 W. Sixth St.,
Moscow, Idaho.

Harris, W. A., (S) 1426 E. Fifth St., Tuc-
son, Ariz.

Harvey, J. P., (A) 10 Manor Rd., Farn-
borough, Hants., England.

Hayden, J. R., (A) 875 Michigan Ave.
Columbus, Ohio.

Hayman, W. H., (S) 2411 Durant Ave.
Berkeley, Calif.

Hiner, T. L., (A) Box 407, Pasadena, Tex.

Hollingsworth, G. L., (S) Crest Dr.,
Eugene, Ore.

Holzman, R., (A) 4518 St. Clair Ave.
Detroit, Mich.

Houston, P. E., (A) 27 N.W. 60th St.,
Miami, Fla.

Ibuka, M., (A) Nippon Kon-on Co., Ltd.,
564 4-chome, Kita-Shinagawa
Tokyo, Japan.

Ives, G. M., Jr., (A) 4221 Arthur Ave.
Congress Park, Ill.

Jayavirsinhji, J. 13., (S) 27 Regent St.,
London S.W.1, England.

Jones, 0. J., Jr., (S) 227 Maple Ave.
Grafton, W. Va.

Julian, R. S., (S) International House,
Berkeley, Calif.

Kato, T., (S) 1547 Parker St., Berkeley,
Calif.

Kleinhofer, B., (S) Tennis Ave., Ambler, Pa.
Konigsberg, S., (5) 3019 Deakin St.,

Berkeley, Calif.
Larsen, M. J., (A) Michigan College of

Mining and Technology, Hough-
ton, Mich.

Ledbetter, J. F., (A) USS Skipjack, c/o
Postmaster, New York, N. Y.

Mac Donald, W. L., (S) 1799 Euclid Ave.,
Berkeley, Calif.

Marshall, F. M., (A) Box 674, Langley
Field, Va.

Martin, H. L., (A) Minocqua, Wis.
McLaren, J. 11., (A) Tilncy St. Lawrence,

King's Lynn, Norfolk, England.
Melton, E. L., (A) 1012-14 McGee St.,

Kansas City, Mo.
Meyer, M. A., (S) 14 Centre St., Cam-

bridge, Mass.

Miller, J. W., (S) Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, Box 667, Baltimore, Md.

Miyake, Y., (S) 59 Sarvataricho Kanaga-
waku, Yokohama, Japan.

Muchmore, R., (S) 2333 College Ave.,
Berkeley, Calif.

Mueller, G. E., (S) 608 W. 11th St., Rolla,
Mo.

Newcomb, B. R., (A) 231 Pondfield Rd.,
Bronxville, N. Y.

O'Brien, R. S., (S) 2548 Cedar St., Berke-
ley, Calif.

Oniki, B., (S) 465 W. Fifth North St., Salt
Lake City, Utah.

Ormontowicz, L. K., (A) Matejki 68,
Torun, Poland,

Parker, J. D., (A) P.O. Radio Branch
(WIA), Armour House, London
E.C.1, England.

Parmelee, W. G., Jr., (S) Weatherford
Hall, Corvallis, Ore.

Parry, W., (5) 1799 Euclid Ave., Berkeley,
Calif.

Perkins, E. G., (A) 310 Cotton St., Green-
wood, Miss.

Persons, C. B., (A) 4-B Hayes Ct., Su-
perior, Wis.

Phillips, C. J., (A) Corning Glass Works,
Corning, N. Y.

Pugsley, D. W., (A) 1766 E. Main St.,
Bridgeport, Conn.

Quraishi, A. H., (A) Sanda Kalan, Lahore,
Punjab, India.

Ramiah, Y. V., (A) All India Radio, Eg-
more, Madras, South India.

Randles, W. C., (A) 2813 Clinton St., S.,
St. Petersburg, Fla.

Rebold, J. I -I., (A) 516 Flatbush Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Reed, 0. W. B., Jr., (5) 7601 -16th St.,
N.W., Washington, D. C.

Reichert, W. L., (S) 1335 Fifth Ave., San
Francisco, Calif.

Robinson, R. A., (5) 4187 Denker Ave.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

Roldan, A., (A) Ministerio de Guerra
Secc. Radio, Bogota, Colombia.

Ross, K., (A) 63 Kingsley Ave., Rugby,
England.

Rotkiewicz, W., (A) Grochowska 319 m.
12, Warszawa 4, Poland.

Rudd,W., (A) 836 -11th Ave.,Sidney,Neb.
Sambasivarao, S., (A) Veerabhadrapuram,

Rajahmundry, East Godavari
District, South India.

Schenck, R. L., (A) 5651 Hamilton Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Schmidt, W. C., (A) 31 Sunset Ave.,
Newark, N. J.

Schneider, C. J., (S) Fleming House, 1301
E. California St., Pasadena, Calif.

Sensiper, S., (S) M.I.T. Dormitories, Cam-
bridge, Mass.

Seymour, A. P., (A) 14 Hever Rd., Eden -
bridge, Kent, England.

Shelley, 0. D., (J) 3224 -16th St., N.W.,
Washington, D. C.

Sherry, F. E., Jr., (A) R.F.D., Marshfield,
Mass.

Simons, 13. H., (A) Bell Telephone Labs.,
Inc., 180 Varick St., New York,
N. Y.
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H. H. Beverage
Ralph Bown
Melville Eastham
J. F. Farrington
L. C. F. Horle

Spencer, F. L., (A) 20 Sunnydene Ave.,
Ruislip, Middx., England.

Stearns, H. M., (S) General Delivery,
Stanford University, Calif.
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Books

National Physical Laboratory,
Collected Researches, Vol-
ume 24, Standards.
Published by His Majesty's Stationery

Office, York House, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2, England. 450 pages, 9E inches by
121 inches. Price £1 2s. 6d, net.

This is the last of the "Collected Re-
searches" to be published; their place is to
he taken by collections of abstracts of
papers published each year.

All of the ten papers relate mainly to
fundamental standards and several have
not previously been published.

Fundamental measurements of the
volt, ampere, and ohm, of the capacitance
and power factor of a mica condenser, and
the measurement of high voltages, corn -
vise the "electrical" contents of the book.

A paper on instrument pivots and jewels
would be of interest to those in the elec-
trical instrument and meter field. The re-
maining papers concern the comparison of
temperature scales and the relation be-
tween fundamental standards of length
and the wavelength of light.

National Physical Laboratory,
Abstracts of Papers, 1937.
Published by His Majesty's Stationery

Office, York House, Kingsway, London,
W.C.2, England. 71 pages, 6 inches by 9rt;
inches. Price ls. Od. net.

This is the second of a series of pam-
phlets giving abstracts of all papers con-
tributed by the National Physical Labora-
tory to the scientific and technical press or
issued as official publications. It covers all
papers published (luring 1937, the previous
report being for 1936.

The radio section abstracts twelve
papers, half of which are on wave propa-

gation studies, two on direction finding,
two on vacuum tubes, and the other two
are on recording transient electrical phe-
nomena and detecting insect larvae in
timber.

Several of the papers under "Elec-
tricity" would be of interest to radio en-
gineers.

An authors' index and subject index are
included.

Complete Proceedings of the
World Radio Convention.
Published by the Institution of Radio

Engineers, (Australia), Box 3120, General
Post Office, Sydney, N.S.W., Australia.
About 600 pages, well illustrated, 81 inches
by 11 inches. Price 21/.

From April 4 to 14, 1938, the Institu-
tion of Radio Engineers (Australia) held
a World Radio Convention as part of the
celebration of the 150th anniversary of the
founding of that count ry. Over 50 papers
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were presented and these are published in
full in this book. They include contribu-
tions on acoustics, aerial systems, aircraft
radio, broadcasting, communications, di-
rection finding and navigation, measure-
ments and instruments, receivers, tele-
vision, valves, and wave propagation. In
addition, information is given on the meet-
ings themselves, the Institution of Radio
Engineers (Australia) and its membership.

Fundamental Electronics and
Vacuum Tubes, by Arthur
Lemuel Albert.
Published by the Macmillan Company,

New York, N. Y., 1938. 422 pages, 286
figures, 6 inches by 9:1 inches. Price $4.50.

This is strictly an engineering text in-
tended primarily for undergraduate use.
The treatment is straightforward and con-
cise, the arrangement clear and teachable.
It is well illustrated, clearly designed for
and built around its teaching objective.
The author makes frequent use of italics
to emphasize the key word in the context
and of heavy type for technical terms.
Frequent reference is made to the bibliog-
raphies which occur at the end of each
chapter, where more general texts includ-
ing those on radio engineering as well as
many original articles in the literature are
listed. In place of the commonly used list
of problems at the end of a chapter the
present text contains "Suggested Assign-
ments." These are of the problem sort, but
less definite, in that the data are incom-
plete. In other words, the final concrete
setting of the problem is left to the stu-
dent. An especially commendable feature
in the eyes of the reviewer is the author's
care in giving the source of data used in
his curves throughout the book, or the ref-
erence from which figures are taken when
this is the case. But one misprint is found.
The reviewer regrets that in a number of
cases the phrasing used by the author is a
little loose and a somewhat different choice
of words would have been desirable for
accuracy and clarity.

K. S. VAN DYKE
Wesleyan University

Middletown, Conn.

Principles of Electricity and
Electromagnetism, by Gay-
lord P. Harnwell.
Published by McGraw-Hill Book Com-

pany, New York, N.Y., 1938, 619 pages,
384 figures. Price $5.00.

This is an excellently written book such
as many radio -physicists have probably
often wished for-a treatise on classical
electricity and magnetism-with a treat-
ment of comparable grade of the newer
communication subjects and a considera-
tion of the experimental behavior of ma-
terials available.

The new textbook is of a grade com-
parable to those of similar title now in use
in advanced undergraduate and graduate
courses in American universities. It differs
from the books most used at present in
including much more experimental mate-
rial while retaining all of the mathematical
analysis. This makes the book of consider-
ably greater size for the field covered.
Also, much more of the material commonly
thought of as pertaining to the electrical
communication field has been included
than has been done in other standard text-
books on electricity and magnetism. Thus
there are chapters on thermionic vacuum
tubes and vacuum -tube circuits, coupled
circuits, filters and lines, as well as the
more classical theory. Particularly to be
noted for those interested in the com-
munication field are sections on electric
networks, multielectrode tubes, wave fil-
ters, class A, 13, and C amplifiers, nonlinear
oscillator theory, and chapters on non -

ohmic circuit elements, chemical-, thermo-,
and photoelectric effects and electrical
conduction in gases.

In paying particular attention to the
experimental aspect of the subject, the
author has collected much material on the
electrical and magnetic properties of mat-
ter. A chapter entitled "The Physical
Characteristics of Dielectrics and Con-
ductors" follows the first two chapters of
the book which are devoted to a theoretical
development of electrostatics. In this third
chapter the characteristics of many insu-
lating materials are to be found including
many of recent development and impor-
tance. A later chapter on the magnetic
properties of matter includes a section
correlating the special ferromagnetic prop-
erties of materials.

Vector notation is used throughout; a
brief treatment of vector theory is given
in the Appendix; additional sections in
the Appendix treat other mathematical
tools, and the matter of units and stand-
ards. The author boldly departs from the
present conventional system of units so as
to be in line with the new absolute system
adopted by the International Committee
of Weights and Measures for use after
January 1, 1940, in place of the present
international system. Thus the reader
must expect to find equations based
throughout on the newton meter as equiv-
alent to the joule rather than on dynes
and centimeters. There is ample use of
well -drawn figures and frequent reference
to other texts and to original papers. Excel-
lent sets of problems follow each chapter.
The volume is in itself a complete text-
book of a grade most suited to the gradu-
ate student in experimental physics.

The author's treatment is of the high-
est standard throughout. The selection of
material for inclusion, especially the em-
phasis on the communication subjects and
the choice of the new units, makes the
book timely and, with its experimental
emphasis, an especially valuable reference.

The reviewer finds a very few errors,

perhaps insignificant in so large a work.
On page 188, the title of the figure is
probably meant to be "Circuits Using
Thermo -Electric Junctions," instead of
"Circuits Visiting etc." On page 471, in
defining different orientations of quartz
resonators, the accepted designations of
X cut and V cut have been interchanged.
On page 84 the author wrongly defines the
piezoelectric constant of quartz, which he
states to be the ratio of charge to mechani-
cal force. This is true for certain special
cases, as in the longitudinal effect, a limi-
tation which the author does not mention.
The usual definition of polarization per
unit stress is applicable to any piezoelec-
tric effect. Dimensionally, coulombs per
newton is correct for this constant, but in
general the areas over which the coulomb
and newton will be distributed are not the
same.

K. S. VAN DYKE
Wesleyan University

Middletown, Coun.

Educational Broadcasting,
1937.

Proceedings of the Second National
Conference on Educational Broadcasting.
Held in Chicago, Illinois, on November 29,
30, December 1, 1937. Edited by C. S.
Marsh. Published, 1938, by the Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois.
387 pages. Price $3.00.

This volume, appearing many months
after the conference was held of which it is
a record, is still of interest, largely because
of the continuing question of the desira-
bility of control or regulation of broad-
casting in America.

The principal objective of the confer-
ence was "to provide a national forum
where interests concerned with education
by radio could come together to exchange
ideas and experiences." The general plan
for the two and one-half days of its dura-
tion included four general sessions with
prepared addresses representing the in-
dustry, the audience, and education. There
were two afternoons of discussion sections
and a banquet with speeches on the general
topic.

The conference was attended by nearly
five hundred registrants, with a broad na-
tional representation-eleven college presi-
dents and about two hundred other repre-
sentatives largely interested in some phase
of education-about seventy-five from
other welfare, social, or national organiza-
tions, fifty-five representatives of the
radio industry, and scattered groups of
journalists, publishers, editors, advertisers,
and federal and state government officials.

The volume is not of primary direct
interest to the radio engineer as such. The
advanced state of his art and his technical
excellence seem to be granted by all speak-
ers. Nor does the volume particularly
concern the artist who appears in radio
programs. His great success in entertain-
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ing and in holding interest and again his
technical excellence is granted. This is a
volume which records the growing pains
of the new public utility, the broadcast
industry, and the inevitable conflict be-
tween the entrepreneurs who had the
foresight to develop the industry and who
built their own system and others who now
feel shut out of the necessarily closed

system.
The speeches delivered in the four gen-

eral sessions and constituting the material
of the present volume were in general
carefully prepared, sometimes very witty
and, to judge from the remarks of the
chairmen, were in some cases delivered by
persons particularly well studied in the art
of talking before a microphone. It was, ap-
parently, the opinion of one spokesman for
informal lobby and dining room discus-
sions that most of the prepared speeches
were largely favorable to this American
system and that the smoothness of the
conference did not reflect a general satis-
faction with the system as operated.

K. S. VAN DYKE
Wesleyan University

Middletown, Conn.

Radio Troubleshooter'sHand-
book, by Alfred A. Ghirardi.
Published 1939 by Radio and Techni-

cal Publishing Company, New York, New
York. 518 pages, 134 illustrations, 9 inches
by 111 inches. Price $3.00.

This handbook, as its title implies, is

intended primarily to aid the radio service-
man in quickly locating and remedying
faults in broadcast receivers. There are 272

pages of "case histories" covering troubles
persistently noted in the field in 3313
models of home and auto receivers of 177

different makes. These case histories in-
clude symptoms and remedies. The mate-
rial is presented clearly and in a form well

suited for ready reference. Prepared in the
same manner are sections covering com-
mon troubles in home and auto receivers,
and a compilation of data as to the correct
intermediate frequencies used in over
15,000 models of superheterodyne re-
ceivers. There is valuable material dealing
with the installation of auto receivers and
the elimination of ignition and other noises
peculiar to particular sets and cars. The
servicing of portable sound recorders and

intercommunicator systems also is covered.
The various tubes used in broadcast re-
ceivers are listed in several ways for ready
reference and equivalent and substitute
tubes are indicated. There is also a direc-
tory of set, tube, and parts manufacturers;
several short sections dealing with mathe-
matical formulas and conversion tables
used in radio work; RMA symbols and
color codes, etc.

The completeness of the servicing in-
formation and the manner of its presenta-
tion should make this volume of unusual
value to the serviceman.

JOHN F. FARRINGTON
Hazeltine Service Corporation

Bayside, L.I., N.Y.

Einfiihrung in die Vierpol-
theorie der elektrischen
Nachrichtentechnik, by R.
Feldtkeller.
Published in 1937 by S. Hirzel, Leipzig.

142 pages, 85 diagrams. Price 10 RM.

This booklet has been accorded high
praise in German periodicals. It gives in-
deed a very lucid and systematic develop-
ment of the general theory of four -terminal
networks. The more advanced mathemat-
ical tools needed, as conformal mapping
and some fundamental properties of mat-
rices, are explained in a neat and simple
way. All derivations are carried through in
detail. Thus the author succeeds in remov-
ing the veil of mystery which seems to have
obscured the laws of these electric quadri-
poles to the not mathematically minded.

The book is divided into six chapters.
Chapter I gives some fundamental rela-
tions. Chapter II, the longest in the book,
deals with linear symmetrical networks.
Special stress is laid on the geometrical
construction for input impedance from
terminal impedance by means of the vari-
ous pairs of quadripole constants. In chap-
ter III the results are specialized for non -
dissipative networks. Chapter IV deals
with linear unsymmetrical quadripoles;
this term is used for networks which are
equivalent to a T network with unequal
arms. In chapter V matrices of four ele-
ments are introduced as the most general
mathematical expression for four ter-
minals. Whereas all the preceding chapters
deal with passive networks only, the

matrices can also represent networks
which contain unilateral conductances,
especially amplifying tubes in the linear
range of operation. The concluding chapter
develops the matrices for a number of net-
works with and without unilateral con-
ductances by a very simple application of
matrix algebra.

The volume does not give any numeri-
cal examples or practical applications of
the theory. These will doubtless be found
in a book on filter networks whose publica-
tion has been announced for January,
1939.1

Feldtkeller follows the recent trend of
German technical writers to introduce,
wherever possible, Germanic words in-
stead of the more international terms of
Latin and Greek origin. While this practice
certainly enhances the readability for the
German student, it makes the going dif-
ficult for the American reader even if he is
equipped with a modern dictionary.

HANS VON R. JAFFE
Wesleyan University

Middletown, Conn.

1 R. Feldtkeller, Einf Uhrung in die Siebschal-
tungstheorie der elektrischen Nachrichtentechnik.
175 pp. Leipzig, 1939.

Bollettino del Centro Volpi di
Elettrologia.
Published by the Volpi Center of

Electrology, Vendramin Palace, Venice,
Italy. Price, English edition, 30 lira per
annum.

This quarterly bulletin made its ap-
pearance in the first quarter of 1938. It
is devoted to electrical technology, and
each issue contains papers dealing with
various subjects in this field. The most im-
portant feature of the bulletin, however, is
its abstracting service. In each issue ap-
proximately one hundred abstracts are so
arranged that they may be cut to fit a
standard 3- X5 -inch card file, with the
Italian abstract on one side of the card
and its English translation on the other.
The subject classification of each abstract
is given in the Decimal classification third
German edition, Library of Congress
fifth edition, and the American Engineer-
ing Index.

L. P. WHEELER
Federal Communications Commission

Washington, D. C.
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Clifford N. Anderson (A'19, F'34) was
born at Scandinavia, Wisconsin, on Sep-
tember 22, 1895. He received the Ph.B.
degree from the University of Wisconsin in
1919 and the M.S. degree in 1920. From
1913 to 1917 Mr. Anderson was the super-
vising principal of schools at Amery,
Wisconsin, and from 1917 to 1918 he
served as an Ensign of Aircraft Radio in
the United States Naval Reserve Force.
From 1919 to 1920 he was an instructor in
engineering physics at the University of
Wisconsin, and from 1920 to 1921 he was
in the standardizing laboratory of the
General Electric Company at Lynn, Mas-
sachusetts. After spending the year 1921-
1922 in Norway as a Fellow of the Ameri-
can Scandinavian Foundation, he entered
the Department of Development and Re-
search of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company where he stayed until
1934. Since then he has been with the Bell
Telephone Laboratories.

Austin Bailey (A'22, M'25, F'36) was
born in Lawrence, Kansas, on June 9,
1893. He received the A.B. degree from
the University of Kansas in 1915 and the
Ph.D. degree from Cornell University in
1920. In 1918 he was made a Second Lieu-
tenant in the Signal Corps of the United
States Army and worked on the develop-
ment of new radio equipment. Upon com-
pletion of his university work, following
the war, he took a position as Superintend-
ent of the Apparatus Division of the
Corning Glass Works until the summer of
1921 when he resigned to be Assistant Pro-
fessor of Physics at the University of
Kansas. In June of 1922 Dr. Bailey ac-
cepted a position with the American Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company, working

Proceedings of the I.R.E.

A. C. DICSIESON

on radio problems in the Department of
Development and Research. In 1934 he
was transferred to Bell Telephone Labora-
tories and in 1937 returned to the Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph Company,
department of operation and engineering
where he is continuing to work on radio
services. Dr. Bailey became a Member of
the American Institute of Electrical En-
gineers in 1937 and is a member of Sigma
Xi and Alpha Chi Sigma.

R. S. Bair (A'21, M'36) was born on
May 1, 1896, at Wetmore, Pennsyl-
vania. He received the B.S. degree in elec-
trical engineering from Cooper Union in
1924. From 1916 to 1917 he was with the
Western Electric Company Model Shop,
and from 1917 to 1919 in the research and
inspection division of the Signal Corps of
the United States Army. After the war
Mr. Bair was with the engineering depart-
ment of the Western Electric Company
from 1919 to 1925, and since 1925 he has
been in the apparatus development depart-
ment of Bell Telephone Laboratories. He
is a Member of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers.

Alda V. Bedford (A'31) was born in
Winters, Texas, on January 6, 1904. He
received the B.S. degree in electrical en-
gineering from the University of Texas in
1925. While at the University he spent one
summer with the Dallas Power and Light
Company, and during the latter part of
his school term he was engaged as assistant
in the physics department. In 1925 Mr.
Bedford joined the General Electric Com-
pany, starting in the general engineering
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STEPHEN DOBA, JR.

department and later transferring to the
testing department and research labora-
tories, working on sound recording by film
and disk, audio -frequency amplifiers, loud
speakers, sound printers for film, and tele-
vision. While in Schenectady he obtained
the M.S. degree in electrical engineering
from Union College. Since 1929 he has
been employed in the laboratories of the
RCA Manufacturing Company, first on
disk sound recording and then on tele-
vision.

44:

A. C. Dickieson was born at New
York, New York, on August 16, 1905. He
was with the Bell Telephone Laboratories
from 1923 to 1929, the Fox -Case Corpora-
tion from 1929 to 1930, and since 1930 has
been a member of the technical staff of
Bell Telephone Laboratories.

Stephen Doba, Jr., was born May 27,
1907, at New York, New York. Since 1926
he has been a member of the technical
staff of Bell Telephone Laboratories.

John F. Farrington (A'19, M'29, F'31)
was born at New York, New York, in
1895. From 1907 to 1915 he was a radio
amateur and radio operator in the Naval
Auxiliary Service. In 1916 Mr. Farrington
was an honor student at the Bliss Elec-
trical school. He was a member of the re-
search department of the Western Electric
Company and Bell Telephone Laborato-
ries from 1916 to 1929 doing development
work on Government radio equipment
during the war and contributing generally
to the development of the Bell System
trans -Atlantic and ship -to -shore radio -

JOHN F. FARRINGTON

phone services. From 1929 to 1931 he was
engineer -in -charge of the radio depart-
ment of International Communications
Laboratories, and from 1932 to date he
has been an engineer with the Hazeltine
Service Corporation. He is a Fellow of the
Radio Club of America.

H. B. Fischer (A'25) was born in Wis-
consin on June 26, 1902. He received the
B.S. degree from the University of Wis-
consin in 1924. From 1924 to 1925 Mr.
Fischer was in the engineering department
of the Western Electric Company, and
since 1925 he has been with Bell Telephone
Laboratories.

00

G. L. Fredendall (A'26) received the
Ph.D. degree from the University of Wis-
consin. From 1931 to 1936 he was at the
University teaching electrical engineering,
mathematics, and doing research work in
mercury -arc phenomena. Since 1936 he
has been with the RCA Manufacturing
Company engaged in television research.

0.0

Harold M. Pruden was born November
3, 1899, at Basking Ridge, New Jersey.
He is a licensed engineer in New York
state. In 1917 Mr. Pruden was a radio
operator with the Marconi Company, and
from 1919 to 1925 he was in the engineer-
ing department of the Western Electric
Company. Since 1925 he has been with the
Bell Telephone Laboratories, engaged in
circuit design of toll systems, including
radio switching and signaling systems.

1939 Institute News and Radio Notes
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W. MORGAN SWINGLE

from Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology in 1928. Since his graduation he
has been in the engineering departments
of several of the telephone companies in
the Chesapeake and Potomac group.
Since 1937 Mr. Swingle has been transmis-
sion and outside plant engineer of the
Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Com-
pany. He is an Associate member of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

+
S. B. Wright (A'36) was born Novem-

ber 5, 1897, at Baltimore, Maryland. He
received the M.E. degree in electrical en-
gineering from Cornell University in 1919.
He was a student engineer with the Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph Company in
1919, and later in the year became a tele-
phone engineer in the department of de-
velopment and research where he remained
until 1934 when he took his present posi-
tion as a member of the technical staff of

W. Morgan Swingle was born at Wash- Bell Telephone Laboratories. Mr. Wright For biographical sketches of T. R.
ington, D. C., on June 1, 1904. He received is a member. of Tau Beta Pi and the Gilliland, S. S. Kirby and Newbern Smith,
the &S. degree in electrical engineering American Institute of Electrical Engineers. see the PROCEEDINGS for January, 1939.
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WILL MAKE A CHAMPION
OF YOUR RECEIVER

ERIE
SILVER -MICA

TO get good performance out of a receiver, put

good performers in it. In the oscillator stages

of push-button tuned receivers, a sure way of

eliminating off -frequency tuning and wandering

caused by fixed condenser temperature changes

is to use ERIE SILVER -MICA CONDENSERS.

Because their temperature coefficient is only

.000025/°C or less, and their power factor and

humidity characteristics are excellent, these new

825 25 M M F

type condensers will definitely eliminate condenser

drift.

Performance can be further improved by using tol-

erances as close as I % or smaller. The unique con-

struction of ERIE SILVER -MICAS makes possible

their construction in these tolerances without pro-

hibitive cost.

Write today for samples and complete engineering

data.

ERIE RESISTOR CORPORATION,g-tie
TORONTO, CANADA LONDON, ENGLAND PARIS, FRANCE-J.E.CANETTI CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF RESISTORS  CONDENSERS  MOLDED PLASTICS
Proceedings of the I. R. E. .11 til, /939



Commercial Engineering
Developments

These reports on engineering
developments in the commercial
field have been prepared solely on
the basis of information received
from the firms referred to in each
item.

Sponsors of new developments
are invited to submit descriptions
on which future reports may be
based. To be of greatest useful-
ness, these should summarize,
with asTmuch detail as is practical,
the novel engineering features of
the design. Address: Editor, Pro-
ceedings of the I.R.E., 330 West
42nd Street, New York, New York

Equipment for Automatic
Measurement of Audio -
Frequency Circuits
An automatic measuring assembly de-

veloped by the Columbia Broadcasting
System* provides a means of undertaking
a number of acoustic and audio -frequency
measurements in a manner which, in many
respects, is superior to the one the network
previously employed. f Although designed
principally for acoustic measurements, its
many applications to audio -frequency
measurements makes the apparatus of
interest to the radio engineer.

The automatic audio -frequency meas-
uring assembly supplies test tones of any
desired audio frequency, at any normally
required level and impedance for both bal-
anced or unbalanced circuits. A load cir-

* Columbia Broadcasting System, 485 Madison
Avenue, New York, New York.

'1" H. A. Chinn and Vir N. James, "Apparatus
for Acoustic and Audio -Measurements," Jour.
Acous. Soc. Amer., Vol. 10, pp. 239-245; (1939).

Automatic audio -frequency measuring as-
sembly developed by the Columbia Broad-

casting System.

cuit having all commonly encountered
values is also provided. A feature of this
circuit is its ability to indicate power levels
without the necessity of making correc-
tions for the load impedance. An auto-
matic high-speed power -level recorder is
provided to record audio -frequency equip-
ment power -levels and, by means of a syn-
chronous drive, supplies automatic re-
sponse -frequency characteristic curves on
wax -paper records.

Of special interest to the audio -facili-
ties engineer is the transmission panel of
this assembly which, when used in con-
junction with the audio -frequency oscil-
lator, provides:

(a) Generator source impedances of 30,
200, 250, 500 and 600 ohms, obtain-
able by operation of a rotary switch.

(b) Complete isolation, as regards
grounds, between oscillator and cir-
cuit under test. This feature, which
is found in no commercially avail-
able transmission panel, permits
measurements of series mixer cir-
cuits in addition to circuits which
are balanced or have one side
grounded.

(c) Power level indicator for determina-
tion of test -tone level.

(d) Attenuation, adjustable in 1 -decibel
steps for providing test -tones at
known levels from +10vu to - 80vu
(numerically equal to number of
decibels above a reference level of
1 milliwatt).

(e) Switch for terminating both oscil-
lator and circuit under test.

The "load" section of the transmission
panel is normally connected to the output
of the equipment under test and provides:

(a) Load impedances of 7.5, 15, 30, 200,
250, 500 and 600 ohms, 30 watt
capacity, obtainable by operation of
a rotary switch.

(b) Output power -level indicator with
range from - 12vu to +44 vu auto-
matically corrected for circuit im-
pedance.

The high-speed, power -level recorder
normally bridges across the load imped-
ance. A synchronous coupling between the
recorder paper drive and the beat -fre-
quency oscillator provides a means for
sweeping the oscillator frequency through-
out the audio -frequency range while the
recorder scribes the transmission power-
level on the wax paper. Such automatic
response -frequency characteristics are ob-
tained in 3, 15 or 150 seconds. The speed
of operation of the recorder is 560 decibels
per second, and the maximum recording
range is 75 decibels.

Iconoscopes
Technical information, with tenative

ratings on operation and performance,
have just become available* on two corn-

* RCA Manufacturing Company, Harrison,
New Jersey.

The HANDIEST
TESTER of all!

MODEL 666
DEALER NET

$14.00

At a New Low Price

POCKET VOLT-OHM-
MILLIAMMETER

 A complete instrument for all A.C.-
D.C. voltage, direct current and resist-
ance analyses.

Model 666 has 3" Sq. Triplett improved
rectifier type instrument. A.C.-D.C.
Voltage Scales read: 0-10-50-250-500-
1000 at 1000 Ohms per volt. D.C. Milli-
ampere scales read: 0-1-10-50-250. Ohms
scales read: Low 1/2-300; High 250,000.
Resistance range can be increased by
adding external 3 1/16"
x 53/43' x VA". Black Molded Case and
Panel. Newly improved Low Loss Selec-
tor Switch. Complete with Alligator
Clips, Battery and Test Leads ... Dealer
Price, $14.00.

Also, a new high range tester-Model
666-H. . . . Same as above but with
ranges: A.C. and D.C. volts 0-10-50-250-
1000-5000 at 1000 Ohms per volt; D.C.
M.A., 0-10-100-500; low ohms 0-300 (10
ohms center scale) ; high ohms 0-250,000.
Dealer Price, $14.50.

18 INSTRUMENT STYLES

CHOOSEO
I FSETT

Round, Square
Fan or Twin Cases

4" Modernistic Square
Instrument . . . A.C. or
D.C. All Popular Ranges
2" to 7".

MOST MODELS AVAILABLE WITH FRONT OR
REAR ILLUMINATION.

Write for Catalog!

THE TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
214 Harmon Ave., Bluffton, Ohio

17.111 NiZir
Pirechlint

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS
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Improve your service to
clients and listeners .. .
with this pace -setting

5 KW

Western Electric's 5KW Transmitter
changes prospects into clients-turns
dial -turners into regular listeners! It
has "what it takes"- QUALITY!

And it's extremely economical to
operate. The Doherty Circuit increases
the efficiency of the final amplifier stage
from the usual 30% to over 60%, greatly
reducing primary power required.

Other outstanding features are:
improved stabilized feed -back circuit;
automatic line voltage regulators; cath-

ode ray oscillograph connections in all
important circuits; engineered to permit
increase to 10 KW or 50 KW by adding
standard Western Electric apparatus.
Get full details from Graybar.

"ASK YOUR
ENGINEER" DISTRIBUTORS: Graybar Electric Co., Graybar

Building, New York. In Canada and Newfoundland:
Northern Electric Co., Ltd. In other countries: Inter-
national Standard Electric Corp.

Famous

DOHERTY CIRCUIT

increases amplifier

efficiency over

100%

Western Electric
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the New DAVEN Type No. 910
VOLUME LEVEL INDICATOR

It is designed to indicate audio levels in broadcasting, sound recording and allied
fields where precise monitoring is important. The Type 910 unit is completely self-
contained, requiring no batteries or external power supply. The indicator is sensitive
to low power levels, rugged and dependable.

The indicator used in this panel is the new WESTON Type 30 meter, the dynamic
characteristics of which have been approved by BELL TELEPHONE LABORA-
TORIES, N.B.C. and COLUMBIA Engineers. The indicator reads in percent volt-
age and VU. The "VU" is defined as being numerically equal to the number of DB
above 1 mw. reference level into 600 ohms.

Two meter controls are provided, one a small decade with screw driver adjust-
ment for zero level setting of the meter pointer; the other a constant impedance
"T" type network for extending the range of the instrument in steps of 2 Db.

Because of the length of the meter scale, small differences in pointer indications
are easily noticed. For this reason the screw driver type vernier is provided. All
V.I. meters can thus be adjusted to the same scale reading. This is particularly con-
venient in complex installations where several V.I. meters must be read by one
operator, or in coordinating the various meters at different points in a network.

SPECIFICATIONS
* INPUT IMPEDANCE: 7500 ohms constant

on all steps of meter range switch except on
the 1 mw. calibration step.

* POWER LEVEL -RANGES: Standard 1

mw. at 600 ohms reference. See table below.

* FREQUENCY RANGE: Less than 0.2 Db.
variation up to 10,000 cycles.

* SCALE READING: Meter calibrated -20
to +3 VU and 0 to 100%. Type "A" Scale,
for sound level work is marked in VU on the
upper scale; Type "B" Scale for broadcast-
ing work is marked in per cent on the upper
sca e.

* INDICATING METER: Copper -oxide -type
adjusted for deliberate pointer action. Large
clearly marked scale.

* METER RANGE CONTROL: Heavy duty
"T" network. Input impedance 7500 ohms;
Output impedance 3900 ohms. Attenuation
variable in steps of 2 VU.

* METER ADJUSTMENT CONTROL: Min-
iature step-by-step decade type unit. De-
signed for fine adjustment of the zero level
reading over a range of ± 0.5 VU.

* MOUNTING: Standard relay rack mounting
Aluminum Panel 5,/4 x 19".

* FINISH: Black alumilite, dull satin finish;
R.C.A. or W.E. gray.

Type No. Range Zero Level Scale Price

910-A I mw. + 4 to 40 VU off I mw. 600 Ohms A $65.00
910-B I mw. + 4 t, 40 VU off I mw. 600 Ohms B 65.00
910-C I mw. + 4 to 24 VU off I mw. 600 Ohms A 60.00
910-13 I mw. + 4 to 24 VU off 1 mw. 600 Ohms B 60.00

The new "T" attenuator
illustrated at left is a 12 step
unit. Both the 12 and 20 step
attenuators are in stock for
immediate delivery.

Type T-994 Price $12.50
12 step attenuator

Type TA -I000 Price $17.50
20 step attenuator

Round dials supplied with
above attenuators.

Type 991 Price $2.50
Rheostat for calibrating

meter

THE DAVEN COMPANY
158 SUMMIT STREET NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

(Continued from page ii)

mercial television -pickup tubes of the
iconoscope type.

One tube, the 1849, is intended pri-
marily for pickup from motion -picture
film, and it has been designed so that a
sudden change in the average illumination
of the mosaic does not cause the tube to
generate a spurious signal. Tests have

The electron gun in this iconoscope-type of
television pickup tube is located in the neck
beyond the left-hand edge of the photo-
graph. The glass wall at the left is an opti-
cally polished window through which the

image is focused on the mosaic

shown that, with a 25 -ampere high -inten-
sity arc light -source, a camera shutter
which is open 8 per cent of the time, a
shutter frequency of 60 cycles per second,
and a K-2 filter to reduce the effects of
chromatic abberation in the lens, a suit-
able value of high -light illumination on the
mosaic is from 150 to 300 foot-candles.
This value is an average for a complete
cycle of shutter rotation.

The other tube, the 1850, has been de-
signed to have high sensitivity for direct
pickup at low levels of scene illumination.
With incandescent -lamp illumination of
the scene and with no "back -lighting" of
the tube, tests have shown that from 5 to
10 foot-candles is a satisfactory value of
high -light illumination on the mosaic.
When "back -lighting" is used, lower levels
of mosaic illumination are suitable.
 The term "back -lighting" refers to the
use of a small amount of constant illumina-
tion on the glass walls between the mosaic
and the window, obtained by placing one
or two small lamps close to the bulb of the

MOSAIC

COLLECTOR

ELECTRON
GUN

TO vi OCO
AM PL IC t EP

LOAD PCSISTOP

Schematic diagram of the iconoscope and
its video -circuit connections. Connections
for the electron gun are brought out to a
standard 6 -pin base at the end.of the neck

IV April, 1939 Proceedings of the I. R. E.



Backed by a Great Plant .
AEROVOX produc-
tion once again is in
full swing. The new
plant, owned out-
right by AERO-
VOX, is four times
larger than former
Brooklyn plant which

ranked among indus-
try's largest. So
AEROVOX, better
than ever before, can
meet your require-
ments.

433,000 sq. ft. of
floor space. 21/2

round trips through
just one floor, and
you've walked a
full mile!

SINCE the best condenser can be the poor-
est condenser in use, if improperly ap-

plied, AEROVOX offers A.A.E.* service to
radio -set, sound -system, electronic -equipment
and other manufacturers who cannot risk con-
denser failures, yet seek reasonable economies.

Instead of merely selling condensers, AERO-
VOX prefers to sell a satisfactory and eco-
nomical condenser application. Over a century
of total condenser -application experiences pos-
sessed by AEROVOX sales engineers can be
drawn upon in assuring you of the lowest -cost
assembly consistent with a safe performance.

Submit Your Problem . .

Tell us the results you desire. Our engineers will
collaborate in evolving the best assembly consis-
tent with economy. Be sure you have our catalog
in your working library.

AEROVOX CORPORATION
New Becilia4ci, Ala44.

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities
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Important in the scheme of the great
radio industry are those men who will
step forward to carry on the work we
have started today.

C. R. E. I. home -study and residence
courses in Practical Radio Engineer-
ing afford every ambitious man the
privilege of preparing for a definite
future in this rapidly expanding field.

The marked success of C. R. E. I.
trained men in every branch of Radio
is indicative of the type of men and
type of training we are proud to of-
fer to this progressive industry. Today
our students and graduates hold re,
sponsible positions in more than 275
U. S. broadcasting stations . . . an
achievement that proves our training
is worthwhile.

The men who will carry on tomorrow
must be equipped with the ability to
"know how, and why." Through the
years of our growth, our policy has
been directed toward training better
engineers for the future. Our record
to date, we believe, is in step with
that policy.

We should like very much to have
you read a copy of our illustrated
booklet, "A Tested Plan for a Future
in Practical Radio Engineering." We
are also glad to send copies to mem-
bers of your staff. Address your re-
quest to the attention of Mr. E. H.
Rietzke, President-no obligations, of
course.

E. H. RIETZKE, Pres.
Dept. PR -4

3224 Sixteenth St., N.W.
Washington,

D.C.
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(Continued from page iv)

iconoscope in back of the mosaic on the
signal -plate side of the bulb. Casting light
on the glass walls in this manner is helpful
in reducing dark -spot signal and in im-
proving picture contrast.

The principal parts of the tube-the
mosaic, signal plate, collector, and elec-
tron gun-are shown in the photograph
and the drawing.

The mosaic consists of a large number
of photosensitive globules deposited on the
face of a thin sheet of insulation. The
globules are spaced a very small distance
apart on the sheet so as to be insulated
from each other. On the opposite face of
the insulating sheet is a conductive film,
the signal plate. Because the insulating
sheet is thin, there is considerable capacit-
ance between the globules and the signal
plate.

The collector is a conductive coating on
the inner surface of the tube wall which
collects electrons emitted by the mosaic.

In operation, an image of a scene is
focused through the window in the bulb
onto the mosaic by means of a lens so
placed that its axis is perpendicular to the
mosaic. A beam of electrons, provided by
the electron gun, is made to scan the im-
age. As the beam moves over the image,
there is generated at the signal plate a
voltage whose magnitude at any instant
depends on the image brightness at the
point where the beam is impinging at that
instant. This voltage is the video -signal
voltage. t

Both the 1849 and the 1850 tubes are
intended for use with an auxiliary electro-
magnetic deflecting system. The deflecting
fields are produced by a cylindrical yoke,
carrying the two windings for vertical and
horizontal deflection and placed close to
the bulb on the neck of the tube.

Typical Operating Conditions

Heater 6.3 v
0.6 a"

High -voltage electrode 1000 v
Collector 1000 v

Focusing electrode
Control electrode
Mosaic dimensions
Connections:

0.05-0.1gaa
360 v

-24 v"
41 X3-9/16 in."

Electron gun medium 6 -pin base
Collector & signal plate caps on glass

Approximate value.

T For further information on the development,
application, and operating principles of the icono-
scope, see the following:
Harley lams, R. B. Janes, and W. H. Hickok, "The

brightness of outdoor scenes and its relation to
television transmission." PRoc. I.R.E., vol. 25,
pp. 1034-1047; August, (1937).

R. D. Kell, A. V. Bedford, and M. A. Trainer, "An
experimental television system-The transmit-
ter." PROC. I.R.E., vol. 22, pp. 1246-1265;
November, (1934).

Maloff and Epstein, "Electron Optics in Televi-
sion," McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.

S. W. Seeley and C. N. Kimball, "Analysis and de-
sign of video amplifiers," RCA Rev., vol. 2, pp.
171-183; October, (1937); Part II, RCA Rev.,
vol. 3, pp. 290-308, January, (1939).

V. K. Zworykin, G. A. Morton, and L. E. Flory,
"Theory and performance of the iconoscope,"
PROC. I.R.E., vol. 25, pp. 1071-1092; August,
(1937).

V. K. Zworykin, "Iconoscopes and kinescopes in
television," RCA Rev., vol. 1. pp. 68-84; July,
1936.

V. K. Zworykin. "The iconoscope-A modern ver-
sion of the electric eye." PROC. I.R.E., vol. 22,
pp. 16-32; January, (1934).

CRYSTALS
HOLDERS

OVENS
FOR BROADCAST SERVICE

Both the compact
BC467 tempera-
ture controlled
variable air -gap

mounting and
the low -drift
Bliley Crystal
are approved by
the F.C.C. Correct
design and pre-

cision manufac-
ture assure full
dependability.

FOR GENERAL SERVICE

The VP4 steatite
adjustable pressure
holder, complete
with Bliley Crystal,
is widely employed
in general fre-
quency control ap-
plications through-
out the range from
240kc. to 7.5 mc.

FOR HIGH AND ULTRA -HIGH

FREQUENCIES

The M02 unit, for
crystal frequencies
from 7.5mc. to
30mc., is designed
to withstand the se-
vere operating con-
ditions encountered
in portable and
mobile services.

FOR FREQUENCY STANDARDS
Precision frequency
control for primary
or secondary stand-
ards is economically
obtained with the
SOC I 00 mounted
100kc. bar. The
crystal is rigidly
clamped between
knife edges and is
ground to have a
temperature coeffi-
cient not exceeding
3 cycles/mc./°C.
Catalog G-10 contains
complete information.
Write for your copy.

BLILEY ELECTRIC CO.
UNION STATION BUILDING ERIE, PA.
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IRE membership offers

many services
to the radio engineer

Proceedings-An outstanding pub-

lication in the radio engineering field.

Over a quarter of a century of service

to the world in publishing important

radio engineering discoveries and de-

velopments, the PROCEEDINGS presents

exhaustive engineering data of use to

the specialist and general engineer. A

list of its authors is a "Who's Who"

of the leaders in radio science, re-

search, and engineering.

Standards-Since 1914 our standards

reports have stabilized

engineering language,

graphical presentations,

and clarified

mathematics,

and the test-

ing and rating of equipment. They are

always in the process of revision and

thus remain up to date.

Meetings-In twenty-two cities in the

United States and Canada, meetings of

the Institute and its sections are held

regularly. Scores of papers on prac-

tically every branch of the field are

presented and discussed. Several con-

vention meetings arc sponsored by the

Institute and add materially to its ef-

fectiveness in distributing data of

value to engineers.

The Institute of Radio Engineers
Incorporated

330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.

To the Board of Directors
Gentlemen :

I hereby make application for ASSOCIATE membership in the Institute
of Radio Engineers on the basis of my training and professional experience
given herewith, and refer to the sponsors named below who arc personally
familiar with my work.

I certify that the statements made in the record of my training and profes-
sional experience are correct, and agree if elected, that I shall be governed by the

Constitution of the Institute as long as I continue a member. Furthermore I

agree to promote the objects of the Institute so far as shall be in my power.

(Sign with Pen)

(Address for mail)

(City and State)

(Date)

SPONSORS
(Signatures not required here)

Mr.

Address

City and State

Mr.

Address

City and State

Mr.

Address

City and State
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Associate membership affiliates
you with the Institute and brings you
the PROCEEDINGS each month as well
as notices of meetings held near you.

(Typewriting preferred in filling in this form) No.

RECORD OF TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

Name
(Give full name, last name first)

Present Occupation
(Title and name of concern)

Business Address

Home Address

Place of Birth Date of Birth Age

Education

Degree
(College) (Date received)

TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
(Give dates and type of work, including details of present activities)

Record may be continued on other sheets of this size is space is insufficient.

Receipt Acknowledged Elected Notified

Requirements-For Associate mem-

bership, an applicant must be at least
twenty-one years of age, of good
character, and be interested in or con-
nected with the study or application

of radio science or the radio arts.

Sponsors-Three sponsors who are

familiar with the work of the appli-
cant must be named. Preferably these

should be Associates, Members, or
Fellows of the Institute. In cases
where the applicant is so located as
not to be known to the required num-
ber of member sponsors, the names of

responsible nonmember sponsors may
be given.

Dues-Dues for Associate member-
ship are six dollars per year. The en-

trance fee for this grade is three dol-

lars and should accompany the appli-
cation.

Other Grades-Those who are be-
tween the ages of sixteen and twenty-

one may apply for Junior grade. Stu-

dent membership is available to full-

time students in engineering or science

courses in colleges granting degrees

as a result of four-year courses.
Member grade is open to older en-

gineers with several years of experi-
ence. Information on these grades
may be obtained from the Institute.
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Impossible at the Track
-but not on The RIDER

VoltOhmyst
That's the ratio of the resistance
range of the VoltOhmyst. Wide
enough for engineering require-
ments of today and tomorrow, de-
signed for use on television, radio
receivers, transmitters, aircraft
radio, power, sound, facsimile or
other engineering work.

The Rider VoltOhmyst measures 0.05 to
5000 volts d -c-0.1 ohm to 1,000,000,000
ohms with a greater convenience than
any other existing instrument. As an
example, you can measure any d -c con-
trol or operating voltage wherever it may
be without being concerned with the
circuit complications - with the signal
present in the circuit. For, the Rider
VoltOhmyst has one scale-one zero ad-
justment. You just put the proper probe
on the point to be measured and the
scale shows the voltage or resistance
without any adjustments as you change
ranges.

Yes, the Rider VoltOhymst is accurate -
3%, accuracy on the Ohmmeter, 2% on
the Voltmeter. And the input resistance of
the Voltmeter is higher than all others -
16,000,000 ohms up to 500 volts and 160,-
000,000 ohms from 500 to 5000 volts. But
-all specifications and complete descrip-
tion are included in a booklet we should
like to mail you.

Write today for Booklet Giving Com-
plete Information.

The New Elec-

tronic D -C Volt -

me te r- 0 h m -

meter With-
out an Equal

a 105-130 Volts
25-60 Cycles.

SERVICE INSTRUMENTS, INC.
404 Fourth Avenue, New York City

Foreign Division -147 W. 45th Street, N. Y.,
Cables-"Servicin"

Booklets, Catalogs
and Pamphlets
The following commercial literature has

been received by the Institute.

INDUCTANCE BRIDGES  Aerovox Cor-
poration, New Bedford, Massachusetts.
October, 1938, "The Aerovox Research
Worker," 3 pages, 8 tX 11 inches. Summary
of principal characteristics of the better
known inductance bridges.

INSULATION  Spaulding Fibre Com-
pany, Inc., 310 Wheeler Street, Tonawanda,
New York. Catalog, "1939 Engineering
Data Book," 36 pages, 81 X 11 inches. Giv-
ing application characteristics of vulcan-
ized fibre, laminated phenolic materials,
etc.

LOUD SPEAKERS '  Graybar Electric
Company, 420 Lexington Avenue, New
York, New York. Bulletin T1572, 7 pages,
8 X 10 inches. Description of a new Western
Electric permanent -field speaker.

MONEL  The International Nickel
Company, Inc., 67 Wall Street, New York,
New York. Bulletin T-5, 12 pages, 84X 11
inches. "Engineering Properties of Monel."

NICKEL  The International Nickel
Company, Inc., 67 Wall Street, New York,
New York. Bulletin T-15, 19 pages, 84X 11
inches. "Engineering Properties of Nickel."

OSCILLOGRAPH  Allen B. Du Mont
Laboratories, Inc., Passaic, New Jersey.
February-March, "Oscillographer,"
8 pages, 6X9} inches. Describes a new
laboratory -type cathode-ray oscillograph.

PERMANENT MAGNETS  Crucible Steel
Company of America, Chrysler Building,
New York, New York. Folder, 8iX11
inches. Summary of specifications of Al-
nico, an aluminum -nickel -cobalt perma-
nent -magnet alloy.

PHASE MONITOR  Graybar Electric
Company' 420 Lexington, Avenue, New
York, New York. Bulletin T1593, 8 pages,
8 X 11 inches. A description of a "phase
monitor" for use in adjusting directional
broadcast -antenna arrays.

POWER SUPPLY DESIGN  Aerovox
Corporation, New Bedford, Massachusetts.
November-December, 1938, "Aerovox Re-
search Worker," 8 pages, 8iX11 inches.
Summary of graphical data to assist in the
design of power -supply equipment for
vacuum -tube circuits.

TUBE DATA (RCA)  RCA Manufac-
turing Company, Harrison, New Jersey.
Application Note No. 102, 6 pages, 8i X 11
inches. "On the 6SK7 as an I -F Amplifier."

TUBE DATA (RAYTHEON) Raytheon
Production Corporation, 55 Chapel Street,
Newton, Massachusetts. Bulletin No. 53, 14
pages, 8iX11 inches. "Noise in Vacuum
Tubes and Associated Circuits" by J. R.
Nelson. Presents the results of additional
work on tube noise by the Raytheon organ-
ization.

Announcing the new

TERMINAL

Professional
TRANSCRIPTION

Record Player!
Completely por-
table, operates
on I10 volts
A.C. or D.C.

2 speed motor
33 1/3 and 78

R.P.M.

The new Terminal Professional Tran-
scription Record Player answers the de-
mands of advertising agencies, broad-
cast station executives and radio artists'
representatives for a reasonably priced
record player capable of reproducing
transcription records with broadcast -like
quality. We have, without exaggeration,
utilized every modern electronic and
mechanical development necessary to
make the TERMINAL Professional
Record Player THE masterpiece in
portable sound reproduction design. Its
compactness and light weight and extra
features makes this new unit a valuable
commercial aid to the radio industry.

 Completely portable-weighs approximately
thirty lbs. Case is made of sturdy DuPont
fabric, leather reinforced.

 Plays anywhere-operates on both 110
volts A.C. or D.C. current.

 6 -tube amplifier.
 No resistance line cord is used.

Plays any size record up to 171/4 inches.
 2 speed motor -33% and 78 R.P.M.
 Dual -cell wide -range crystal pick-up.
 High fidelity full-size loudspeaker.
 Provisions for microphone input-The unit

may also be used as a high quality pub-
lic address system.

 Extended tone range.
 Automatic electronic bass "booster."
 Speaker is mounted in infinite baffle for

utmost in fidelity.
 Speaker case is removable-for proper

horizontal and remote sound reproduction.
25 feet of speaker cable is furnished.

 Records, up to 171/t" size, can be car-
ried in case.

 Dual rectifier tubes are used for balanced
efficiency on A.C. and D.C.

 Essentially flat frequency response for
broadcast -quality reproduction.

 6 watts output.
This unit is priced at 8119.50, F.O.B. New York City.
Accessories are optional, and include your choice of
three crystal microphones-$25.00, list price; floor
stand-$7.50, list price; desk stand -115.00, list price.

Complete descriptive literature will be
forwarded on request.

TERAtiNAL
2 STORES IN NEW YORK CITY

80 CORHANDT ST. 68 WEST 45th ST.
CobI Addr..1
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INDEX
ENGINEERING

DIRECTORY

Consultants, Patent Attorneys,
Laboratory Services

BRUNSON S. McCUTCHEN and
CHARLES B. AIKEN
Consulting Engineers

Technical cooperation with Attorneys in
connection with patent litigation-De-
sign and Development work-Audio and
radio frequency measurements-Equip-
ment studies-Receiver and transmitter
problems-A well equipped laboratory.
75 West Street Telephone
New York City WHitehall 4-7275

ALFRED CROSSLEY
Consulting Engineer

Radio -engineering problems involving
receiver design, iron -core investigations,
and A- and B -battery substitutes

549 West Randolph Street, Chicago,
Illinois; Telephone STAte 7444

Specialist in

AMPLIFIER DESIGN
engineering and construction. Complete
facilities for developing any type of indus-
trial, commercial, or professional ampli-
fier equipment, audio filters, transformers,
reactors, power supplies, etc.

N. M. HAYNES
17-19 West 20th Street Telephone
New York, N.Y. Watkins 9-0916

Use this directory . . .

when you need consulting serv-

ices

when you are asked to suggest

the name of a specialist on an en-

gineering or patent problem

Consulting Engineers, Patent Attor-
neys, Laboratory Services ... Applica-
tions for card space in the Engineering
Directory are invited. Complete data
will be sent on request to

PROCEEDINGS of the I.R.E.

330 West 42nd Street New York, N.Y.

COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENTS ii

BOOKLETS, CATALOGS, & PAMPHLETS ix

POSITIONS OPEN

ENGINEERING DIRECTORY

DISPLAY ADVERTISERS

A

Aerovox Corporation

American Telephone & Telegraph Co... xi

B

Bliley Electric Company vi

C

Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp. xii

D

Daven Company iv

E

Erie Resistor Corp.

G

General Radio Company Cover IV

R

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc... Cover III

S

Service Instruments, Inc. ix

T

Terminal Radio Corp. ix
Triplett Electrical Instrument Co. ....ii

POSITIONS
OPEN

The following positions of interest
to I.R.E. members have been re-
ported as open on March 20. Make
your application in writing and ad-
dress it to

Box No.

PROCEEDINGS of the I.R.E.
330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y.

Please be sure that the envelope
carries your name and address

TRANSMITTER DESIGNERS
A reputable and long-established
manufacturer in the East wants ex-
perienced transmitter engineers ca-
pable of designing complete equip-
ment from government specifica-
tions. Permanent positions to right
men. Engineering work on salary.
Present staff knows of this opening.
Box No. 193.

TELEVISION
INSTALLATION & SERVICE

An Eastern manufacturer of tele-
vision receivers is organizing a
staff for installation, service, and
educational sales work in Greater
New York.
Engineering graduates with prac-
tical experience gained through
service or amateur work preferred.
Give full details of education and
experience. Present staff knows of
this announcement. Box No. 194.

TRANSMITTER DEVELOPMENT
Graduate engineer wanted for radio
transmitter development and design
work. Practical experience essential.
State salary expected. Must be
British subject. Location Canada.
Box No. 195.

Attention
Employers . . .

Announcements for "Positions
Open" are accepted without charge
from employers offering salaried
employment of engineering grade
to I.R.E. members. Please supply
complete information and indicate
which details should be treated as
confidential. Address: "PosmoNs
OPEN," Institute of Radio Engi-
neers, 330 West 42nd Street, New
York, N.Y.

The Institute reserves the right to refuse any
announcement without giving a reason for

the refusal
Western Electric Company iii
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Big /Wake

. . . Little in Cost
FEW things give you so much con-

venience, happiness and security

-all rolled into one-as your
telephone.

Telephone service is not only
exceptionall), good-it's cheap.
Nowhere in the world do people

get so much service and such
good service at such low cost.

Experienced management,
trained people and good equip-
ment are three important reasons

for this fact.
BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO VISIT THE BELL SYSTEM EXHIBIT AT THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR

Proceedings of the I. R. E. April, 1939
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You'll find that
same dependability in
C-11) Capacitors
The Overland Express has wings today-and more horse-
power up front. A hundred years of delivering the mail has
taught Uncle Sam something about dependability.
There is a great deal of talk in advertising about Dependability
-of a company . . . of its products. Getting it is something
else. Cornell-Dubilier believes there is REAL significance in the
fact that each year more engineers are taking the INITIALS
C -D TO MEAN CAPACITOR DEPENDABILITY.
For prompt, efficient service, engineering cooperation and com-
plete satisfaction, call on Cornell-Dubilier for your capacitor re-
quirements. Catalog No. 160 free on request to all accredited en-
gineers.

MICA DYKANOL PAPER WET & DRY ELECTROLYTICS

Photo Courtesy American Airlines. Inc.

TYPE BR "BLUE BEAVER"
ETCHED FOIL DRY ELECTROLYTICS
The Type BR series, developed in the
Cornell-Dubilier laboratories, is being util-
ized extensively by leading manufacturers
of receivers and amplifier equipment. Com-
pact, scientifically designed and economical-
ly priced, these capacitors are ideally suited
for large quantity production applications.
Available in a complete capacity range from
200 to 450 volt ratings. Supplied in single
and dual capacity combinations.
PRODUCT OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST

MANUFACTURER OF CAPACITORS

CORNELL -DUMMER
ELECTRIC CORPORATION
MHZ Hamilton Boulevard, South Plainfield, New Jersey

Cable Address . "CORDU"
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RCA offers a
Complete Line of

TELEVISION
TUBES

RCA KINESCOPES

WITH WHITE SCREEN

the 141 A-906-1'4
io a 3'

K Cope available
at unusually

low

.,,,t. Provides low circuit cost becaiise of

us low voltage operation.
Ilas conduc-

tive coating which minimizes
deflecting -

plate loading
and prevents

drifting of

the pattern
with changes

in bias .. $15

TUE 11CA-1802-P
is a 5' Television

Kinescope
having electrostatic

dflec-

tion. Provides excellent quality televi-

ion pictures. The deflection sensitivitv

is ouch that the beam may be deflected

across the entire screen
with no more

voltage than is required
for full defer

3' tube. Separate
11-
term bye foinals

are

provid fleetingnew
Magnal

pin
r

lion

d
plate

.

each

$27.50

.....---__

The RCA 1804-P4
is a cr

Television
Kinescope

em-

ploying electro-magnetic
tie-

tection of the electron beam.

Can be operated
with an anode

N. 2 voltage up to 7000 volts.

Provides
rilliant picture with

excellentdefinition  .. $60.00

CA-1803-P4
is a 1rTele-

The R
vision Kinescope

employing
nectro-magtic

deflectio the
n of

the electron beam. Likeele

1804-P4
this tube can be oper-

ated with an anode No.2 voltage

to1,0
but its large

Mize lend0s greyter brilliance
and

detail to pictures-mae withuse
it

especially suitableople. $75.00e for us

large groups of p

Goo m

T h eG is RCA .21'3...21.3.
Nam:

-"ligh nv.t tYPe of
hait, et+um
tier rirte reeti-
suit use i
" ga .erectify!devices topPl Y the high

vohn.,quire,/re.
scope

by

e- death.
Od 11°). tu&

$3.00

RCA RECTIFIERS

Jj

I

R CA E, 79
haifit vacitum8
fier

ve
recti:

for usetype

rectato
the (1-c

n'enr-8 of catti
c -ray tubes.

$3.00

RCA R -F AM PL IFI
am

ER SThe RCA-1832 and 1853 aremutual
plifiers offering highconductance,

resuhing
perb
in surprisingly-

high gain and su-signal-to-noise
ratio. Bothof these tubes have the grid con-nection at the base,
thus elimi-nating grid cap and decreasingfeed -back at high frequencies.This feature also greatly im-

proves circuit stability. Thesetwo tubes are particularly
well

suited for television
amplifierapplications.

. .  $1.85 apiece

1124060

1I
Ltaten to due Afagic

Key. Seaways,
2 to 3 P. At. E. S. T.. on NBC Blue Network

ra

FIRST IN METAL
FOREMOST IN GLASS

FINEST IN PERFORMANCE

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC., CAMDEN, N. J.  A Service of the Radio Corporation of America



PARALLEL
CONDENSER

CAPACITANCE MULTIPLIER
10 100

I I
/WOO

CAPACITANCE NRIOOE
MI TINA WILL 0.11141
GENERAL RA010 CO

ailiria1WWL WW1 OSA

POWER f ACTON
ZERO AOAMIEWNE

POWER FACTOR

UNKNOWN
CONDENSER

Bireet-Reading Sehering Bridge
for

Capacitance and Power Factor Measurements On
* CONDENSERS
* INSULATORS
* CABLES
* TRANSFORMER OILS
* WAXES

THIS Capacitance Bridge is direct -reading
in capacitance at audio frequencies with a

range of 100 p.1.11 to 1 p.f, and in power factor at
1 kc from 0.002% to 6%. When the substitu-
tion method is used its capacitance range is 0.1
p.p.f to 1000 p.p.f with the internal standard and
up to 1µf with an external standard.

When used as a direct -reading bridge it is
suitable for measuring the capacitance and
power factor of 2 -terminal condensers.

* RUBBER
* CERAMICS
* GLASS
* PAPER
* ELECTRICAL MACHINERY

With its direct -reading feature this bridge is
very convenient for laboratory measurements
and production testing of condensers; determ-
ing dielectric properties such as power factor
or phase angle, dielectric constant, dielectric
loss and the change of these properties with
moisture absorption; measurements of resist-
ance of electrolytes and capacitance and power
factor tests on insulators and insulator bush-
ings.

TYPE 716-A CAPACITANCE BRIDGE $335.00

 WRITE FOR BULLETIN 402 FOR COMPLETE DATA

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
Branches in New York and Los Angeles


